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ABSTRACT
This comparative ethnographic study examined factors hypothesized to be
relevant to the success or failure to graduate from high school. Student participants were
male Mexicans with learning disabilities CLD)> enrolled in U.S. middle schools, who were
nominated by two of their teachers as either "Likely to Graduate from High School"
(LGHS) or "Unlikely to Graduate from High School" (UGHS). The theoretical
perspective was that students' life circumstances are all intricately related and academic
outcomes are mediated by the overall evaluation students have of their contextual events
(Alva & Padilla, 1989). The objectives for the in-depth interviews with students and their
parents, were developed from an ecological perspective of human development
(Bronfenbrenner, 1977). Through interviews and archival reviews, an understanding was
sought of the personal, social, and familial resources these students access to survive and
eventually academically succeed.
Among the findings were that students nominated as LGHS and their parents were
comparatively more receptive to the exigencies of U.S. culture than their counterparts, the
UGHS students and their parents. This greater receptivity contributed to the LGHS'
greater progress in overcoming initial language limitations and effectively utilizing
available resources. Also, parents of the LGHS group of students had attained a
substantially higher average level of education than the parents of the UGHS students.
The perceptions of the parents of the LGHS students had of themselves in terms of
capacity to assist their children in their learning, differed markedly from the self-
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perceptions of the parents of the UGHS students who believed they were unable to
support their children's learning-related experiences.
Whereas LGHS students displayed social competence, problem-solving skills,
autonomy, and orientation towards goals, UGHS students were commonly off-task,
impulsive, and unable to self-regulate behaviors. Their maladaptive behaviors also
negatively affected their acquisition of academic knowledge and development of skills.
Among the recommendations are the implementation of intervention programs to
enculturate parents into the social and literacy practices of the classroom and the school,
and the promotion of cooperative linkages between school and families. Parents are the
precursors of improvement in special education programs for minority students.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter recounts the historical background of children of immigrant parents
in the final decades of the

century. Chapter I follows with a statement of the

research problem and the questions, rationale, theoretical framework, definitions of terms,
and finally, the scope of the study.
Chapter 2 reviews literature on school completion and dropout rate of students of
the general population, and those of Mexican origin, with an accompanying reference to
the scarce research found on the dropout phenomenon of Hispanic pupils with learning
disabilities. In addition, it offers an outline of research on risk and protective factors
relevant to school success. Chapter 3 outlines the research method employed in the study.
Chapter 4 presents the interviews carried out with students and their parents. Chapter 5
provides a discussion of findings, and the last. Chapter 6, offers a summary of the study,
implications for future research, limitations of the research method, general conclusions,
and recommendations for educational practice.
Brief Historical Background
Great numbers of Spanish speaking immigrants entered the United States diuing
the 1980s, with a meager amount of schooling, or none at all (Aronowitz, 1984). Often
the education of these new arrivals had been interrupted as a result of internal politics,
economic upheaval and prolonged-armed conflict. Children of Hispanic immigrant
families, who experienced an unstable sociohistorical background, arrived ill prepared to
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respond appropriately to the academic challenges they encountered in American public
school settings (Cardoza & Rueda, 1986).
During the 1990s, immigrants entering the U. S. in search of improving their
economic situation, also sought English protlciency, upward economic mobility, and
eventual integration into the national economy (Baca, Bryan, & McKinney, 1993).
However, they exhibited the same educational and occupational patterns of the earlier
groups (Duran & Weffer, 1992). The children of these recent-arrivals not only faired
poorly in school but also dropped out of school in significantly large numbers. The
parents' unique sociocultural and Spanish language backgrounds, in combination with
low socioeconomic status and low-literacy, are believed to seriously contribute to their
children's comparatively low academic achievement (Duran & Weffer, 1992).
Statement of the Problem
The existence of a growing undereducated workforce (partially the consequence
of a relatively high dropout rate) is held to exert a severe negative impact on the nation's
capacity for production and provision of services. The executive director of the U.S.
Department of Labor's Workforce 2000 Project (Halcrow, 1988) noted that the United
States could become a two-class society where one of the sectors would be undereducated
and unprepared for employment. This projected increase of an unskilled workforce
annually represents a loss of billions of dollars of national revenue (Peng, 1985). In
addition, the cost of school dropouts is calculated to be over $800 per taxpayer each year
(Joint Economic Committee, 1991).
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The National Academy of Sciences' (Greenhouse, 2000) found that immigrants,
particularly unskilled workers from Latin America, dominate in especially arduous, lowpaying jobs. The Academy blames this situation for lowering the wages of American-bom
workers who have less than a high school education.
Some analysts (Taylor, 1995) maintain that our continuous technological advances
have not resulted in ever-rising unemployment, but rather in the soaring employment
opportunities in the 90s. The opposing position is that the process of de-industrialization
that the U.S. economy has been experiencing will cost the country 38 million jobs in the
future. Besides the fact that employment in the service sector demands specific training, it
pays relatively less than industry, provides less security, fewer benefits, and is often
transient. Youth who have a limited command of the English language, in addition to
learning disabilities, are undeniably at a distinct disadvantage in this type of economic
structtire (Weis, 1990).
Today, a high school diploma is required for almost any job. (See the discussion
of schools' responsibility for students' completion of high school, presented by Stevenson
& Ellsworth, 1993.) Particularly for poor or minority youth, a high school diploma is a
critical requirement for social ascendancy. The positioning of the urban underclass on a
higher socioeconomic stratum would translate into a more vigorous and healthy national
economy (Ensminger & Slusarick, 1992).
Demographic projections suggest that the Hispanic student population is growing
at a rapid rate and will accoimt for a large majority of the overall national increase of
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adolescents as we enter the year 2000 (Perez, & De La Rosa Salazar, 1993). Predictions
are that almost 60% of our labor force will be composed of minorities by the new
millennium (Cardoza & Rueda, 1986). Of these minorities, Hispanics form part of the
group that expenences a comparatively more delayed progress in obtaining a high school
education.
A disproportionately high percentage of Hispanic students fail to complete their
high school studies. Data extending back to 1985 reveals that almost 15% more Hispanic
students than White students were above the expected chronological ages in grades 11
and 12. Thirty percent of Hispanic young adults have been classified as dropouts
compared to 8.6% of non-Hispanic Whites (Krashen, 1998). Hansen, Fisherkeller and
Johnson (1995) observe that Hispanics dropout almost four times more frequently than
non-Hispanic Whites, and Headden (1997) reports that the dropout rate for Hispanic
students nationwide is 30 percent, crossing income lines and language ability. Scholars
have underscored the enduring school failure experienced by many Mexican students,
who constitute a subgroup of the Hispanic population (Fox, I997;Valencia, 1991a;
Valencia & Chapa, 1993).
Youth with disabilities, on the other hand, drop out of school at a much higher
rate than their non-disabled peers. Nearly 50% of students with disabilities older than 14
years drop out of school, and students with learning disabilities (LD) account for 40% of
the students identified to receive special education services (Kortering and Braziel, 1999).
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Figures suggest that of the students with LD, 27% entering 9'^ grade leave before
graduating from high school (Thornton & Zigmond, 1988).
There is scarce research on minority students with disabilities (Baca & Almanza,
1991; Butier-Nalin Sc. Padiila, 1989; Cardoza & Rueda, 1986; and Hoizman, 1985) and
there are fewer studies on Hispanic students with LD. What is more, this researcher
found that a small range of techniques and approaches has been employed for the study of
minority students with disabilities. Additionally, a scant amount of research on the
dropout phenomena reflects students' own perspectives on issues related to their
schooling (Trueba, 1987a).
Purpose of Study
The stated goal of this study was to foster an in-depth and broad understanding of
the personal, social and familial resources that male Mexicans with LD in U.S. middle
schools, access to survive and succeed in obtaining a high school diploma. Hispanic
enrollment has increased in several southwestern states and others. There was a reported
137.5 growth of enrollment of Hispanic students in the state of Arizona, from 1970 to
1994 (Trueba, 1998).
Males with LD were studied as opposed to a heterosexual group of students
because research suggests that different factors are relevant for males and females (De
Anda, 1982) in relation to education outcomes. Secondly, the decision was made to study
middle school students as opposed to high school students, because research findings
(Kortering & Braziel, 1999; Thorton & Zigmond, 1988) suggest that an elevated percent
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of students with LD entering 9"^ grade leave before graduating from high school. The
school district, site of this study, reported that students with LD begin dropping out of
school from the time they are 14 years of age. Moreover, Gamier, Stein and Jacobs'
(1997) research findings show that dropping out of high is a multi-determined process
with early influences beginning at childhood, that involve family as well as child and
adolescent factors.
A broad knowledge of the reciprocal relations between the multiple environments
within which students of Mexican immigrant parents develop, is a prerequisite for the
creation of a suitable ecology where they may acquire the skills and knowledge afforded
by 12 years of education (Rumberger, 1987; Sinclair, Christenson, Evelo & Hurley,
1998).
Research Questions
The three research questions are (1) what are the relationships between
sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, and the academic achievement of
students nominated as "likely to complete high school?" (LGHS), (2) what relationships
exist between sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, personal characteristics,
and the academic achievement of students nominated as "unlikely to complete high
school?" (UGHS) and, (3) how do the sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts,
personal characteristics, and the academic achievement of the two groups of students,
differ?
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This researcher chose the contextual-interaction model developed by Alva and
Padilla (1987), to provide the general theoretical perspective for this study. The historical
antecedents for this model derive from the research of Urie Bronfenbrenner, the
acknowledged precursor of the socio-ecological perspective on human development
(Anglin, 1988).
Theoretical Framework
Bronfenbrenner's (1977) conceptualization of human ecology, referred to as
"development in context," is based on the premise that an individual's life circumstances
are intricately related to his or her sociocultural context; thus, both constraints and
resources for change are simultaneously available. In the researcher's words:
The ecology of human development involves the scientific study of the
progressive, mutual accommodation between an active, growing human being and
the changing properties of the immediate setting in which the developing person
lives, as this process is affected by relations between the settings, and by the larger
contexts in which the settings are embedded. (1979, p. 21)
The ecological perspective opens the way for the exploration of interconnections
between the processes of human evolution, the envirorunent in which development
occurs, and the reciprocal relations between the multiple environments within which
people develop.
Bronfenbrenner's model evolved into die "ecological approach" (Delgado-Gaitan,
1988; Trueba, 1987a) and in 1989, Alva and Padilla developed the "contextual interaction
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model." The latter model is based on the proposition that academic outcomes are
mediated by students' perceptions of events. Alva and Padilla assert that students'
appraisals of their social contexts, in addition to their personal and environmental
resources, all play a central role m their differential patterns of school performance.
Definition of Terms
For purposes of this study the term Hispanic will be used to refer to a
heterogeneous group of people who have immigrated to the U. S. from Latin American
countries (Obler, 1995). Cubans, Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans are subgroups of Hispanics
(Velez, 1989).
The term Mexican will describe both those individuals bom in Mexico and those
of Mexican parentage bom in the United States.
Immigrant will refer to those persons who leave their country of origin to settle
permanently in a new country. Second generation immigrants will be understood as
children of immigrants who have one or both parents bora outside of the U. S. They
resemble first-generation children because immigrant parents are involved in the
socialization process.
Bilingualism will be understood as the ability to function in two languages. The
linguistic skills of language minority children can be viewed as a continuum of varying
degrees of bilingualism (Ortiz, 1984). On one extreme are students who are proficient in a
language but with limited proficiency in a second language. At the opposite extreme of
the continuum, are students who are equally proficient in two languages.
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The term bilingual education will be used to designate a conglomerate of
educational activities and diverse programs whose common denominator is the use of two
or more languages for instruction (Otheguy, 1991).
Specific learning disabilities will be defined as
...a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological processes involved in
understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which may manifest itself
in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do
mathematical calculations. The term includes such conditions as perceptual
handicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental
aphasia. The term does not include children who have learning problems which
are primarily the result of visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental
retardation, of emotional disturbance or of environmental, cultural, or economic
disadvantage (Arizona Guidelines for the Identification of Students with Specific
Learning Disabilities, 1996).
Culture will be defined as including language use, socially shared norms and
codes of behavior, values, assumptions, etiquette and worldview.
Acculturation will be understood as the process of adoption of the cultural traits or
social pattems of another group of people.
Sociocultural background will be understood as comprised of language use,
generational tenure in the U.S., and familial cultural practices.
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Environmental contexts will primarily refer to teacher-student, peer-student and
parent-student interactions.
Personal characteristics will be understood as encompassing students' social
competence, problem-solving sidlls, autonomy, and sense of purpose and future.
At risk will be used to refer to students who have generally low academic
achievement (Ronda & Valencia, 1994), accompanied by teachers' low expectations for
their successful completion of high school.
The term non-completion will refer to students' behavior, in terms of lack of
attaiimient of a diploma in the expected number of years.
The term dropout will designate those students who have failed to attain a
diploma in the expected number of years.
Scope and Delimitations
The focus of this study extends what has been this researcher's enduring interest:
the sociocultural adjustment of Mexican students with LD, as they interact with the
resources or constraints for change and academic success within the American
educational system. A differentiation was pursued between the sociocultiu-al
backgroimds, environmental contexts, and personal characteristics of young people
perceived as "likely to graduate from high school" (LGHS), and students perceived as
"unlikely to graduate from high school" (UGHS). Student and parent (insider's)
perspectives were sought as opposed to outsiders' viewpoints, on issues related to
students' schooling. Thus, teachers were not formally interviewed; the extent of their
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cooperation was limited to the nomination of potential student participants. A case study
approach was used to examine the various ecologies, where school and home were treated
as two interrelated societal domains.
The Digest of Education Statistics (1997) reports that the attrition of Hispanic
students can be traced to the middle school years. This was found to be true in the school
district in which this study was conducted. In 1997, there was a reported 24% dropout
rate for Hispanic students in ninth grade. (The Arizona Report noted that thereafter the
percentage of dropouts gradually declined to a 6% dropout rate for 12"^ grade.) Hence,
the decision was made to carry out interviews with students while they were enrolled in
middle school, that is to say, before they reached the culmination of their disengagement
from school.
A total of six students and their parents were interviewed. Data from interviews
and archival sources were identified in terms of the research goals, then coded, analyzed,
and interpreted. Subsequently, intra- and intergroup comparisons were made between the
two groups of students: the LGHS and UGHS.
The study was carried out in a large school district located in a medium-sized U.S.
southwestern city, within an hour's distance from the border shared with Mexico. Other
U.S. borderland communities have Mexican populations that may not share the same
sociohistorical backgrounds and therefore may follow differential educational and
occupational patterns.
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The plan for conducting this study will be fully outlined in the chapter on research
method, along with the epistemological basis for the selection of in-depth interviewing as
the vehicle for investigation of the students' experiences.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
In nisinstrcani Amcncon socicty, we tend to assume that all students will finish
high school and then either go on to college or enter the workforce (Orr, 1987). Those
who leave school before graduation are referred to as dropouts. The belief is that
dropouts willfLilly and irresponsibly have abandoned the opportunity to get a high school
diploma, thereby rejecting the chance to meet, at some fliture time, the requirements for
gainful employment. It is argued that by leaving school, students chose to place
themselves in a position that cuts them off from the political and social avenues
conducive to improving their social status (Aronowitz & Giroux, 1985).
In reference to minority students, researchers have observed that the Hispanic
student population has experienced a long history of educational problems (see, for
example, Harry, 1992; Lucas, Henze & Donato, 1990; Ruiz, 1995; Rumberger, 1991;
Steinberg, Dombusch, & Brown, 1992; and Velez-Ibanez, 1996). For example, only 32%
of the U.S.-bom Hispanic students graduate from high school and only 19% of the nonU.S. bom complete their high school studies.
Students with disabilities, another segment of the student population, lag behind
their non-disabled peers (Gajar et al., 1993), in terms of the completion of high school
studies. A disproportionately large number of Hispanic students are placed in special
education; and 47% of adolescents assessed as having learning disabilities (LD) leave the
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educational system long before they reach the age of 21, or before they have completed a
secondary-level education (Zigmond, 1985). The phenomenon of attrition is
conceptualized by Zigmond as a misfortune of greater dimension in the case of students
with disabilities because premature termination of schooling disrupts transition into the
work place or perhaps, higher education. This group of students is unprepared for postschool pursuits. In addition, children receiving special education services have been
found to be more likely to engage in unlawful behavior ("Fairness in Special Education,"
1997), v/hich may be thought of as a consequence of having prematurely terminated their
studies.
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part is comprised of a review of
research on the dropout phenomena and the predominant theoretical perspectives on the
academic performance of minority students. The second part will present a discussion of
research on protective and risk factors relevant to school success.
Research on the Dropout Phenomena
In the 1970s and 1980s, quantitative research on the school dropout of minority
groups, was the design of choice (e.g., Chavez Chavez, Belkin, Homback & Adams,
1991; Ensminger, 1992; Rumberger, 1983; Velez, 1989) but the qualitative approach has
become increasingly prevalent (e.g., Delgado-Gaitan, 1988; Seda & Bixler, 1994)
Sonnleitner, 1995). A common approach to the dropout issue was to study one minority
group in relation to another minority group (e.g., Cardoza & Rueda, 1986; Ekstrom,
Goertz, Pollack & Rock, 1986; Rumberger, 1983; Steinberg, 1984; Velez, 1989).
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Another typical approach was to do a comparison of minority students with students from
the dominant culture. This often resulted in the blurring of intra-group differences (e.g.,
Rumberger, 1983). Variances among members of a minority group are obscured when
they are compared with members of the majority' culture or with those of a different
ethnic group.
The prevalence of the "outsider's view" is another source of criticism of the
literature that has been produced on non-completion of high school. The adult
perspective, as opposed to students' own views, has been adopted in a vast number of
studies on secession from high school (e.g., Ensminger, 1992; Gruenhagen, 1993). The
imposition of researchers' concepts and scientific explanations of failure to obtain a high
school diploma, assigns a foreign perspective on the subjects studied. There is sparse
research on school dropout that reflects students' OWTI perspectives on issues related to
their schooling (Trueba, 1987a).
A small range of techniques and approaches have been chosen for research on
students with disabilities, particularly those of minority groups. The first formal and
systematic research agenda related to bilingual special education were two projects
sponsored by the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services (OSERS).
These projects were carried out at the University of Texas, Austin, under the leadership of
Alba Ortiz (Baca, 1990). Research on students who due to their minority status are faced
with imique challenges for evenmal successful employment, is particularly limited (e.g.,
Baca & Almanza, 1991: Butler-Nalin & Padilla, 1989; Cardoza & Rueda, 1986).
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The unrepresentativeness of samples is also a problem found in the literature of
the past decade. The sample for one of the few studies located on Hispanic students with
LD (see Cardoza & Rueda, 1986) was not fully representative of this minority population
K£>/% oiico r >r tVio ovr-lticion fVnm
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negotiating the school experience beyond the Q"' grade.
As we will now come to understand, research findings on the dropout phenomena
have been interpreted fi-om diverse theoretical positions.
Major Theoretical Positions on Academic Achievement of Minority Students
Since the 1960s, various theories have been developed in an attempt to explain the
multivariate problems of minority education as related to dropping out of school. Five of
the most widely known explanations place the responsibility for low achievement and
associated problems, on students themselves. The first of five, the genetic explanation,
argues that social class and racial differences in cognitive abilities, are the basically the
resuh of genetic differences (Jacob & Jordan, 1993). The second construction points to
students' psychological characteristics as playing a major role in academic achievement
and success or failure in school. The third, offers the "self-fulfilling prophecy" (Rosenthal
and Jacobson, 1968) as a psychsocial explanation of the poor academic performance of
members of some minority groups. Another explanation of the dropout phenomena, is to
that for some students dropping out is a manifestation of an ego-defensive opposition to
school; what starts out as an oppositional venture for students, becomes ego enhancing
for them (see Hansen, 1995). A fifth explication, points to low academic ability as the
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cause of non-completion of high school (see, for example, Ekstrom, 1986; and Ensminger
& Slusaricick, 1992).
Educational anthropology has its own perspectives on the non-completion of high
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with minority education (a) the cultural difference approach, and (b) the secondary
cultural discontinuity approach, (Jacob & Jordan, 1993).
The cultural difference approach (also referred to as "cultural mismatch theory"),
concerns itself with the relationships between cultures. Its proponents argue that cultural
differences can contribute to conflicts between school and students and that these impinge
on learning. It proposes that the differences between language socialization styles at home
and at school, may have a negative effect on students' learning (see Au, 1980; DelgadoGaitan & Cummins, 1986; Fillmore, 1985; Tharp, 1982; and Tikunoff 1987). .Aji
alternative discussion of cultural variances focuses on the differential treatment minority
students receive from teachers and schools (see Brophy & Good, 1974; and Oakes, 1985).
Several qualitative studies that were approached from an anthropological view,
have described dropping out of school as related to these educational practices that occur
within schools (see Davidson, 1996; Delgado-Gaitan, 1988; McDermott, 1987a; Moll &
Diaz, 1987; and Valdes, 1996). From the anthropological perspective, students that drop
out of school have been confronted with personal and economic conditions that impede
them from continuing their studies. In addition, they may not feel that the investment in
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schooling is worth the probable outcome; a questionable employment fiiture (see, for
example, Ekstrom, 1986; Lerman, 1972; and Stroup & Robins, 1972).
Proponents of a second major approach within educational anthropology, the
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minority groups. These researchers look beyond the school and home settings to the
larger society' in which social structures are embedded, studying minority groups"
adaptations. The secondary cultural discontinuity alternative identifies, for example, the
subordinate status of minority groups in the U.S., as a causal factor of dropping out of
school (see Cummins. 1986; and Ogbu & Matute-Bianchi, 1986). From this perspective,
the low achievement of some culturally and linguistically different (CLD) students is an
outcome of economic, social, and educational barriers instituted and perpetuated by the
dominant groups in society.
An alternative explanation of problems of minority education, the interactionist
perspective, broadens and enriches the views referred to above, that is to say, the genetic,
psychological, psychoeducational, and anthropological views. This alternative
perspective opens the way for an analysis of what is happening in the schools, while
concomitantly examining students' interactions with their environmental contexts. One
approach that can be arguably placed within this last category is, for instance, the cultural
reproduction model (see Bourdieu, 1977) that suggests that cultural elements mediate
between economic structures, schooling, and the lives of students. Cultural elements are
discussed in terms of cultural capital (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977). Cultural capital is
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defined as the cultural background of a group, e.g., forms of knowledge, language
practices, and values. It is argued that school culture is selected, produced, legitimized,
and transferred to students. Schools contribute to the reproduction of social and political
incCjuslity by attributing higher value and rewarding the culturii! Cupitul of the dominant
groups and thus help to reproduce elitism. Students actively incorporate ideologies of the
majority society. From this vantage point, schools contribute importantly to the process of
class and cultural reproduction (Solorzano, 1995).
This second part of this chapter is divided into three sections. The first section
presents a review of literature and research, regarding school failure of Mexican students
that was carried out fi-om an interactive perspective. This is followed by the presentation
of a conceptual framework, known as the ecological approach, that includes constructions
known as "development in context," and the "contextual interaction model."
The final section of this chapter introduces some of the identified protective and
risk bases relevant to school success, e.g., on the positive side, personal, psychosocial
attributes, and environmental characteristics; and on the adverse side, economic risk,
ethnicity, maternal education, and limited English proficiency.
Interactive Perspective
Students of Mexican descent, in terms of academic achievement, are fi-equently
viewed by researchers as part of a larger population that includes the socially and
economically disadvantaged; the at-risk, and the underprivileged (Valdes, 1996). The
discussion of their failures and successes must be firamed in a broader discussion of why
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children of similar backgrounds respond either in the same manner or differently, in
relation to school. It would be helpful to first discuss the proposed causes of school
success and failure. Then we will consider how the specific characteristics of the
population of Mcxican-desccnt and its placc in socicty, might be contributing to its
success and achievement. Trueba (1990) has said, "We must strive to understand the way
culture works in the acquisition of new knowledge and the construction of successfiil
learning environments." (p. 137). What is more, we must make consistent efforts to
understand the multiple factors that contribute to learning.
Intra-group differences of populations of Mexican origin within educational
settings, is growing in interest. Matute-Bianchi (1991), for example, who adopts a broad
theoretical ethnographic approach to research, has made important contributions to our
understanding of ethnic identities and patterns of school success among Mexican descent
students. Her position is that some individuals of Mexican descent defiantly resist
assimilation into mainstream society. Consequently, this minority group performs poorly
in terms of academic achievement. She has developed a conceptual fi-amework that
establishes a connection between schooling and events that mediate responses that
different minorities have made to educational demands.
Matute-Bianchi (1993) developed five categories of students of Mexican descent:
1) Recent-Mexican-immigrants; 2) Mexican-oriented; 3) Mexican-American; 4)
Chicanos; and 5) Cholos. For purposes of this research, only the first two categories are
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of particular interest. Therefore, the remaining three categories will only be briefly
described.
The first group of students, the recent-Mexican-immigrants, claim they are
XicxicaHO and consider Nlcxico their peimanent home, frccjucntly citing economic
opportunity as the reason for coming to the U.S. Some migrate seasonally back to
Mexico, others do not. Permanence in the U.S. is seldom assumed by the migrant, even
after many years of residence( Baca, Bryan, McLean & Gomez, 1989). Whether or not
individuals recurrently migrate is related to demographic differences such as rural versus
urban. There are significant intra-group differences in level of proficiency in Spanish, and
recent-Mexican-immigrant students are likely to be enrolled in a special curriculum and
beginning English as a Second Language (ESL). Matute-Bianchi (1993) reports that
teachers describe these students as frequently more courteous, industrious, and less
worldly than other students. Students who are more proficient in Spanish tend to be more
academically successful. Hence, proficiency in students' native language seems to be
related to subsequent academic experience in school.
Mexican-oriented students, as opposed to recent-Mexican-immigrants, are often
bilingual. They firequently are Mexican-bom and have lived in the U.S. for at least 5
years. They use English and Spanish interchangeably with peers, but speak exclusively in
English with school personnel. Although they vary in degrees of proficiency in English,
diey usually are adept at performing academic work in their second language. Many of
the fluent English speakers in this group, are in general or remedial classes but not in
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ESL. Mexican-oriented students have strong ties with both Mexico and the U.S., but
claim Mexicano identity. Their schooling has been principally in the U.S., and their style
of dress is considered more "American." Matute-Bianchi (1991) finds that many of the
successful Mexican-descent students can be identified as Mexican-oriented.
Mexican-American students are bom in the U.S. and are of Mexican parentage.
They identify themselves as either Mexican-American or as Americans of Mexican
descent, and are often described as totally assimilated. It is common for MexicanAmericans to be among the most active and successful Mexican-descent students in the
school. They usually do not to speak Spanish well, or if they do, they may prefer to speak
in English.
Chicanos identify themselves as Mexican or Mexicano and are described by
Matute-Bianchi (1991) as alienated from school and exhibiting cultural resistance, that
is, an attitude and behavioral orientation that suggest that school is not important and
consequently they behave in a way that promotes failure.
The last group, the Cholos, are described by Matute-Bianchi (1991) as the most
distinguishable of the five because of their stylistic cultural symbols. They are disaffected
and marginalized members of the school community. Others identify them as gangoriented or gang-sympathizers. Both Chicanos and Cholos resist assimilation, exhibit a
reactive process in the sense that they adopt oppositional behaviors and an intensive intragroup reliance in developing a collective identity as a disadvantaged, disparaged minority
group.
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To be noted is that Ogbu (1993) places the Mexican-origin population in just two
broad categories, albeit acknowledging that there are subgroups and individual
differences. These categories are "immigrants" and "involuntary minorities." Individuals
position themselves in either of the rvvo, depending on the t>pc of cultural model that
guides them, that is to say, their understanding of the workings of the larger society and
how they fit into the estabUshed sociopolitical and economic structure. Ogbu (1993)
contends that the development of awareness of being different and unacceptable to the
mainstream society, is a major factor in the shift in identification fi-om an immigrant to a
"subordinate" or "castelike minority" and school failure results.
The study of causes of school failure of students of Mexican-descent is complex.
An attempt to fit the Mexican-American group into categories is subject to criticism.
Valdes (1996), who opposes the placement of members of any ethnic group into
categories, states that consistently clear differentiations between Matute-Bianchi's (1991)
proposed five categories are difficult to make. In addition, whether one is an immigrant or
not, is very much a subjective matter, independently of where one was bom. As Valdes
(1996) aptly argues, an "immigrant mentality" is characterized by an orientation toward
the home country, and the tendency to measure one's success by, e.g., using Mexican
nationals residing in Mexico, as the reference group.
We shall now discuss the theoretical foundations of the ecological approach that
provides a framework for analyzing and organizing the multiple variables and social
systems that have an effect on learning.
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Ecological Approaches
An ecological approach can be thought of as an attempt to understand the mutual
effect of the interaction between the environment and the individual. The proposition
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immediate settings in which human beings live, such as family, school, peer group, and
workplace. In turn, these processes are affected by conditions and events in the broader
contexts (e.g., commercial, political) in which settings are embedded (Bronfenbrenner,
1988).
Development in Context
In the 1970s Bronfenbrermer (1974,1977b, 1979) constructed an ecological model
he called "development in context," to serve for the analysis of behavior and cognition,
within a social-political system. In 1988, as a result of his research, Bronfenbremier
affirmed that the most powerflil forces shaping human behavior and development,
emanate primarily from the measured, observable events occurring in a person's life.
Among these forces are the material circumstances in which a person and family live;
actual behaviors of other parties toward the person; situations; and, actions and decisions
taken in external contexts, e.g., businesses, government agencies, social organizations,
and other institutions in the public and private sectors that impinge on the individual.
People's perceptions also play a significant role in shaping, impeding, or
accelerating courses of behavior and development. The power of belief systems is
realized through people's translation of their beliefs into overt behavior, as they confront,
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cope with, alter, and create objective conditions and events. The interaction between the
two domains, the object and the subject, shapes both the developmental course and its
outcomes (Bronfenbrenner, 1988).
Bronfenbrenner (1979) incorporated four levels of systems in his model,
development in context, that encompass young people; microsystem, mesosystem,
exosystem, and the macrosystem. Microsystems are defined as those groups of people,
e.g., family, peers, classroom and schools, community-based organization, and
neighborhoods that immediately affect the child in early life.
Mesosystems are defined as the relationships and interactions between and among
family, school, and peer-group. Although it is speculated that children do not participate
directly at the mesosystemic level, this level does exert a powerful influence upon them.
Adolescents' success in school may depend on, in addition to interactions with teachers
and other school personnel, how the family and school relate to each other.
Exosystems are defined as settings that do not have direct contact with youth but
in which decisions are made that directly influence the child or the child's microsystems,
e.g., policies set forth by the school board. Lastly, the macrosystem is defined as the
values and ethics of society's institutions that represent the structural and ideological
foundations of all systems. Federal, State Board of Education and district policies, for
example, determine whether an adolescent will attend a special education program or not.
A society's policies are on the level of the macrosystem. Bronfenbrenner (1979) affirms
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thai the macrosystem can be altered through policy modification, with change bearing
concurrently on society's exosystem, mesosystem, and microsystem structures.
The ecology of human development is conceived as a system where
environmental interrelationships exhibit parado.xically, both stability aiiu susceptibility to
change. The sources of change are two-foid. The first is intervention from the outside, in
terms of socio-cultural, political, and economic forces. The second is initiative taken by
the individual, whose basic impulses are directed toward survival, constructive action,
and psychological growth. The convergence of the two vectors, stability versus change,
provides the impulse for development (Bronfenbrenner, 1988).
The interrelationships among relevant individual and school-based factors are
increasingly being empirically studied. Seda & Bixler-Marquez (1994) carried out a case
study from an ecological perspective and identified various causal factors involved in
attrition from school, such as low academic ability. Delgado-Gaitan (1988) describes the
sociocultural, personal and interactional context of a young immigrant, Mexican male
student. She uncovers the difficulties that he confronts during his process of
acculturation, and the effects that these influences have on his schooling experiences.
The researcher postulates that students' academic performance is determined by a
complex set of interrelated factors.
Ogbu and Matute-Bianchi (1986) have noted that theoretical models of school
performance must not only describe but also explain school success or failure. The
contextual interaction model constitutes an approach to this explanation.
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Contextual Interaction Model
In 1989, Alva and Padilla developed a multivariate ecological framework for
academic invulnerability to assist in the explanation of the reasons and processes
associated with diffsrsnt levels of academic performance: the contextual interaction
model. It consists of three contextual factors: sociocultural background, personal, and
environmental. Each factor is a global construct that is composed of more specific
variables. This permits the examination of the interrelations among the various factors.
The contextual interaction model, bom of Bronfenbrenner's theory (1974),
proposes that academic outcomes are mediated by students" perception of events. These
perceptions are, in a sense, a product of a configuration of contextual factors. Alva and
Padilla (1989) believe diat although students" assessments of their contexts have been
rarely evaluated, their appraisals play a central role in elucidating the differential patterns
of performance. Personal and environmental resources also mediate students" judgments
of their socioeconomic backgrounds.
There is a substantial body of educational research that indicates that personal
characteristics have an effect on schooling experiences. Delgado-Gaitan (1988) defines
personal characteristics as students' assessments of self and the degree to which they
believe in themselves, personal relationships and attitudes. She points out that students'
concepts of self are associated with the types of academic and social stresses with which
they can cope. Alva and Padilla (1989) include values and goals in the concept of
personal characteristics.
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Sociocultural background, as defined by Delgado-Gaitan (1988), encompasses
language use, generational tenure in the U.S., and family cultural values and practices.
Other factors that affect students' perceptions of their school-related experiences, are
environmental resources, e.g., supportive family members; educational and occupational
attainment of parents; family income and composition; ethnic minority status; learning
materials in the home (e.g., Laosa, 1982; and Rumberger, 1983); students' interactions
with teachers; and, the political context of the school (see Alva & Padilla, 1989).
Some of the protective and risk bases, and mediating factors relevant to school
success or failure shall now be discussed.
Protective and Risk Factors Relevant to School Success
Protective (resiliency) and risk bases, mediating factors, and developmental
outcomes, are important concepts in understanding student development. Risk bases are
factors such as gang activities, that have a causal influence on maladaptive outcomes.
Protective bases, such as supportive social programs, are aspects that increase the
probabilities of the development of adaptive outcomes. Mediating factors are described
as underlying processes, for instance, personality and problem-solving abilities that may
influence the developmental outcomes (see lessor, 1993; and Mendez, 1991).
The term at risk is used in the literature to refer to a student's generally low
academic achievement and consequently, a teacher's low expectations that the student
will graduate (Ronda & Valencia, 1994). Students "at-risk" may be in danger of failing to
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complete their education with the knowledge and skills that would permit productive
adult lives (Gingras & Careaga, 1989).
The concept of risk is believed to be useful because of its purported ability to aid
in the identification of students who either currently show a "disorder" or are iikeiy to
manifest a disorder at a later time (Mendez, 1991). When children are labeled at-risk, the
school declares its intention of initiating a process of intervention. Nevertheless, too often
the outcome is that the presumed shortcomings become bigger than the child, losing sight
of his individuality. Ronda and Valencia ( 1994) argue that an at-risk label masks larger
institutional problems and communicates deficiency to and about the minority students so
categorized. At-risk thinking, takes us back to the deficit perspective that was prevalent
during the decades of the 60s and 70s.
The claim that the risk factor is a "mythology" (Brown. 1993) should not go
unmentioned in this chapter. The argument is that risk factors, per se, are unclear and
inconclusive as to what they actually predict. In addition to the concept being ill defined,
researchers and program developers, Brown contends, through the use of maladaptive
correlates such as delinquency, mistakenly describe risk factors. The sum of this
correlation-based assumption is termed "risk factor mythology." What can be derived
from this debate is that assignment of the at-risk label should be preceded by considered
and cautions judgment.
Diaz (1996) and Delgado-Gaitan (1997) note that most of the literature on the
academic performance of Hispanic students has addressed their academic failure (Diaz,
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1996); there are scant studies on their successes, hi addition, little research is based on a
comprehensive theory that integrates the many circumstances that influence school
achievement of students of Mexican- origin. We shall now discuss the issue of academic
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deleterious effects on children's learning experiences.
Resiliency
Resiliency theory provides us with an understanding of what specific risk
protective factors keep children in school. Protective aspects increase the probabilities of
the development of adaptive outcomes. Bernard (1993); Jessor, Van Den Bos,
Vanderryn, Costa, and Turbin (1995); Rutter (1985); and Werner (1989, 1993) offer
research findings on the personal attributes and structural features that contribute to
resiliency and an individual's ability "to make it" against great odds.
In an attempt to discover mediating effects on developmental change, Jessor, Van
Den Bos, Vanderryn, Costa, and Turbin (1995), completed a quantitative study of risk
and protective factors in adolescent problem behavior. They conceptualized these factors
as variables that reflect both association with, and commitment to, conventional society.
To the personality and environmental systems, they added a behavioral dimension that
includes prosocial activities. Werner approached the concept of resiliency from a
comparatively broader view than the researchers mentioned earlier.
Werner (1986) carried out a longitudinal study from a social systems perspective,
tracing the development of 22 children with LD and 22 controls. She discovered that
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most individuals with LD make a successful adaptation to adult life. Resiliency, claims
Wemer (1993), means that even under adverse circiunstances, the constitutional resources
of an individual are such that the rate and quality of development in a behavioral domain
will not be seriously affected. Her assumption is that there are points of reorganization, or
transitions in the life course, which may modify an individual's vulnerabilit>' or resiliency
to particular environments. Wemer also found that a lower incidence of chronic stressful
life events has a protective effect on a developing individual.
She identified several clusters of protective factors that contribute to resilience.
The first cluster is comprised of temperamental attributes that help the individual to elicit
positive responses from a variety of caring persons. The second cluster includes skills and
values that lead to an efficient use of available abilities, e.g., vocational plans and
domestic responsibilities. The third cluster is composed of the characteristics and care
giving styles of parents that exhibit competence. Such parents encourage the
development of self-esteem in the child, have attained education beyond high school, and
provide a structured home life. The last two clusters of protective factors, as Wemer
(1993) describes, consist of supportive adults who act as "gatekeepers for the fliture," and
provide opportunities at primary life transitions.
Werner's (1993) research implies that youngsters who take on responsible
positions commensurate with their abilities, and are benefited by the experience of
supportive relationships, develop a sense of self-efficacy. The researcher contends that
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involvement in church activities and strong spiritual faith provide meaning and the
creation of opportunities leading to major Uiming points in students' lives.
Bernard (1993) focused on psychosocial factors through the study of personalities
of resilient children. She found that children who have developed adaptive behaviors
usually have four attributes; social competence, problem-solving skills, autonomy, and a
sense of purpose and future. Social competence includes the ability to elicit positive
responses from others and includes flexibility, empathy, caring, communication skills,
and a sense of humor.
Problem solving encompasses the abilities to think abstractly and reflectively, and
to be able to attempt alternate solutions. Autonomy consists in possessing a sense of
one's own identity and an ability to act independently and exert some control over the
environment. Last of the four psychological attributes is the sense of purpose and future,
e.g., having goals, educational aspirations, persistence, hopefulness, and sense of a bright
future. Bernard (1993), similar to Werner (1993), distinguished environmental
characteristics that constitute protective bases.
Bernard (1993) found that environmental characteristics contribute to the
development of resiliency in children. Social systems, such as families, schools, and
commimities can protect children who grow up in adversity when they are characterized
by (1) caring and support, (2) positive expectations, and (3) ongoing opportunities for
participation. Successfiil educational institutions share certain characteristics, such as an
emphasis on academic work while providing alternative resources, e.g., good library
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facilities, vocational opportunities, art, music and extracurricular activities. In this type of
environment, teachers communicate to students their clear expectations and encourage
informed participation within a context of clear regulations.
Risks
[n the previous section, we discussed some of the protective bases that increase
the probabilities of development of adaptive outcomes, independently of the presence of
risk factors. As stated earlier, risk bases have a causal influence on maladaptive
outcomes. (The factors cited below were predominantly derived from quantitative
research.)
Some of the diverse factors that have been identified as affecting academic
performance of adolescents, are the following; a) teen marriage and pregnancy
(Rumberger, 1983); b) social economic status of the family (Ensminger, 1992;
Gruenhagen, 1993; Rumberger, 1983; and Seda & Bixler-Marquez, 1994); c) low
academic ability (Gruenhagen, 1993; Rumberger, 1983; and Seda & Bixler-Marquez,
1994); d) parent's ineffectiveness and unfairness (Gruenhagen, 1993); e) violent home
climate (Gruenhagen, 1993; and Seda & Bixler-Marquez, 1994); f) status of one-parent
family (Ensminger, 1992); g) minimal maternal education (Ensminger, 1992; and
Rumberger, 1983); h) conflicts between school and home (Seda & Bixler-Marquez,
1994); i) student's low self-confidence and sociability, low educational and occupational
expectations, and unhappiness (Gruenhagen, 1993; Seda & Bixler-Marquez, 1994; and
Wetlage & Rutter, 1986); and j) poor classroom environment in addition to early
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influences of ineffective parents and teachers (Ensminger & Slusaricick, 1983; Seda &
Bixler-Marquez, 1994; and Wehlage & Rutter, 1986). The findings listed above can be
organized within the multivariate ecological framework discussed earlier (Alva and
Padilla, 1989), which attempts to explain differential levels of academic performance.
This interactive model consists of three contextual factors: students" sociocultural
background, environmental context, and personal characteristics.
In the following subsections, five variables that have been found to be associated
with risk, will be reviewed, viz., economic risk, ethnicity, maternal education, limited
English proficiency.
Hispanics. in general, are overrepresented at the lowest income levels (Digest of
Education Statistics, 1996). In 1995, only 12.3% of the White population lived below the
poverty level, while 29.2% of the population of Hispanic origin was below this level. The
situation is considerably worse for Hispanic children who live in a one-parent home.
Roughly 67% of children under the age of 18 live in poverty in families with a female
householder with no husband.
Although it is widely believed that poverty predisposes children to school failiure,
there are those youngsters who live in dire economic conditions and yet manage to
succeed in school. However, if children have special needs ("exceptionality"), a limited
ability to speak English, and are confronted with poverty, they are faced with a
combination of risk factors (Baca, 1990). Culturally and linguistically different,
exceptional (CLDE) students have been referred to in the literature as children who have
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a triple threat against them before they even initiate their education. The primary threat
these students face, are limitations in terms of future academic learning. The second
threat is their limited English proficiency, and ta final challenge many CLDE students
''X'^erience is "overtv with all the accom^^an^'in'' restrictions it im'^oses on leamip°
Independently of the existence of multiple risk factors, students may be successfully
protected against failure by having a set of unique psychosocial attributes, adaptive
behaviors, plus environmental contexts that promote resiliency.
Socialization is of immense importance as an enculturating process, as developed
in the following paragraphs.
Maternal education. Laosa & Henderson (1991) define socialization as a process
whereby children acquire the values, beliefs and ways of thinking, behavior patterns, and
psychosocial attributes that will characterize them in the next stage of development.
Socialization can be thought of as occurring within the innermost level of
Bronfenbrenner's (1979; 1988) four level conception of human environmental ecology the microsystem- and during the child's socialization in the family. In addition to the
family, the microsystem contains other settings that can also be important socializers and
determinants of academic development - school, peer group, and media.
Other levels of the environmental ecology exert their own important influences on
children; all must be studied to understand their academic development. An example of
relations among major settings at a particular point in a child's development (Laosa,
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1982b), is the importance of linkage between home and school. The failure to establish a
home-school linkage can have a negative effect on children's academic learning.
Laosa (1978, 1980a, 1982b) conducted home observations of mothers of Mexican
origin while tliey tauglit tlieir children. He found that mothers' schooling levels, an
e.xosystem variable (Bronfenbrenner, 1979; and 1988), determined their teaching
strategies. Mothers' past events, for example their educational attainment, can indirectly
affect their children's immediate environment, or microsystem. Laosa claims that the
results he obtained from his research indicate that the schooling level attained by a
mother is a strong predictor of the strategies that she will use in teaching her own
children. Consequently, if mothers have obtained little schooling, their children will be ill
prepared for their own school experiences. Heath's (1983) documentation of interactional
difficulties in elementary school classrooms supports Laosa's contention that differences
in communicution style, that largely determined by educational background, can provoke
a cultural discontinuity that puts children at an educational disadvantage.
Ethnicity. Trueba (1999) defines ethnicity as "a complex set of characteristics of
groups who share historical or mythical common ancestors and maintain their own
identity" (p. 69) in contraposition or in opposition to the majority society. The author
views ethnicity as counter to assimilation.
Matute-Bianchi (1996) found that among Mexican-descent students, there are
multiple identities in which symbols, stereotypes, and styles all acquire great significance.
Ethnicity, she affirms, is strategically exploited in response to particular situational
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contexts. They elect to utilize an identity in response to their perceived subordinate status
in the school community, in an effort be identified by others, as they perceive themselves.
Various authors claim that acculturation, understood, as the integration of values
liiid practices one has been exposed to in two or more cultures is a contributor to selfesteem. Gibson (1989) refers to this process as "additive assimilation."' (For additional
views on acculturation, see, for example, Cummins, 1981; Felix-Ortiz, 1995 SuarezOrozco, 1989, Phinney, 1995; and Trueba, 1988.)
It is not necessary for youth of foreign origin to give up their ethnic identities to
become successful within the mainstream culture. Cummins (1981), who has
recommended the incorporation of students' languages and cultures into the curriculum,
refers to the fear of loss of the first culture as "bicultural ambivalence." Students that
pursue a strategy that Suarez-Orozco (1989) has termed "acculturation without
assimilation," are among the more successful students. Students make selected aspects of
their second culture their own, but do not deny their ethnic identities. Trueba (1988) has
stressed the importance of assisting minority students through meaningful and culturally
appropriate relationships, in the internalization of mainstream cultural values. In the next
subsection, we will consider intrinsic and extrinsic conditions that mediate the acquisition
of English as a second language.
English language learners. Research by Krashen (1998) and others (see Ortiz,
1986), support the concept that students will profit fi-om quality education when
academics are taught in their first language, that is to say, in the language they already
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understand. The contentions are that they will comprehend what they hear and read, and
thereby acquire a foundation that will transfer to classes taught in English. In addition, by
exposing students early to literacy in their first language, bilingual programs provide a
direct route to literacy in English.
Educational opportunity is an important extrinsic factor in the potential success or
failure of students. Collier (1995), who has extensively researched linguistically diverse
students (LDS), has focused on the number of years LDS would receive bilingual
education in an educationally ideal situation. She conducted research on the length of
time language minority students require to eventually be academically successfiil in a
second language. Collier found that language-minority students who receive at least three
to four years of formal schooling in their native language, and then continue studying
another four to seven years in their second language, generally reach the 50"^ percentile on
standardized tests in the second language, in all subject areas. In other words, in the best
of circumstances, a linguistic minority student would minimally require a total of seven
years of schooling before academically achieving at the same level as Anglo students.
Nancy Cloud addresses the issue of special education of second language learners,
based on a model developed by Spolsky (as cited by Cloud, 1994), in an attempt to
explain the effect learners' disabilities might exert on learning experiences. This
framework illustrates the complexity and interaction of variables involved in language
learning. It also offers the theoretical underpinnings for examining why learning is not
occurring and what must be done to enhance a student's learning process.
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The model consists of two major clusters of dynamic and interactive factors
involved in second language acquisition. The factors are conceptualized as dynamic and
interactive in the sense that assumed internal conditions of the learners interact with their
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which language learning takes place, while the second cluster is internal.
External conditions can include political, linguistic, and cultural contexts. Cloud
(1994) notes that individuals' minority positions within social contexts might negatively
affect language learning due to their subordinate status. (See Moll, 1992, who discusses
how instruction in bilingual education can be characterized as rote drill and practice, and
intellectually limiting; a'-d Matute-Bianchi, 1986, who addresses the interrelatedness of
ethnicity and ethnic identity, minority status and perceptions of adult opportunities.)
The second cluster of factors is related to intrinsic conditions such as a learner's
age and gender, sensorial, neurological, and psychological conditions, in addition to
cognitive and linguistic aptitudes that hypothetically can either facilitate or impinge on
the learning process. Language learning outcomes are determined by the interaction
between intrinsic and extrinsic factors, hence, independently of the impact of potential
disabilities on the second language acquisition process either or both of clusters of factors
may be responsible for a student's specific lack of progress.
To summarize the literature reviewed in this chapter, researchers have noted that
the Spanish-speaking student population has experienced a history of educational
problems. Many students, who are monolingual in Spanish, are placed in special
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education, and tend to leave school very early or before they have graduated. Various
theories have attempted to explain problems related to minority education by placing the
responsibility for failure on the students, educational institutions or on society as a whole.
The interactive perspective broadens and eru'iches the above views by providing giounds
for an analysis of the dynamic interactions among schools, environmental contexts and
students.
The ecological perspective is an important approximation to the appreciation of
the mutual effect of interaction between environment and individual. Because the
contextual interaction model was derived from an ecological perspective, it contributes to
a holistic understanding of individuals within their social contexts. This conceptualization
proposes a framework for the examination and organization of the multiple variables and
social systems that affect learning.
Various factors within each level of ecology may contribute to either success or
failure. These mediating factors are referred to as protective and risk bases. Protective
bases increase the probabilities of development of adaptive outcomes. Conversely, risk
bases, such as those reviewed in this chapter, have a causal influence on maladaptive
outcomes. Once students' vulnerability to school failure has been identified, preventive
measures can be implemented to create protective bases.
The research method for this ethnographic study of the sociocultural adjustment
and academic achievement of Mexican student with learning disabilities in U.S. middle
schools will be presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHOD
Introduction
Tiiis descriplive sludy was designed lo furtlier the understanding of the
relationships between the sociocultural background, environmental contexts, personal
characteristics, and academic achievement of Mexican male students classified as
learning disabled (LD). This chapter contains eight sections: the (1) epistemological basis
for the qualitative approach, (2) case study design, (3) setting, (4) instruments, (5)
participants, (6) data collection procedures, (7) interview process, and (8) data analysis
procedures.
Epistemological Basis for Qualitative Approach
The epistemological basis for this study will be discussed in this first section. For
exploration of the research questions, a qualitative method was chosen. This
ethnographic investigation will assist in discovering the realities of students and their
parents, and how they make meaning from their experiences.
Ethnographic and field study practices of anthropology and sociology made the
greatest contribution to the development of qualitative methods. Based on
phenomenological philosophy, the qualitative method involves an analysis of data
directed toward providing an understanding of concepts from informants' perspectives
and views of social realities (Bruyn, 1966; Pelto & Pelto, 1978). Phenomenologists
emphasize the subjective aspects of people's behavior because they believe that various
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ways of interpreting our experiences are available to us. The premise is that the meanings
people attribute to their experiences create their "reality" (Greene, 1978), that is to say.
their stories.
The qualitative approach that is implemented in ethnographic rcscarch seeks
neither to prove nor disprove hypotheses conceived a priori. Although the researcher may
have a "pre-understanding," that is, an hypothesis or an idea of what the important
questions are, they are held tentatively to allow others' ideas to interact with either of the
two. The researcher, who is open to information and levels of sophistication that
challenge his existing constructions, also contributes "with deliberate intent'" (Guber.
1990, p.90) to the understanding of a situation.
Qualitative researchers discover what the important questions are as the study
progresses and an understanding of the informants' realities emerges from many disparate
pieces of gathered evidence that are seemingly interconnected. The researchers" role is to
put together newly constructed pictures as data are compiled and examined, and
alternative realities emerge. As researchers check their interpretations of events with
participants, a sophisticated check on the validity of the research becomes possible (Diaz,
Moll & Mehan, 1985). Theory can potentially take shape as areas to be studied are
organized and data are given serious thought and interpreted (Hymes, 1982).
In the phenomenological approach to interviewing, primarily open-ended
questions are posed to emphasize subjective aspects of people's behavior. The major
tasks at hand are to build upon and further explore participants' responses. The focus is
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on gaining entry into the conceptual world of the participants. Ethnographic research
becomes self-correcting during the coiu-se of the study because questions posed at the
onset are changed as the inquiry unfolds and topics that originally seemed essential are
replaced by emerging topics (Hymes, 1982).
In this study, experiences were recounted and reflected upon by students and their
parents, rather than by an outsider, such as teachers. Although interviewing teachers
might be heuristic, confirming one's research to this point of view can paint an
incomplete picture of students' lives' (Mehan, 1981).
Most research on students at risk of non-completion of high school emphasizes
the perspectives of investigators and school authorities.

exploration of the views held

by the subjects of the study in question, e.g., students and their parents, is uncommon.
McDermott (1987) has made a case for rejecting our culture's own definition of its
problem and studying instead the problems of people as those problems are organized in
their shared lives. (For examples of studies done from the perspectives of the subjects of
studies, themselves, see Foley's, 1990, ethnography of''vatos" (cool dudes), and other
actors in the school setting; Trueba's, 1983, anthropological study of adjustment
problems of Mexican and Mexican-American students from insiders' perspectives; and
Willis's, 1981, ethnographic study of the lads in England.)
This study adapts and employs a theoretical model pertaining to sociocultural
adjustment and achievement of Mexican immigrant students: the contextual-interaction
model developed by Alva and Padilla (1987). The model offers, in qualitative terms, a
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holistic explanation of Mexican sUidents' school achievement, and consists of three major
factors: sociocultural background, environmental contexts and personal characteristics.
Socioculniral background refers to language use, generational tenure in the U.S., and
family cultural values and practices. Envirunmnniul cuntexii include primarily teacherstudent interactions in the classroom and related contexts in which the student operates
such as in the family and peer groups.
Personal characteristics, modeled after the adaptive behaviors Bernard (1993)
identified in her study, refer to students" social competence, problem-solving skills,
autonomy, and sense of purpose and future. (See subheading. Resiliency, Chapter 2.)
The contextual-interaction model provides a general theoretical perspective of
students' life circumstances as all intricately related and proposes that "academic
outcomes are mediated by the overall evaluation that students have of contextual events."
(Alva & Padilla, 1989, p. 12) Implicit in this view is the premise that both constraints and
resources are simultaneously available for change.
The objective of this study was to achieve an understanding of relationships
between the sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, school achievement and
personal characteristics of male Mexican, middle school students with LD, from student
and parent vantage points. The assumption was that school outcomes are mediated by the
general valuation students have of contextual events (Alva & Padilla, 1989). Three
questions were derived from this objective. They are (1) what are the relationships
between sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, personal characteristics, and
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the academic achievement of students who were nominated as "likely to complete high
school?" (2) What are relationships there between sociocultural experiences,
environmental contexts, personal characteristics, and the academic achievement of
sludents vvtio were nominated as "unlikely to complete high school?" and, (3) How do the
sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, personal characteristics, and the
academic achievement of the two groups of students, differ?
Case Study Design
A case study design was chosen for this research because of its inherent
exploratory opportunities. The topic of this study has received scant attention in current
research; a case study design had the potential of leading to further inquiry and empirical
research. Because of its flexibility and adaptability to a range of contexts, people, and
foci, a case study design provides useful methods for educational research, allowing
researchers to probe, emphasize, and discover additional questions. At the same time, the
design promised to provide descriptive-analytical interpretations of the phenomena to be
studied (McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). Thus the adequacy and efficiency that this
researcher believed to be inherent in the case study design prompted its choice.
Selected from a larger group, six students with their parents were studied in depth.
The size of the sample was the result of a decision to employ a maximum variation
strategy. This approach permitted the division of the population of Mexican middle
school students with LD into three categories as judged by their teachers on a rating scale.
The three possible positions were 75% sure the student was likely to graduate from high
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school, less than 75% sure the student would or would not graduate high school, and 75%
unlikely that the student would graduate high school. Informants were selected from a
pool of students whose teachers had graphically placed them at either of the two extremes
on Ihe continuum. This maximum variation approach was used to arrive at a detailed
description of the different meanings middle school education had for the selected
sample. Participants were chosen with the intention of capturing the meanings each
child and his parents attributed to the student's schooling experiences. It was not the
intention to generalize the phenomena to all Mexican middle school students with LD
(See McMillan & Schumacher, 1993 for their discussion on reliability).
Setting
The School District
In 1998-1999 there were 3360 middle school students enrolled in the district
where this study was conducted. A total of 1778 students attended the two middle
schools where the participants were enrolled. Of 1778 students, 86% were Hispanic, and
7.2% were Anglo-American (White).
Of the non-professional staff that was employed in the two middle schools, 77%
was of Hispanic ethnicity as compared to 21 % that was Anglo-American. At the same
time, the percentage of the professional staffof Hispanic ethnicity, was 25, whereas the
percentage of the Anglo-American professional staff was 81. As can be observed, there
was a much greater representation of personnel of Hispanic ethnicity among the non
professional staff than among the professional staff.
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The 100'*^ day Attendance Rates for the district reflected that all students were in
school 92.3% of the time. Middle school students had a similar rate of attendance: 92.2%.
The average percentage of students attending the two middle schools for the same time
period, was 91%.
During the year, 1316 students were receiving special education services, of the
14,760 students enrolled in the district. That is to say, 11.5% of the total student
population was receiving these services. The coordination of special education provided a
breakdown of enrollment by age. Of students between the ages of 11 and 15, which
roughly corresponds to the ages of middle school students, 14.5% were in the program.
Of the students within this age range, 524 were classified as Learning Disabled.
There were 387students classified as Learning Disabled, that is 12% of the middle
school population. No breakdown of this figure for ethnicity was available. Sixty-four
percent of the students received either Free or Reduced Pay lunch. An average of 61% of
the students enrolled in the two middle schools received either Free or Reduced Lunch
Assistance through the Title I Federal program."
A total of 392 suspensions and offenses were reported for the school year. This
represents 34% of the total middle school population. Suspensions and offenses
represented 65% of all incidences occurring in the district's middle schools. Of these

' Title I, the largest primary and secondary federal education program (over 7 billion dollars in FY95), was
reauthorized in the Clinton legislation (Rogers, 1996).
Eligibility for the USDA Child Nutrition Program is determined on the basis of family size. For
example, in the 1999 -2000 school year, a student from a family of five whose income was 525,376 or less,
would be entitled to Free Lunch. If the income were S36,112 or less, a student from a family of the same
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suspensions, 23% were the result of Fighting and Battery; 47% General Misconduct; and
8% were a response to Possession of Illegal Substances or Weapon.
Comparative percentages of dropouts in the school district for the same school
year, were 4.5% Hispanic and 6.4% Angio-Americaii students. The percentage of
dropouts of Hispanic ethnicity enrolled in the two middle schools, was 2.7% as compared
to a 4.1% for the Anglo-American population. Although a significantly greater number of
Hispanic than Anglo-American students actually dropped out of school, the larger number
of the first as compared to that of the second, translates into a smaller percentage of
dropouts of Hispanics in the two middle schools. (A percentage of 86.1 of the student
population of the two middle schools was Hispanic whereas 7.2% was Anglo-American
(White).
Bilingual Education
The State government enforced, monitored, and held school districts accountable
for the implementation of the statutes in place regarding the identification, assessment,
program placement, and reclassification of English language learning students. The
district characterized its bilingual education program as a "Gradual, Late-Exit,
Transitional Program" for grades K-12, based on Krashen's "Gradual Exit, Variable
Threshold Model" for English language learners (1996). It stated in a formal document,
that its program was based on the essential tenet that it takes at least five to seven years
for a student to develop academic proficiency in a second language.

size would be entitled to Reduced Lunch. This translates into the family paying a portion of the established
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Native language instruction was provided in some core areas, often depending on
the availability of specific human resources. Daily English as a Second Language (ESL)
was constituted an integral component of the program. Instruction in English for core
subjects was gradually increased, as students becamc more proficient in English, until all
core areas could be taught to the student in "sheltered English" where translations as
required, would be provided.
Students were gradually mainstreamed into all-English instruction. The transition
into English requirements for students with special needs were that they reach at least 2"'^
grade level in Reading and Writing in their native language. In the English language, they
were required to achieve a minimum score of four on the Language Assessment Survey
(LAS), andlO or higher on the Student Oral Language Observation Matrix (SOLOM).
Placement in any one level of ESL of the three or more options that were offered,
involved an interview with the student and diagnostic teaching. ESL was set up as an
alternative to the Language Arts Curriculum in English. Nevertheless, teachers that were
interviewed informally expressed their opinion that the coordination of bilingual
education in the district was weak. They said that because they were not provided with
clear guidelines, the curriculum was watered-down and instruction tended to be
asystematic. The ESL objective was to transition students into English, but there were
students who although they had attended school in the district from K-5, remained in ESL
throughout middle school. Their segregation from mainstream English classes was

cost of school lunch.
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believed to be partially responsible for their low motivation and lack of progress in the
acquisition of the English language.
Montano Middle School
Four of the six rcscarch participants ".vere enrolled in a middle school that had the
highest rate of open-enrollment requests in the district. An Accelerated Reader program
(AR) had been incorporated into the curriculum by the principal in an attempt to improve
students" reading scores. The teacher turnover rate in the school was low, and parents
reflected their general satisfaction with the school on the Parent Survey, an instrument
developed in the school district that included categories such as Instructional Leadership.
Opportunity to Learn, Diversity Appreciation, Communication with Parents, and HomeSchool Relations.
The principal of this middle school, who was Mexican-American, envisioned his
mission as that of being supportive of staff and students through the creation of a
nurturing environment. To that end he offered the students enrichment activities to assist
them through adolescence and into high school.
The majority of the students identified as LD were mainstreamed into general
education classes. General and special education staff had common preparation periods
and their teamwork was encouraged.
The school had a monthly newsletter that was sent to the homes in an attempt
involve parents in their children's education; there was also a Parent-Involvement
assistant on-site who was the liaison between parents and the educational institution.
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School counselors exerted efforts to involve parents in the decision-making process on
matters pertaining to the school environment but a focused promotion of a parent-school
partnership had not been developed. Generally, low parent-involvement was attributed to
liic parents' work-related responsibilities (split and double shifts) that made it difficult for
them to meet with the teachers or be present at school functions.
.Advisors were assigned to each grade level that followed the District's guidelines
e.g., conferencing with students, when handling disciplinary problems. The most common
problems were related to defiance, tardiness, gum chewing, non-observance of the dress
code, fighting, and cigarette smoking in or around the building. Although there had been
some gang activity in the history of the school, it was not currently very visible on
campus. "High-risk students" were referred to a health center administered by the local
and neighboring school district, for counseling. A reliable report of the dropout rate could
not be provided; the transience of this population and the possibility that students had left
the U.S. and enrolled in schools in Mexico, made data recording imprecise.
Instruments
Rating Scale
The results of the study were arrived at through the use of a qualitative
methodology. Instruments developed in quantitative research are not commonly used in
ethnographic research but this researcher acknowledged the importance of obtaining
teachers' cooperation in the nomination of potential participants in this study. This
section provides information on the rating scale that was designed to facilitate the process
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of nomination. Information on the semi-structured Interview Guide developed to
facilitate the focused in-depth interview process will also be provided further ahead in
this chapter.
Special education teachers were asked to fill out a rating scale designed by this
researcher, for each student who they felt was either likely or unlikely to graduate fi-om
high school. Once they had rated each student on a total of 24 items the teachers were
invited to graphically place each of the students on a position of (1) 75% likely the
student will graduate from high school, (2) neither 75% sure the student will or will not
graduate from high school, or (3) 75% unlikely the student will graduate from high
school. The opinion of a second teacher for each of the students previously nominated by
the special education teacher, was sought to ascertain if a concurrence of opinion existed
on the nominations. If this concurrence was not achieved, the name of the student in
question was automatically eliminated from the pool. Only those students who were
perceived as likely or unlikely to graduate from high school by two teachers, were
considered as potential participants in the study.
Nominations made by two teachers of each student served as one of the
determinants for inviting students and their parent(s) to participate in the in-depth
interviews. A Mexican-American special education teacher nominated two of the students
for this study and two Anglo special education teachers nominated the remaining four
students. Coincidence of the nomination was sought firom teachers who were equally
Mexican American and Hispanic.
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The nominations involved the teachers' responses to a rating scale designed by
this researcher. It was composed of two sections, "Personal Characteristics" and
•'Environmental Context," where 1= negligible, 2= moderate, and 3= great; teachers were
asked lo rate the degree to which 24 factors associated with r.on-completicn of high
school, resiliency and academic success are present in the lives of the nominated students.
This rating scale utilizes Alva and Padilla's (1987) concepts of personal and
environmental factors. (Sociocultural factors that form part of the theorists' model, were
explored within the context of the interview process.)
The items in the rating scale that facilitated the nomination of potential
participants in the study have received extensive recognition in research on high school
dropouts (see Ekstrom, 1986; Ensminger & Slusarcick, 1992; Rumberger, 1983; Seda &
Bixler, 1994; Velez, 1989; Wehlage & Rutter, 1986). The first section of the scale,
•'Personal Characteristics,"' is composed of items pertaining to psychosocial factors; social
competence, problem-solving abilities, autonomy, and sense of purpose and future. These
self-assessments are believed to translate into the type of academic and social stress that
students can use to cope with school demands and adjustment to the school environment
(Trueba, 1983). The 12 items it contains are (1) ability to command the positive attention
of adults, (2) comfort and satisfaction with circumstances, (3) appropriateness of
interaction with peers and teachers, (4) problem solving abilities, (5) goal-oriented
behavior, (6) clarity of educational and occupational expectations, (7) level of cognitive
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functioning, (8) severity of specific learning disabilities, (9) self-confidence (10)
aggressive behavior, (11) antisocial/delinquent behavior, and (12) substance abuse.
The second section of the scale. Environmental Context, includes teacher-student
interactions in the classroom and related contexts in which the suidcnt interact. Social,
cultural, and political interactional contexts, in which the students participated, e.g.,
interactions with parents and siblings, peers, and school personnel, were explored
(McDermott, 1987; Trueba, 1987b).
The Environmental Context section is composed of (1) home structure (2) family
togetherness and well-being, (3) reception of positive educational and occupational
expectations, (4) familial observance of traditions and celebrations, (5) participation in
activities involving extended family, (6) availability of adult mentor, (7) mother's
literacy, (8) positive early school experiences, (9) attendance and punctuality, (10)
working relationship between parents and school, (11) negative social experiences related
to race and ethnicity, and (12) incidence of expulsions and suspensions. The rating scale
in question may be found in the Appendix B.
Interview Guide
Bronfenbrenner's (1977) conceptualization of human ecology, in addition to the
contextual-interaction model constructed by Alva and Padilla (1987), suggested the
objectives for the in-depth interviews. The later researchers' multivariate fi-amework for
academic invulnerability provided assistance in the pursuit of an explanation of reasons
and processes associated with different levels of academic performance. The interviews
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were designed to achieve an understanding of students' sociocuitural background,
personal characteristics, and environmental contexts, and thereby arrive at an interacting
cause and effect overview of students' sociocuitural adjustment to school and academic
achievement.
Interviews were flexibly divided into two or more parts, inviting parents and
students to altemately discuss various selected topics with the objective of involving all
family members present in the interviews. The questions used in the series of interviews
and their corresponding category can be located in the Appendix E.
The wording and/or generation of specific questions were partly guided by
experiences derived from the pilot study. Parents and students who participated in the
current study were asked if there were other things that they would like to talk about, at
the end of each of the three interviews. The interview guide was modified throughout the
process.
Participants
Participants for this study were male Mexican middle school students classified as
LD, who had been nominated by two of their teachers as either "likely to graduate from
high school" (LGHS) or "imlikely to graduate from high school" (UGHS). The two
selected campus sites were middle schools that had predominantly Hispanic student
bodies. The schools were located within one school district, in a low-socioeconomic
neighborhood of a medium-sized city in Arizona, at one and a half hours distance from
the border with Mexico. Middle schools of the district offered 6th through 8'*' grades.
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The criteria for the students' participation in this study were the following; They
(a) were bom in Mexico or their parents were bom in Mexico; (b) were from a home
where the Spanish language is predominantly spoken, as determined by information
provided by the parents upon their entry to school during the period of this study; (c) were
classified as Learning Disabled (LD) by the special education department of their school
district; (d) were male; and (e) were between 11 and 15 years of age.
Only male students with LD were invited to participate in the study due to the
limited number of females identified as LD (1:4 ratio), and because research suggests that
different factors are relevant for males and females (De Anda, 1982), as related to
educational outcomes.
Potential participants were qualified to receive special education services on the
basis of their learning disabilities (LDs). This classification was determined by the
Arizona "Guidelines for the Identification of Students with Specific Leaming Disabilities
(1996)," that adhered to an "ability-achievement discrepancy model" (Appendix A).
Ability and achievement standard scores with the selected criterion of 1.5 standard error
of estimate were required to arrive at a diagnosis of "severe discrepancy." The student
was not considered to have a leaming disability if the discrepancy was believed to be
primarily the result of a sensorial handicap, mental retardation, emotional disturbance, or
environmental, cultural or economic disadvantage.
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Data Collection Procedures
Between 1998 and 1999, a total of six middle school students were selected to
participate in this study. Three students were chosen from a larger pool of smdents who
had been nominated as likely to graduate from high school. Their special education
teachers and other academic teachers who knew the students well, made the nominations.
Another three were chosen from this larger group of students who had been nominated as
unlikely to attain a high school diploma.
Data Sources
The major data source for this study was a series of in-depth ethnographic
interviews (Wolcott, 1985). Data were obtained through participant meanings, that is to
say, students' and parents' shared or discrepant conceptions of the student's schoolingrelated experiences. Students and their parents were interviewed in-depth with the
purpose of exploring and understanding the personal characteristics, sociocultural
backgrounds and envirorunental contexts (Cochran, 1988) of the participating students.
Concomitantly, assumptions and expectations that guided the students' and their parents'
behaviors and reflected diverse views of reality were sought.
Nomination of Potential Participants
Once the teachers had nominated potential participants for the study, a preliminary
review of the students' cumulative and special education files was conducted to ascertain
their developmental and academic histories, results of psychoeducational assessments,
and placement within special education. Other pertinent data were also reviewed. The
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nominated students' eligibility to participate in the study was determined based on the
previously established criteria, i.e, LD classification. In addition, information was
registered on school-process behaviors associated with school outcomes, e.g., course
work (Jones, Davenport, Bryson, Beichuis & Zwicic, 1956); school absences (DiPrete,
Muller, & Schaeffer, 1981); number of hours and types of special education services
provided; and, level of English language proficiency. (This information is located in
Appendix H.)
Triangulation and Reliability
Triangulation consists of cross-validation among data sources, data collection
strategies, and theoretical schemes (McMillan & Schumacher, 1993). For this study,
regularities were sought in the data obtained through a comparison of different sources,
situations and methods, to determine if a particular pattern kept recurring. A theme, such
as the students' achievement, was cross-checked by comparing data found in an
informant-interview and through an archival review. Various sources of data provided
multiple measures of student sociocultural adjustment to school and achievement, thus
making the study more credible (Lincohi & Guba, 1985).
Reliability is not consistently believed to be as essential a component in
qualitative research as it is in quantitative studies. For example, Wolcott (1990) states
that reliability need not be considered at all when an ethnographic study is undertaken.
However, McMillan and Schumacher (1993) observe that "reliability in qualitative
research refers to the consistency of the researcher's interactive style, data recording, data
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analysis, and inteqjretation of participant meanings from the data." (p. 385) Nevertheless,
the authors acknowledge that the qualitative process is personal because no one
investigator interviews, documents, analyses and interprets data exactly like another.
All Ihe strategies related to reliiibility in design have been discusscd in this chaptcr
except for the researcher's role. Although during the span of time that the study was
conducted, this researcher was a special education teacher within the school district where
the middle schools were located, staff at the study sites did not know her. Therefore, as
an "outsider" she carried no pre-established status within the social group where the
interviews were completed.
There were similarities between the immigrants' experiences, feelings, and
thoughts and this researcher's own experiences that allowed her to recognize the
processes she observed and meanings these had for the participants. Although she was
bom in New York City, she had lived in Mexico for an extended period of time,
undergoing a process of acculturation with all its associated feelings, cognitions and
adopted behaviors. Her long-awaited retum to the U.S. represented for her, learning a
•'new dialog of action and interaction" (Spindlers, 1987, p. 152). Although this was a
period of exhilaration, the pain related to the losses she bore, also irremediably
accompanied it. These experiences and others enabled her to empathize with the
participants and recognize their meanings.
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Interview Process
The interview process was initiated through a telephone contact with the parents
of the nominated students. The time and place of the attempted meeting with the potential
participants, students and their parent(s) was discussed and usually resolved at ihis lime.
This first visit provided the opportunity to lay the groimdwork for future interviews and
to develop rapport with each student and his parent(s).
The objective of the study was discussed with the student and his parent(s) and
any questions they had were provided with a response. Appropriate dates, times and
location(s) for the three interviews to be held were also agreed upon. An hiformed
Consent Form and Assent Form for minor participants were presented and the respective
signatures obtained.
Brief conversations with each student and his parent(s) helped to determine the
appropriateness of the particular student for the study. In addition to a student's
willingness to cooperate, the question of suitability of the prospective participants was
resolved through consideration of the students' and their parents' potential ability to
provide ample and significant information on their sociocultural backgrounds and
students' envirormiental contexts. Upon completion of this stage of the study, six students
were selected firom the larger pool of nominated students.
A phenomenological approach (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992; Seidman, 1998) was
employed during the focused in-depth interviews with the students and their parent(s).
Interviewees were invited to reconstruct experiences they judged as most influential in
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determining what they viewed as the students' school successes or failures. Respondents'
were encouraged to ascribe meanings to their behaviors within the context of the
interview process. The understanding derived from the students' school-related
experiences was not limited to the confines of Llie classroom or school. Rather, these
experiences were placed within a broader social, cultural, and political, interactional
context. The students' interrelations with parents/families, peers, and school personnel
were of primary interest in the clarification of their academic achievement.
A series of three interviews with an approximate duration of 50 minutes each
were conducted with each student and his parent(s). Profiles of the participating students
and their families were developed with the intention of enabling the analyst to establish
valid connections between events and phenomena (Ellen, 1984).
During the first interview, information on aspects of the participants' sociocultural
background and environmental contexts found to have implications for school
achievement (Delgado-Gaitan, 1988) were explored. These included, the (a) motives for
immigration to the U.S., (b) tenure in the U.S., (c) language(s) spoken in the home, (d)
cultural values and practices, (e) educational achievements and aspirations, (f) literacy,
and (g) socioeconomic situation of the family. Students and parents were invited to tell
about the students' previous school-related experiences, covering a wide range of grade
levels (Casanova, 1988).
The interviewees were asked to reconstruct some of the students' experiences
within their families, schools, and commiuiities (Ensminger & Slusaricick, 1992; Seda &
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Bixler-Marquez, 1994; Wehlage & Rutter, 1986). They were also invited to reflect on
whether schooling was relevant in the context of the students' lives (Seidman, 1998). For
example, a student who stated that his life-goal was to become a basketball player,
reflected Lliat oilier than providing him with opporranitics to play the game, his schooling
experiences were irrelevant to his future goals.
The second interview concentrated on details of students' present school-related
experiences. Students were asked to reconstruct a day in their school life. They were
invited to talk about relationships with their fellow students, teachers, other school
personnel, and the wider community (Seidman, 1998).
In the third and final interview, participants were asked to reflect on the meanings
of experiences they had discussed in previous interviews. They were guided to analyze
how factors in their lives contributed to their current situations. Exploring the past to
more fully clarify events that have led to the present, established for the interviewees the
desired conditions for reflecting on their current situations.
Parents' beliefs and participation in their children's schooling were of interest for
this study. Therefore, the strength and consistency of the emotional support and direction
parents provided was explored. Parental behavioral patterns such as (a) whether the
families directly intervened in school related matters, and (b) the transmission of their
belief in their children's ability to succeed academically, were variables that received
attention (Delgado-Gaitan & Ruiz, 1992; Duran & Weffer, 1992).
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The open-ended questions were designed to encourage students and their parents
to make intellectual and emotional connections beUveen their school-related experiences
and their social and cultural lives. A student might be asked, "Given what you've said
about your iife goals and what you know about yourself, what meaning does school have
for you?" In the third and final interview, meanings of past experiences were the center of
attention (Seidman, 1988). For example, parents were asked "If you think about what you
have told me in these interviews about your son's school-related experiences, how do you
now see things?"
The interviews were usually conducted at approximately one-week intervals. The
three interviews of a series, had the purpose of promoting reflection and preser%'ing the
connection between students' and parents' thoughts and perspectives (Seidman. 1991).
As stated earlier, the time frame for the interviews was approximately 50 minutes. As
substantive data were analyzed, occasionally certain aspects of participants' responses
were considered to require follow-up interviews.
As the design for this research was conceptualized as an evolving process, the
questions asked and data to be collected became evident as it progressed. Interviews
were flexible enough for the researcher to note and collect data on unexpected dimensions
of topics (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992).
The general questions posed in the interviews can be found in Appendix E. All
interviews were conducted in Spanish, as this was invariably the preferred language of the
interviewees. All but one series of interviews carried out with a student and his parents.
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were tape recorded and transcribed in the original language. (The exception was created
by the parents of one student who did not authorize the use of a tape record during the
interviews.) Selected excerpts of the transcriptions were subsequently translated into
English.
Pilot Study
In the fall of 1998, the researcher conducted a pilot study prior to initiating this
larger study. At that time three male Hispanic middle school students who had been
classified as LD by their school district were interviewed. In addition, the students'
parents cooperated with this researcher, providing information about their own
sociocultural background and the developmental histor\' of their children. The experience
derived from this pilot study not only confirmed the feasibility of the projected study but
also permitted the researcher to become aware of general problems and areas of interest
of this specific population. It addition, having carried out the pilot study provided the
opportunity to spend time with the population to be studied and to learn about it through
observation.
Data Analysis Procedures
Data gathered through interviews with five of the participants and their parents
were transcribed and analyzed. Data obtained through archival reviews were also
analyzed. The process will be discussed in this section.
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Transcriptions o F Interviews
An audio recording was made of all but three of the interviews with the students
and their parents. Each of the recorded interviews was individually transcribed and
included pauses, laughter, sighs, ancillar}' comments, etc., to provide access to a thorough
representation of the conversations (Spradley, 1979). Participants generally were not
invited to read and edit the transcriptions for meaning and clarity, as they did not read
English. Rather, they were consulted when specific points required clarification or further
development so as to make possible a check on the validity of the research. (The parents
of one student, who had some proficiency in English, cooperated by reading and editing
the summaries of interviews for meaning and clarity.)
Coding and Themes
The researcher read the text of each of the interviews, in addition to the data
gathered from the file reviews. Those portions that were considered to be relevant in
terms of the research goals were bracketed and coded for categories and themes. During
the coding process the material was analyzed and interpreted, and meaning made of it.
The discernment exercised depended on the researcher's experience and in her working
with and internalizing the data gathered. An effort was made to read passages while
restricting the intrusion of pre-established assumptions. The essential focus of the
readings was to obtain a valid sense of what was important for the objective of this
research.
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The initial step of the coding process involved identification of reflections of
whatever conflicts and hopes were expressed in the interviews. Themes were (a) the
number, frequency, and intensity of stress factors experienced by students and parents,
(b) goals aiid their fuifiUnicni, (c) reficctions of isolation or integration, (u) indications of
acculturation, (e) access to and use of various types of resources, (0 aspirations and
expectations, (g) English fluency, and (h) degree of resiliency of each student. At this
time in the process, coding categories were refined.
The following step was to reread the transcripts and fields notes, and identify
categories and connections between them as definite themes emerged. The researcher
personally did the coding. First phase coding categories were labeled with the
abbreviations pertaining to the categories. (See Appendix E for a list of categories.)
Segments were also labeled with a coding system that designated their original places in
the transcripts, employing (a) the initials of the participant, (b) a Roman numeral
indicating the number of the interview, and (c) Arabic numerals for the page and line
numbers of the transcript where the excerpt appeared. This process is known as
classifying or coding data (Seidman, 1998).
The coded transcripts were then arranged into first phase coding categories and
placed in folders. If the instance were that some excerpts fit into more than one category,
multiple copies were made and placed in appropriate multiple files (Seidman, 1998). The
next step was to examine individually and critically the material pertaining to each
category with a more demanding eye.
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The content of each folder was arranged, recopied, and collated to form a single
coherent document. The pages of the document were numbered and reread a third time to
sift out the compelling e.xcerpts and set aside those of less interest. An additional reason
for rcrcuduig the material was to ensure the corrcct location of the material. It was at that
time that the consistency of coded information within given categories, was scrutinized.
These categories can be foimd in Appendix G.
Category composites were analyzed from a thematic perspective after the previous
steps had been carried out. In the original first phase, coding categories were recorded
into broad, second phase coding categories (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992). Excerpts that were
connected to other excerpts were sought with the intention of locating patterns and
subsequently identifying themes. An example of a pattern would be, the mother who
expressed her distress with her son's excessive motor activity while paradoxically
excusing similar behavior exhibited by him in the classroom, and also negating his
involvement in a officially reported delinquent act.
Once the coding and recording of the material gleaned from the interviews were
achieved, data were subjected to a final analysis using a method of modified analytic
induction. This method is an approach to collecting and analyzing data and a way of
constructing and evaluating theory (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992). The result of the analysis
was the development of a descriptive model that would include diverse aspects of the
phenomena under study.
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Some students were more successful than others were and the researcher was
interested in finding out why. Early in the process of gathering data from interviews,
teacher reports, and archival reviews, analytic induction included the development of a
rough explanation of this particular phenomenon and an issue such as student behavior,
became one of the focuses of the research.
This researcher, while basing her explanation of "likeliness" and "unlikeliness" to
graduate from high school on the multivariate framework of the contextual interaction
model (Alva & Padilla, 1987), tentatively developed prepositional statements such as the
following: Students" impulsive and disruptive behaviors and resultant interactional
patterns, direct teachers' nomination of middle school students with LD as UGHS.
Although a propositional statement had been formulated, subsequent interviews were
conducted in an open-ended manner, temporarily withholding the development of any
theory on the basis of previous interviews.
Propositional statements were rewritten and modified to fit each case under study.
Subsequent comparisons of explanations were made as data were collected and subjected
to modification, all the while searching for instances of contradictory data and displaying
an openness to adopt redefinitions or reformulations of the factors conducive to the
nomination of students as "75% likely to drop out." The goal was to establish
relationships and refine developing themes.
During this last stage of analytic induction, global questions were again examined
as cormections among the experiences of the participants were reconsidered. Perspectives
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that were not originally evident were identified and consistencies and inconsistencies with
the extant literature on the phenomena were sought. For example, in a third interview it
was evinced that Mr. M believed that if his son did not successfully progress through the
grades he would bccomc discouraged and drop out of school. He thought that if his son
were to repeat a grade he would lose his motivation for learning and ultimately
discontinue his studies. I related his belief to his personal experiences while in middle
school where he, himself, had lost interest in studying and favored a job to graduating
from preparatoria, the equivalent of high school in Mexico. As an adult he regretted this
decision and was adamant about his son getting the education he had not achieved
himself
Reflection in a more global manner being characteristic of this stage of the
process, the researcher gave consideration to what the data meant over-all (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967). Connections among structures, roles, events, and social forces that
operated in students' lives were identified (Bogdan & Bilken, 1992) and theoretical
perspectives became evident.
The in-depth ethnographic interviews with students nominated as either "likely to
graduate from high school" (LGHS) or "unlikely to graduate from high school" UGHS,
and their parents, are presented in the following chapter. The contextual-interaction
model developed by Alva and Padilla (1987) provided the theoretical foundation for these
interviews.
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CHAPTER 4
INTERVEWS WITH STUDENTS AND THEIR PARENTS
Introduction
The current forceful wave of Mexican immigration into the United States has its
historical genesis in the late-1500s, the era of Spanish exploration and expansion in the
American continent. In the twentieth century, immigrants "...came and went from the
U.S. in accordance with the rhythms of fields and factories, following paths opened by
the railroads and the advancement of highways" (p. 209. Durand. 1998). Cultures met and
struggled with each other, often within contexts of asymmetrical relations of power
(Guerra, 1998).
Notwithstanding, the Anglo American entrada into the "Greater Mexican Northwest."
Mexican immigrants in the U.S. borderland area, found a familiar milieu of institutions
and practices that perhaps no other groups of immigrants have experienced upon arrival
in a new land (Altenbaugh, 1995). This historical and cultural presence in the area, a
legacy of their ancestors, generates a push-and-pull phenomenon that affects the cultural
orientation of Mexicans in the American southwest in different ways than experienced by
immigrants arriving from other countries (Valencia, 1991). As Velez-Ib^ez (1996) states
"Other than the southeastern valley portion of Texas, no other region of the Northern
Greater Southwest has been so stubbomly and persistently Sonoran in its regional
identity, than what is now Arizona." (p. 40)
With the northward migration of people from historically Spanish borderlands, a
parallel Mexican sociocultural world was created within the political boundaries of the
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United States (Gutierrez, 1998). This world operates within the relatively closed social
sphere of the barrios. Ethnic Mexicans have adapted to transborder life by giving birth to
alternative social spaces, within the larger communities in which they live, that reflect
their sociocultural and historical origins. As Gutierrez observes, similar to experiences
after World War II when Mexican immigrants and their offspring began to experience
important gains in educational attainment, wages, occupational status, and political rights,
many recent immigrants are also making strides toward integration.
Several recent trends in immigration have contributed to the disruption of previously
established historical socioeconomic and political patterns (Gutierrez, 1998). An example
of a current divergence from a historical pattern is the great difference in the scale and
scope of transnational migration flows. The most recent period of migration has brought
many more people over a compressed period of time, into more compressed areas, than
ever before.
Social networks contribute to immigrants' survival in a new country (White &
Kaufinan, 1997). They can absorb the shock of risks associated with non-U.S. origin and
lower socioeconomic origins. Migrant networks, which have their origin in the "bracero
program," have a history of helping new migrants to find jobs, housing, and other types of
support (Fletcher, 1999). Through these networks, recent-arrivals "acquire a buffer"
(White & Kaufinan, 1997, p. 47) from some of the dangers of competing as low-paid,
often undocumented, laborers in a new land. Although social and political sophistication
appears to enhance immigrant survival opportunities in U.S. society (Trueba, 1999),
migrants inevitably meet with many difficulties.
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Among the exigencies that most migrants face are communication with monolingual
English speakers, unfamiliarity with the customs and social/educational expectations,
limited economic opportunities, poor housing conditions, racial and linguistic
discrimination, and the stresses of acculturation (Suarez-Orozco & Suarez-Orozco,
1995b). Included in Trueba's (1999) analysis of the Mexican immigrants' plight, is that
immigrants take jobs that leave them exhausted. This allows them little time to acquire
communicative skills in a second language (which results in their children playing adult
roles because they know some English and have some understanding of the social
system).
Non-documented immigrants are not eligible for unemployment or health and welfare
insurance (Suarez-Orozco, 1995). Trueba (1999) observes that literacy is a major factor
affecting the adaptive strategies chosen by Mexican immigrants. People who emigrate
from rural communities do not commonly arrive with knowledge or experience with the
written word.
The major data source for this ethnographic study of Mexican students with LD in
U.S. middle schools, was a series of in-depth ethnographic interviews. The contextualinteraction model, developed by Alva and Padilla (1987), provided the theoretical
foundation for the development of the interview guide (see Appendix F). This model
facilitates the understanding of the interaction between students' sociocultural
backgrounds, personal characteristics, and environmental contexts, and thus provides an
overview of students' sociocultural adjustment to school and academic achievement.
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Students were interviewed with the intention of securing a detailed description of the
impact and meanings middle school education had for them and their parents; personal
characteristics, sociocultural backgrounds, and environmental contexts of the
participating students, were explored.
Six informants were selected from a pool of students who their teachers had
graphically placed at either of two extreme positions along a continuum of the Rating
Scale (see Appendix B). That is to say, they either situated them at the position of "75%
sure the student was likely to graduate from high school," (LGHS) or at the opposite point
"less than 75% sure the student would complete high school or unlikely to graduate from
high school" (UGHS). The acronyms LGHS and UGHS will be used throughout this
study.
First, the interviews with the three students nominated as LGHS, and their parents,
will be presented: 1) Francisco and the M Family; 2) Juan Manuel and the P Family; and
3) Esteban and the S Family. These first three series of in-depth interviews will be
followed by the interviews with students nominated as UGHS, and their parents: 4) Luis
and the C Family; 5) Fabian and the M-V Family; and 6) Glen and the 0 Family. All the
interviews were carried out with a student and at least one parent. When available,
siblings were invited to participate; their participation is noted in the presentations of the
interviews.
The material gleaned from each series of interviews was organized into the following
four main categories: Parents' history; Lifestyle in the U.S.; Children's Schooling, and
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Personal Characteristics of Student. (An outline of the structure may be found in
.Appendix G). Secondary sources of data were the students' cumulative and special
education files. These provided information relating to the students' academic
achievement, health and developmental history, and the results of psychoeducational
evaluation. This additional data on each of the si.x students complements the material
obtained from the interviews, and may be found in the Appendix H.
1. Francisco and the M Family
Francisco (pseudonym) was a 6''' grade student who was enrolled in bilingual
education; he took several courses in Spanish and others in sheltered English. When the
student was in 4''' grade, Francisco was classified as learning disabled in the area of
language arts, and had received special education services since then.
I had made arrangements by phone with Francisco's father and mother to
interview the family at their home. They lived directly across the street from the middle
school he attended. The family owed a small apartment in a complex of 20 units that had
a communal area. Mrs. M greeted me graciously at the door, and had me sit in the living
room with her and the remaining three members of the family: Mr. M., Francisco and his
younger brother, Jesus (pseudonym). They all welcomed me in Spanish, in a somewhat
formal maimer. The parents' speech patterns revealed an idiosyncratic usage of a
regional dialect that is characteristic of the northern Mexican border area.
On this initial visit, I observed and commented on the several aged, sepia-toned
photographs that hung from the living room walls. Mr. M was eager to talk about the
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individual appearing in the rural scenes. As I asked further questions, the family history
unfolded.
Parent's History
Origins. Francisco's parents were bom in a small agricultural town located in a
northem, Mexican border state. The town had so few inhabitants that I was unable to
locate it on the map. All the members of Mr. and Mrs. M's families had earned their
sustenance through agriculture and cattle raising. From an early age, Mr. M drove trucks,
transporting agricultural produce to out-lying Mexican cities.
Education. During the discussion on her schooling, Mrs. M conveyed the value
she attributed to education. She told me that although she had only attained an elementary
school diploma, in reality she attended basic education classes for more than the
obligatory six years. Mrs. M chose to repeat 6"^ grade, because she was unable to continue
her education in secondary school. To do so she would have had to make a relatively
costly eight kilometers bus trip to attend aftemoon classes. The alternatives were to walk,
pedal a bicycle, or ride a horse on dangerous roads, leaving early in the aftemoon and
returning in the evening.
Neither of Mrs. M's two sisters had studied beyond elementary school. At that
time, there were costs associated with the continuation of studies, i.e., the purchase of
textbooks, attire worn during formal ceremonies, and the required monetary
"contributions" towards the management of the school. And only children, who were able
to live with members of their extended families while school was in session, could hope

to attend secondary school. Mrs, M, faced with this reality, chose to repeat 6"^ grade. She
took a secretarial job in her hometown tlie following year.
Francisco's father discontinued his education in eighth grade. He said: Puesya
me empezo a darJlojeray empece a trabajar y le agarre el modo al trabajo...empece a
trabajar en los troques. [I started to get lazy and 1 started workmg and 1 learned how to
work...I began working in the trucks.] 11.19.439-440 His parents and an uncle were all
unhappy about with decision. During his reflections, Mr. M acknowledged that (F)uera
valido mas si yo sigo en la esciiela. [It would have been better if 1 continue in school.]
11.20.447-448
Mr. M had wanted to Siudy engineering at the State University once he succeeded in
completing studies at the preparatory school located in a neighboring city, but this
represented an enormous challenge for him. As there were no paved roads at the time,
horseback or bicycle, were the sole means of transportation. Mr. M would have had to
leave the rancho viejo [old ranch] and reside in the state capital during the school year.
Mr. M explained that money was very scarce at the time and the preparatory school was
located at a great distance from home- at a greater distance than the secondary school.
Thinking about how his life might have been different if he had obtained a higher
education, he shared that
(...) ciiando alia en el pueblo de nosotros, cuando los veiamos poniendo la luz,
los ingenieros que llegaban a la casa con mi papa, me gustaba iisar los
aparatos que ellos usabany...deciayo 'Me gusta esa carrera. De grandeyo
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quiero ser eso.' [...when there in our town, when we'd see them installing the
electricity, the engineers that would come to the house with my father, I liked
to use the instruments that they used, and I'd say to myself'I like that career.
When I grow up I want to be that.'] 11.20.234-237
Vlr. VI 3,cicicci
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mejor estuviera en iin trabajo mejor. [...if I had continued in school 1 won't be working
as I am. Maybe I'd be working in a better job.]
Migration. Mr. M's early incursions into the U.S. were work-related. He would
cross the border at harvest-time, finding employment in the southwest as a migrant
worker, and return to Mexico when work became limited.
Mr. and Mrs. M were from the same hometown and had been friends from the
time they were very young. Their eight yearlong courtship was resumed on each return to
Mexico, the couple marrying in their early 20s. A year after then marriage, because of
difficulties related to the first pregnancy, the parents traveled to the capital of their state
for the delivery of their child, Francisco. The required medical services were not available
in their hometown. During this time of their lives, Mr. M continued to work as a migrant
laborer in the U. S., and later as a contracted house painter. It was the employer at a
home maintenance business concern that assisted him in obtaining legal immigration
status in the U. S. The Amnesty established by Congress (Velez-Ibanez, 1996) facilitated
the process.
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Mrs. M had experienced serious health problems with her first pregnancy and now
that she was expecting a second child, the parents sought the more extensive health
services provided in the U. S. Mrs. M and her five-year-old child, Francisco, crossed the
border, and despite their undocumented entry, established residence here. After a three
years long wait, and with the aid of a Public Notary, and the payment of a fine, both
mother and child were awarded their resident visas. Francisco was eight years old when
this was achieved. The parents recall this as a period of great hardship because mother
and child were unable to visit their country of origin during the entire period of three
years.
Soon after their arrival, Mr. M obtained stable employment as a house painter with a
well-known company. He was happy he no longer had to labor close to the soil as a
migrant-worker. After several years of residence in the U. S., he became skilled in his
new line of work and satisfied with his accomplishments.
Life-Stvle in U. S.
Home and neighborhood. I found the landscaping surrounding the M family's
apartment complex clean but scruffy and arid. Paint peeled from the weathered gray
facades. Mr. and Mrs. M referred to their area of town as peaceful and conveniently
located, as both of the sons' schools were located within walking distance from home.
There was little traffic on their wide street, except when students were entering or leaving
school.
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The entrance to the M's sn.all living room was immediately oflF the common courtyard
of their two-Qoor apartment. This room was clean and furnished with rather large, overstulfed, dark red velvet, living room ftimiture. The thick curtains effectively filtered out
the strong desert sun. A color television set with a medium sized screen was placed in a
shadowed comer. Mrs. M's homemaker touch was very visible m the choice and piacmg
of small, ceramic figurines throughout the room. There were no books or magazines
visible.
This family heritage provides both the parents and younger generation with a sense of
cultural identity and pride in their lineage. Mr. M introduced me to his great-grandfather.
Manuel (pseudonym), who posed for the photographer. I was now told that this ancestor
fought alongside of Pancho Villa during the revolutionary struggle in 1910. and when he
died his body was returned to the town of his birth by mule. Mr. M has presented the
photographs of his prominent ascendant at some public schools, including his sons".
In reference to their neighborhood, the parents shared their concerns with me
about the safety of their children. They explained that they insisted upon being present
while their sons played in the near-by streets. For example, they escorted their children to
the park in order to assure their safety. The mother tried to control their activities. She
closely supervised fi-iendships that Jesus and Francisco attempted to make in the
neighborhood. They were dissuaded from either inviting classmates to their home after
school or visiting other children's homes because she preferred that playmates come to
their home. She said the following:
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Mejor,' le digo, 'que se quede el otro nino aqid contigo. ' Es mejor ciiando tii
lo estds mirando uno a los dos o si son dos amigosy el mejor estarlos
mirando aquiy no que este se va con los otros afiiera. ["Better," I tell him,
"that the other kid stays here with you.' It's better when you're watching the
two of them or if they're two friends and him, it's better that you're watching
them here and not that this one goes outside with the others.] 11.33.747-750
She further elaborated on the topic.
Yo les he dado explicaciones que no quiero que se metan con esos amiguiios.
asi. No les dejo andar solos lampoco en la calle. Si salen, salen con nosotros.
Yo los aconsejo mucho en eso. Si alguien les habla alia en la calle. que ven.
suhete al carro o alguna cosa. 'no ' le digo. si no conocen a la persona, no
hacer confianza.' [I've given them explanations that I don't want them to play
that way with those friends. I don't let them walk alone either, on the streets.
If someone approaches them there in the street, saying "come, get in the car' or
something, 'no' I say, "if you don't know the person, don't get friendly with
him.'] 11.33. 738-742
Ties to Me.xico
Although the M family had some involvement with their American community, their
ties to Mexico were still very strong. The parents animatedly described their hometovm,
commenting on how it has changed since they were children. They proudly announced that
El pueblo ya no estd como antes. Ahora ya tienen kinder, primaria y
secundaria....ya estd mds avanzado ahorita. Ya no estd como antes. Siempre.
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alia en el pueblo de nosotros, hay muchos profesiortales que salieron. Tenian
que irse muy lejos, hasta Hermosillo o a Mexico. Con sacrificio ^ m? Pero
salieron adelante. [The town isn't the same anymore. Now there's even a
kindergarten, elementary schooL and a secondary school...it's more developed
now. It's not like before. In our town, there are always many professionals that
left. They had to travel very far all the way to Mexico (City) or Hermosillo.
making sacrifices. Right? But they've been successfiil.] 11.22.485-491
Mr. M's father, brother and sisters, aunts and uncles, as well as Mrs. M's mother
all continued to reside in Mexico. The M family visited them as frequently as once or
twice a month. Mrs. M's mother's home was one of the elected points of reunion for
members of her extended family. As visitations with the relatives were important moments
in the life of the family, they were commonly prolonged for over a period of several
weeks. The reason tor a recent return-visit had been Mother's Day. The parents observed
that Francisco and Jose returned from their visits with great reluctance.
The parents' hometovm was a tightly knit community that proudly shared a
common history. Their ties to it had been renewed over the years. For example, one of
their visits home was related to their attendance at a celebration organized in recognition
of the many hometown men who obtained a higher education and eventually became
medical doctors. Mr. M narrated with exhilaration, that all the honored doctors were in
attendance to receive this public recognition.
The M family also had relatives that lived both in California and in their own state
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of residence. Their relatives from California annually re-established family ties with them,
during winter vacation or other vacation periods such as Easter. Francisco announced that
he had five cousins living in his area of the city. He enjoyed an on-going relationship uath
them.
Acculturation. Now that the family had attained relative permanency in this
country, its members had integrated some aspects of their new environment into their
everyday lives. For example, the younger generation had incorporated American television
programs into its cultural repertoire. The two sons said they enjoyed watching the
Simpsons, Arthur (an animated series). Batman, and Superman, but Mrs. M continued to
enjoy watching telenovelas (Mexican soap operas). The parents occasionally read El
Aguila [The Eagle], a local newspaper published in the U. S. but they said that they do not
read it very often. Mr. M explained that
Ese periodico solo tiene lo que pasa aqiii. En el periodica de nosotros pues. no
se miraba nada de violencias...miiy sana la gente y ahorila pues, am por ano
se estd viendo muchas cosas en las escuelas...[That newspaper only is about
things that happen here. ...nothing about violence was seen in our (home)
newspaper ...people were very healthy, and now each year, we're seeing more
and more things about (violence in) schools...] 1.15.393-395
Local news caused Mr. and Mrs. M, uneasiness. The parents appeared to be
attempting to create a protective barrier around them by conceptualizing local events as
external to their personal and family lives, thereby maintaining themselves culturally
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disconnected from their community of residence.
Mr. and Mrs. M perceived great diflferences between the world they grew up in
and the world in which they resided. Mr. M compared the two, Pues es mucha la
diferiencia porque ... no se miraba mda de violencias ni...mi(y sana la gente y ahorita.
pues, ano por aho. se estdn viendo /nuchas cosas en las escuelas y es miiy difereme.
[Well, there's a great difference because (...) you didn't see any violence or... very good
people, and now. well, each year more things are seen in the schools and it's very
different.] 11.32.716-718
Mrs. M had been studying English at her younger son's elementary school for a
year and a half and was proud to report that while she was tar from achieving tluency. she
was able to produce simple sentences in her second language. Mr. M said that although
his employer only speaks English, he had only acquired a very limited knowledge of
English, arguing that his work schedule was incompatible with the English classes.
Occasionally Mr. M would take either of his two sons to work with him to help as
interpreters. Even though Fraiicisco and his brother were not often monetarily
compensated for their interpretive skills as they maintained they should be, the assistance
they provided their father enhanced their self-esteem.
At times Francisco and Jesus communicated with each other in English. They
spoke their second language with some friends and Spanish with others. The language of
choice depended on the friends' dominant language.
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Children''s Schooling
Achievement. Mrs. M enthusiastically told me that Jesus, a 3"* grade student who had
learned to read and write in Spanish without difficulty, was eager to leam. She described
both her sons as good students, noting that they have received public recognition for their
achievements. Jesus proudly showed me an academic certiticate that his school had
recently awarded him in a formal ceremony. Jesus also shared with me a book that he had
made in school. His mother lively pointed out that the story he.had chosen to tell in the
book was about the parents' hometown, adding that it included characters, a beginning,
middle, and end. Jesus had also written a story about his great-great-grandfather. Manual,
relating the role his ancestors had played in the history of Mexico.
The elder son. Francisco, was a well-behaved and respectful preadolescent who
looked forward to receiving a certificate of recognition for "Commendable Achievement"
in Science, this year. The student's favorite academic subjects were Science and
Mathematics. Twice a week Francisco chose to stay after school to receive assistance
from the assigned teachers, with the homework for these two subjects.
Of all the courses he took, Francisco liked the three weeklong shops most of all. He also
enjoyed his sewing and the carpentry classes, and showed off a case he had made for a
throw pillow, a wooden Christmas tree, and a wooden replica of a traditional, Mexican
house. With observable joy, he commented that he was making a very beautiful pinata in
Art class.
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Possibly, because Francisco experienced difiBcuities in Language Arts and
Mathematics, the courses b this area were not among those he preferred. The student
confided that he was happy to be taking Language Arts as part of the special education
services because this represented being taught at his own grade level.
Francisco had been told that next year his instruction would be in English. Mrs. M
approved of this change because she wanted her son to receive all his classes in English
believing that it would turther his acquisition of the second language. At the same time,
she was taking a "'wait-and-see" attitude toward the anticipated shift in language of
instruction. Upon questioning, Francisco admitted that next year he would like to continue
with his current curricular arrangement. This was understandable because his learning
disabilities were within the areas of Language Arts and Mathematics. A curriculum
exclusively in English would necessarily represent increased demands on him.
Learning environment. It appeared to me that the parents had a grasp of the
concept of learning disabilities but were unable to recall any specific advice they may have
received from Francisco's special education teachers in terms of how to assist him in the
learning process. When I questioned them further on their son's classification as Learning
Disabled, they voiced their belief that his difficulties in reading and writing were produced
by his bilingual condition, in addition to the frequent changes of school during the first
three years of his school career; a total of four. To aggravate his situation even fiirther.
they argued, he attended a second grade program that was exclusively in the English
language.
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Mrs. M was very involved with Francisco's education when he was classified as
learning disabled, when he was in tburth grade. She noted that shortly after the initiation
of special education services.
... se noto el cambio. Le ayiido. en mucho le ayudo. Primeramente en leciiira.
(luego) en escritura. En lectura esfaha atrasado y alia le ayiidaron muy bien.
Luego. cambio. Le pusieron a nivel de los otros estudiantes. Yo lamb ten
estuve yendo a la escuela. ese mismo ano. ciiarto ano. Tambien lo piise en la
esciielita de verano para que sigiiiera repasando la lecturay escritura. [...the
change was noticeable. It helped him. It helped him a lot. First in reading.
(then) in writing. In reading, he was behind and they helped him a lot there.
Then there were changes. They got him (reading) at the same level as the other
students. I was also visiting the school, that same year, in fourth grade. I also
placed him in the summer school so that he'd continue reviewing reading and
writing.] 11.25.561-565
As their sons' schooling was important to the parents, they made a point of
attending the scheduled meetings and conferences, and visiting the schools during "Open
House" or "Family Night." Mr. and Mrs. M judged that during the year they had made a
total of ten school visits. In a scheduled interview, the teachers expounded on how
important it was for some of the students to stay after school so that they could teach
them un poquito mas [a little more]. They had been told that staying after school was
helping Francisco a lot, and that he was taking advantage of this opportunity to improve
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his learning.
Comparing the educational system in Mexico to that of the U. S.. Mr. M noted
that graduation ceremonies in their country were more formal than those in the U. S. In
support of this affirmation, he noted that Por ejemplo. en secundaria asi como aqiii en
(name of Francisco's middle school), alia hasta miran padrinos. Les huscan padrinos no
mas para que esten presentes. ahi representados. [For example, in secondary school,
similar to here in (Francisco's school), there are even godparents. They find godparents
for them only for them to be represented.] III.3.66-68
Students approached the podium to receive their diplomas, accompanied by their
godparents. After the ceremony, the graduating students were honored with an organized
party. Graduation was a very formal and inspiring occasion for all those in attendance.
Once they had made this nostalgic reflection, they conceded that ceremonies that had been
celebrated in their sons' schools had also been important events.
Although they perceived the existence of some differences between schools in the
two countries, the parents appreciated teachers' efforts to improve student achievement.
They offered as evidence of their children's teachers' dedication to teaching, the field trips
they organized as a reward for academic endeavor.
The matter of summer school was brought up. The parents made pertinent
inquiries about summer school with school representatives, but were told that their son.
Francisco, had not been elected to attend because he did not need it; other students who
needed the help more had been given priority. Notwithstanding, Mrs. M insisted that she
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would like to have Francisco "•review"" his subjects in the context of summer school.
The parents" apparent sketchy awareness of their son's difficulties in school
became palpable when they brought up the topic of Francisco"s grades, expressing their
displeasure with the apparent discrepancy between his partial grades and his final grade in
Science. Interestingly, upon fiarther examination of his report card, they discovered that
not all Francisco's partial grades were as satisfactory as they had previously believed them
to be. Mr. M ofifered as a solution to his son"s recently evidenced less that excellent
performance in school, that he study during the summer. The father declared that he had
to ponerse al corriente en las (materias) que estd bajo [catch up in those (subjects) that
he is not doing well in].
The parents said that they encouraged their sons to read, e.g.. by often visiting the
public library. Nevertheless. Mr. M clarified that Ya tenemos rato que no vamos pew si
vamos seguido. [It's been a while since we've gone but we do go often.] Visits to the
neighborhood library were usually made on Thursdays or Fridays because ...asi
aprovechan el fin de semana. [...that way they take advantage of the weekend.] The
parents encouraged their children to read by demonstrating an interest in the topics of the
books they selected.
The brothers borrowed books from the public library and school libraries, in both
English and Spanish. The availability of the books in one or the other language was the
determinant of what books they would take home. Francisco's favorite topics were
prehistoric and present-day wildlife, pirates, and space travel. Jesus enjoyed reading
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children's stories. U. S. authors wrote the majority of the books that were available.
Vlrs. M worked last year with her two sons on the memorization of the
multiplication tables, in an effort to support their learning. To make it easier for them to
learn the algorithms, she wrote them on a large sheet of tag-board that she hung in their
bedroom.
Everyday the parents would inquire if there was homework and either of the two
assisted the sons. Mrs. M commented that Siempre ayndamos con las tareas ciumdo se
ponen (rabajosas. [We always help with homework when they become difficult.]
11.13.276 Francisco and Jesus routinely did their homework; the parents kept a close e,.e
on this aspect of their sons" lives.
Assignments took precedence over play and the work had to be done before the
enjoyment of recreational activities. Francisco and Jesus were punished il" they did not do
their homework in a timely manner. The discipline employed by their parents consisted of.
for example, the revocation of a promised outing. When the children brought home poor
grades, their customary response was to check their notebooks more thoroughly and insist
that they review their summaries and notations.
Francisco, himself, said he believed he would do better in school if his parents
would help him review his notes. He stated that it would help him if they would go over
each topic with him, while questioning him to assure his command of the content.
Mr. and Mrs. M ascribed great importance to their son' attainment of a high school
diploma. Francisco's special education teacher had assured them that he was preparing
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their son to enter high school. Mrs. M said Digo, es mas importante siempre terminar la
escuelay que no estar trabajando. (I believe it's always more important to finish school
than to start working.) Nevertheless, the parents acknowledged that Francisco might
experience some difficulty in graduating fi-om high school, and stated that they must
...apoyarlo para que no piense en salirse de la escuela. [.. .support him so that he
doesn't think of leaving school.] 11.18.403-404
Mr. and Mrs. M conveyed to Francisco the importance of education and advised him to
not consider dropping out of school as an option. Nevertheless, they conceded that if he
were to insist on working they probably would feel pressured to consent to his taking a
part-time job. Mrs. M proclaimed the following.
...que trabajara en la tarde. pdngale dos, tres horas. y luego para que
el mirara que era lo mas importante. si irabajar o terminar la escuela
para agarrar un trabajo de tiempo completo donde le pagaran mejor.
porque para todos los trabajos pues la escuela es lo mas importante.
[...let him work in the afternoon, let's say two, three hours, and then so
that he'd see what was more important, working or finishing school to
be able to get a good job. because school is the most important thing.]
II. 19.433
Mrs. M said she had always told Francisco ...que para que no ande trabajando
ahi en la constniccion. en algo pesado 'termina la escuela' le digo. 'primero.' Son
trabajos muy pesados sin la escuela. [...so that he doesn't end up working in
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construction, in something heavy, 'finish school' I tell him, "first."] 11.20.436-438
But, she added, if he were to insist on working
Plies...que trabajara en la tarde...y luego para que el mirara que era lo mas
importante. si trabajar o terminar la escuela para agarrar un trabajo de
tiempo completo donde le pagaran mejor. porque para todos los trahajos pues
la escuela es lo mas importante. Yo siempre le he dicho que para que no ande
trabajando ahi en la constniccion. en algo pesado, termina la escuela' le
digo. primero.' Son trabajos muy pesados. sin escuela. [Well, let him work in
the attemoon...and then, so that he'd look at what's more impoiant. working
or finishing school so that he'd get a tlill time job where they'd pay him better
because for any kind ofjob. schooling is the most important thing. I've always
told him that to avoid working in construction, in manual labor, "finish school' I
tell him "first.'] II.2.433.438
Mr. M stated that he had spoken to Francisco, advising him to avoid manual labor
as an adult. He would tell him 'Tu necesitas estar en las oficinas, sentado.' ["You need to
be in offices, at a desk.'] II. 22.473- 474 The father believed that as Francisco progressed
in school, he would begin to knowledgeably consider occupational opportunities.
To promote their greater school achievement. Mr. and Mrs. M were offering
Francisco and Jesus the incentive of a desired trip as a reward for good grades. Mr. M said
that
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Pues. para ayudarlo, le tengo prometido que lo voy a llevar a tal parte, le digo
'si sigues adelante con la escuela, en las vacaciones. cuando haya tiempo... (te
llevare a alguna parte) 'pero mientrasyo veo que estd bien. si no. no le...'
[Well, to help him out. I've promised that I'm going to take him some place. I
tell him 'if you keep moving along in school, at vacation time, when there's
time...(I'll take you somewhere]" but in the meantime I see that he's okay. Lt'
not. I don't...] 11.18.409-412
Mr. and Mrs. M had learned to trust the schools in their school district. They
believed that living near their sons' schools provided them, as parents, with a sense of
security. Although they had their apartment up tor sale, they planned to buy a new home
in the same general area. The mother stated that she would like her sons to continue where
they were rather than to have to enroll in new schools.
Francisco's teachers were happy to have him in their classes. Mr. M. commented
that his son had always received his special education teacher's tlill support. Francisco
added that his teacher e.xplained everything well and was very attentive to the students'
needs. Referring to his son's teachers. Mr. M stated that ...le han ayudado mucho a el. O
sea. que a el siempre lo han tratado de que se vaya arriba. porque...si se quiere quedar
tarde. lo dejan para que aprenda mas. [...they've helped him a lot. I mean, they've
always tried to help him do better because. ..if he wants to stay (at school) until later, they
let him so that he'll learn more.] 11.5.95-101
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Mrs. M observed that both she and other parents were happy with the middle
school, while observing that parents participated in the decision-making process relative to
the use of a school uniform. They choose to make its use obligatory.

The mother believed that the obligatory character of school uniform saved students
from being embarrassed about having to wear clothing of poor quality. She believed that
a friendlier attitude among the students was the result of the newly installed uniform code.
To support her argument, she offered that teachers themselves had noted that student
relations had improved since the previous year.
As noted earlier. Francisco had been receiving special education services in
Language Arts since he had been in fourth grade, and was mainstreamed tor ail other
subject areas. When questioned, he and his parents reported that they did not feel that
there was a stigma attached to receiving special education services. They offered in
evidence that Francisco would go to the resource room three days a week, on a previously
agreed upon schedule, his absence remaining unnoticed by his classmates.
Francisco said that he had established friendship with the more serious of the
students in his classes. When questioned what evidences his friends' seriousness, he
responded that they were among those that always did their homework. He observed that
his best friend, Carlos (a pseudonym) was among the high-achieving students who won a
trip to Disneyland. Francisco added that Carlos was a good student with whom he took
several classes and played with during recess, either basketball or hockey. Francisco
aflBrmed that Le pone ganas al asunto. [He makes an effort (to get good grades).] 11.3.23-
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He described a second classmate with whom he was friendly, as an equally highachiever. Francisco noted that in addition to good grades, his friend "doesn't talk in
class."" meaning, he explained, that the student was well behaved and respectful, that is to
say, he did not interrupt the teacher. Furthermore, he was very "serious"' in class and
(...)qne no le giisuiba estar llevdndose con los otros companeros. [...he didn't like to fool
around with other students.] 11.17.387-388
This was a critical time in the U. S.. in terms of the students' safety within the
school buildings. Only a few months prior to the interviews with the M family, there had
been a mass assault on high school students perpetrated by two fellow students and the
loss of many lives had resulted. In a response to the consequent generalized alarm, the
principal of Francisco's school had taken concrete measures to assure the safety of all
students. One of the steps he had taken was to no longer allow the students to use
backpacks; only binders and notebooks would be permitted in school in the future.
Although Francisco was aware of the threat of violence that permeated school
atmospheres in the country, he looked forward to returning; he was unhappy about not
having contact with his classmates during the summer months. He anticipated a very
lonely vacation period because the children who lived in the neighboring apartments were
all younger than he was. Francisco reflected with a sigh of relief. He and his classmates
who also received special education services, would all be together again, the following
year. He looked forward to the continuance of these friendships.
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Personal Characteristics of Student
Francisco envisioned himself as

trabajador y cumplido [responsible, hard

working, and worthy of esteem]. As behavioral examples of these traits, he spoke of his
quietness in class, and routine compliance with assigned tasks. He reminded me that he
was among those students who were listed on the Honor Roll.
The student communicated that he would like to be a policeman upon becoming an
adult because he had been told that the salary was attractive and the job "gets you out on
the streets." Francisco was on a friendly basis with the police officer assigned to his
school and appeared to have had, although brief gratifying conversations with him.
Studying appeared to be important to Francisco who associated his application to
schoolwork with academic success and the achievement of his tliture goals. He perceived
himself as more efficient when he studied with a classmate: he particularly enjoyed having
the opportunity to share assignments with others, e.g.. a science project on the basic
physical laws applied to tiling objects. Scores on tests and his report card grades were a
clear indication of his academic achievement. He perceived a close relationship between
these measures of his accomplishment, aspirations, and perseverance in learning,
2. Juan Manuel and the P Family
Mr. & Mrs. P and their son, Juan Manuel (pseudonym), had provided me with the
written authorization to interview the family. Nevertheless, Mrs. P had supported her
husband in his objections to recording the sessions on the grounds that he would feel
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uncomfortable. I accepted the father's decision; I was resolved to talcing notes in
longhand. I did not want to lose the opportunity to learn this family's story.
I arrived at the P's home on a very hot. late spring afternoon, prepared to begin the
process. The home was located within a mile radius of Juan Manuel's middle school but it
was difficult to find because the many streets with untamiliar names began and ended
abruptly within two or three blocks.
Several minutes transpired before Mrs. P responded to my rattling on the metal of
the screen door with my plastic-covered car key - no buzzer was available. Mrs. P
expressed her surprise questioning whether we had agreed on that particular day. I offered
to return at a more convenient time but she graciously acknowledged her own oversight
and insisted that we initiate the interview. Only she. Juan Manuel and his baby brother
were at home at the time.
Parents' History
Origins. The parents had been living in the U.S. for a period of 18 years. Mr. P was
from Agua Prieta, Sonora and Mrs. P from Nogales. Sonora. Living right on the border
made it easy to experience on-going contact with the U.S. She crossed the border to
purchase milk and other products for the family. Mrs. P. had cousins, aunts and uncles
residing in Tucson and remembered how she had hoped to eventually live in the U.S.
As a young girl she recalled walking to school on streets populated by people she
knew: twelve or thirteen families that had always lived there and owned their houses.
Streets were safer then; there were no gangs, she said. A neighboring family where the
head of the household was a customs agent was the most prosperous in the area. Others
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owned cattle ranches, were mechanics, or worked on construction projects. People were
moving north from central and southern Mexico in search of employment in this
burgeoning, border-city.
Mr. P described Agua Prieta. Sonora, of his youth as un pueblo honito [a pretty town]
surrounded by many ranches, fruit orchards and agricultural farms. People from the
neighboring rural areas would travel to the town to purchase supplies. His wife
remembered it as a sleepy town, where people transported themselves on foot from one
side of town to another.
In response to this contribution, Mr. P noted that Agua Prieta did not begin to develop
until he was a young man, in "57 or "58, as a result of the free trade agreement between
Canada. United States, and Mexico. It was then that in-bond industries were established
along the U.S.-Mexico border and new schools were built, such as preparatorias [similar
to high schools] and escuelas tecnicas [vocational schools].
Before U.S. industries were created in Mexico, along the border, many people from
Agua Prieta would hopscotch between the two countries, seeking seasonal contracts as
migrant field workers in the U.S. At the end of the growing season, they would return to
their country con dinero [with money]. After roads were built, Agua Prieta was
strategically located; it was the hub for cities to the east and west. Eventually, its size,
geographical position, and unstable political ethics resulted in the easy cultivation of
psychotropic plants, drug trafficking, and accompanying violence.
Education. After having completed secondary school (grades 7 through 9), Mr. P
studied bookkeeping in Agua Prieta, Sonora, but failed to graduate finish this course of
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study. His father had died when he was very young and the family's income was not
sufficient to cover the cost of his tuition. He said Nuestros hijos han tenido lo que no
timmos nosotros. Aimque no tengamos dinero para pagarles una imiversidad. nuestra
hija se saco una beca. Y la otra se saco una beca tambien. [Our children have had what
we didn't have. Even though we don't have money to pay tuition at a university, our
daughter won a scholarship. And the other one got a scholarship also.]
Mrs. P finished preparatoria (similar to high school) but was unable to continue
her studies because her parents could not send her to the university in Hermosillo, Sonora,
Mexico. The family was not as fortunate as others. They did not have relatives living in
the capital of the State who were willing to provide room and board.
Both parents grew up in Christian homes where continuous involvement with
religious-oriented activities was the norm. They met when they were young at a churchorganized gathering held in Nogales, Mexico. He was an industrial worker and she was
studying the last year of preparatory school. Four years later he proposed marriage to her.
She accepted his proposal, reminding him that she wanted to eventually live in the Ututed
States.
Migration. After their first child was bom. the young mother encouraged her
husband to explore work opportunities in the United States. He had acquaintances at a
branch of the church of their affiliation, in Phoenix; the couple decided to explore
opportunities to establish themselves there. After only a month of residence in the capital
city, the couple and their baby daughter traveled south, to attend a ftmeral held for a
family member, where Mr. P's sister was living. They decided to remain and establish
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permanent residence. They had lived in the same neighborhood continuously. Their
second child, a girl, EV, was bom in the U.S.
Occupations. Because Mr. P was unable to secure employment in the business
sector, he accepted a job at a lime-producing industry in Agua Prieta, Sonora. Mrs. P
worked for a department store in Nogales, Sonora. She hoped to be able to gather
together enough money to be able to pursue an undergraduate degree in the capital of the
state but marriage altered her plans. She had not worked in the U. S. until she was
employed by Head Start, five years ago.
From the time he was a young man. Mr. P has been closely involved with his
church. He first taught children in Sunday school and then taught adults for twelve years.
Mrs. P stated that his commitment to the church began as a result of an awareness of the
intense needs of the people living to the south of their city. He was able to obtain
financing to establish a church and had been working there for the last two years. His
commitment to the church community involved long hours and seven-day workweeks.
Family's Lifestvle in the US
Description of home and neighborhood. The P family lived in a lower-middle class
neighborhood where houses were predominantly made of cinderblock. Upon entering their
home, I immediately found myself in a cool, suimy living room that was furnished with a
few pieces of comfortable, basic fiimitiu'e and an ornately fi-amed mirror hanging fi-om the
wall. Neither a television set nor books were visible.
Single-level, modest homes lined the short blocks. All had small scruffy, arid fironts. A
few medium size, old model cars were parked in firont of the houses on the fairly wide.
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sun-baked street. Short trees with sparse foliage, native to the Sonoran desert, grew here
and there, at the edge of the sidewalk; their growth stunted perhaps due to neglect.
Mrs. P described her neighbors as busy people with whom she did not often have the
opportunity to socialize. Nevertheless, she and the woman who lived next door
occasionally found time to exchange family news. Sometimes the neighbor and her spouse
would visit the P family to partake in family celebrations.
The P family did not often see their elderly neighbor who had limited mobility but they
would sometimes find opportunities to demonstrate kindness and concerns for her wellbeing.
Ties to Mexico. There were no paternal relatives living in Mexico other than Juan
Manuel's aunt. His maternal grandmother, grandfather and uncle who resided in Nogales,
US. visited the family every weekend. Since the paternal grandmother, who had lived in
Mexico, died four years earlier, the P family had no motive to cross the border other than
to occasionally revisit Nogales, Mexico, to shop. The parents did not have plans to
repatriate to Mexico at any ftiture date.
Acculturation. It was evident that the family members were actively integrating
elements of culture found in the United States to their preexistent cultural repertoire. With
the exception of the two daughters, who were fluent in English and spoke it among
themselves, Spanish was the language used exclusively in the home. Mrs. P had improved
her fluency in English since she had begun to work for Head Start. Mrs. P asserted that
her husband had achieved a greater dominance of English than she had. They both had
taken English courses at a community college and a school within the district. As a result
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of their on-going efforts, they continued to make strides in improving their command of
the language.
When Juan Manuel was two years old, Mrs. M enrolled herself in the Family
Literacy program for two successive years with the goal of learning English. As a result
she not only learned English but also eventually obtained employment in the Head Start
program. Mr. M continued to develop his English throughout the workday, e.g.. speaking
with people when purchasing materials and interacting with parishioners and the public.
Some of the few television programs that the family watched were in English. Mr. and
Mrs. P watched news reports both in English and Spanish and daily read articles in the
English language newspaper. Their son's coverage was limited to sports and comic strips.
Juan Manuel preferred reading material in Spanish, i.e., comic books, and compilations of
riddles and jokes. His favorite radio station transmitted music popular among Spanish
speakers.
Besides speaking Spanish with his parents and siblings, Juan Manuel
communicated in this language with neighborhood children. He said that at school he
spoke English and Spanish with equal frequency. The majority of books he borrowed
from the school library were in English as he was often unable to find the topics of interest
in Spanish.
Juan Manuel and his family identified themselves as Mexican and were proudly
involved in ethnic behaviors and practices. For example, they knowledgeably and
animatedly discussed wdth me Mexican cuisine and other cultural customs. In turn, she
questioned the extent of my experience with the foods native to her country. They chose
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to both socialize with others of their own ethnic group and to contribute to their
wellbeing. Mr. and Mrs. P made an on-going effort to demonstrate their authentic
commitment to their countrymen.
The P family visited their church several times a week and celebrated all religious
festivities. Special programs were offered on occasions, i.e., Christmas, New Year's Eve,
and Semana Santa [Easter week]. Celebrations included rituals, recreations of religious
themes, music, and foods trom northern Mexico, for example, pozole [a rich, spicy soup
made with hominy and chunks of pork meat]; and carne asada [barbecued beet]. On New
Year's Eve a roast turkey was included in the menu.
Bible reading formed part of the family culture. The parents sustained that it was a
time for individual reflection. Mrs. P patiently explained to me that family members would
withdraw to their own private areas to read the bible and flilfill their spiritual needs. Juan
Manuel read passages from the bible approximately twice a week.
The student was a very busy pre-adolescent. He got together with a group of
friends to play the drums three times a week. He was very involved in playing this
percussive instrument and with great enthusiasm showed me some of his sheets of music.
During the long, hot months of summer, Juan Manuel swam at the public pool. He
was well practiced in performing tricks with his yo-yo. He also enjoyed riding his bicycle
on the neighborhood streets. He liked playing basketball with friends but there often were
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difficulties in organizing a game at the park because of the presence of Cholos' (Mexican
American gang-sympathizers or members).
Children's Schooling
Achievement. Aida (pseudonym), the eldest child in the P family, was very active in
her father's church. She directed the prayers, announced the hymns to be sung, and
accompanied them with a musical instrument. Her parent's were proud to announce that A
had recently been admitted to the State University. She had aspirations to become an
attorney, continue her studies in music, and take courses in business administration.
Evelina, (pseudonym), the second daughter, was a successful 10''' grade student who was
doing an internship during the summer in the accounting department of a community
hospital.
Juan Manuel was a 7"' grade student who received bilingual instruction. He took
English as a Second Language and two courses in English: Mathematics and Social
Science. Since kindergarten, his teachers have been aware of his positive attributes and
have commented on his accomplishments, and expressed happiness to have him as a
student. Each school year he received public recognition as "Student of the Month." His
willingness to cooperative with both teacher and peers and his record of academic success
were cited as meritorious. The student received an award as "Best Overall Student of the

' Velez-IbafSez (1996) reports that a small segment of Hispanic youth is involved in gang-related
activities: between three and 10% of youth living in Me.\ican barrios. Gang members, the cholos. as they
define themselves, express themselves through destruction. The noted researcher sustains that gangactivity is the direct consequence of lack of occupational opportunities and community-based youth
programs.
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Year" when he graduated from 6"' grade. Juan Manuel added that he also won medals tor
track in 3"* grade.
In elementary school the student received speech therapy sessions twice a week.
Eventually he was provided with Reading and Writing instruction in the resource room (a
special education service area). His parents were satisfied with the services he received
but they were somewhat disconcerted that they had not been invited to a meeting this year
to discuss the revision of his Individual Educational Plan (lEP). I asked them what they
knew about their parental rights with regard to special education, and they said they had
minimal information in this respect.
Juan Manuel believed that his studies were relevant to his fijture plans. He said that
the subjects he thought were most related to his aspirations to be an executive, with music
as a vocation, were Mathematics, English, and Music. He e.xplained that he had to know
Mathematics and speak English well at the meetings he would be attending as an
executive. His favorite classes were Music and Spanish Literature. He attended Band
twice a week as an extracurricular activity. He talked with delight about the many fiestas
and field trips that were organized during the year. He added that his teachers did not
assign much homework. Juan Manuel described his school as having a large student
population and small classrooms. Food at lunchtime was bad but recess was a good time
of the day because he played soccer or basketball with his friends. AJso. students could
earn the privilege of playing games on the computer during recess.
I questioned him about the reasons he received special education services and he
replied with embarrassment that it was because of the problems he experienced in learning.
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Mrs. P expressed interest in discussing this with him and invited him to remember the
difficulties he experienced when yoimger in terms of the articulation of specific sounds.
She added that he continued to have problems related to fine motor coordination and
spelling.
Mrs. P believed that her son had benefited from the special education services he was
provided and the classes he took each summer. Mrs. P compared her son's current
academic situation with what she believed it would be if he were studying in Mexico,
stating En Mexico les dicen burros y asi repiten el ana, hasta tres veces, hasta que se
salen de la escuela. [In Mexico, they are called donkeys and repeat a grade up to three
times until they drop out of school.]
Juan Manuel responded to my invitation to think about what he would change at
school if he were a principal, limiting himself to stating that he would eliminate the
obligatory nature of the school uniform.
Learning environment. Both Mr. and Mrs. P attended school meetings such as ParentTeacher Meetings but it was the father who attended the review of Juan Manuel's annual
educational goals (lEP) with the special education staflf. The mother volunteered that she
did not believe that her participation was sufficient. She explained that she was distressed
about not being able to attend meetings due to her work schedule.
Neither of the parents believed they were providing their son with sufficient support
but they did evaluate their assistance with homework as adequate. They did assist him on
the memorization of the multiplication tables. The parents commented that Juan Manuel
often procrastinated about completing his schoolwork but they insisted he finish his
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assignments. They provided supervision but refused to be maneuvered into doing it for
him
The parents referred to their son's teachers as cooperative and competent and stated
that they had always given preeminence to his well-being. For example, special education
teachers had always been helpful in assuring that Juan Manuel be placed in the school and
program that would best serve him.
Mrs. P learned of an educational opportunity for her son that involved providing
students with a monetary reward in exchange for attending summer school classes for a
month. She hastily traveled downtown and filled out an application form. Juan Manuel
was assigned to a school at 15 minutes distance by car. All students took mathematics
classes in addition to classes in the academic areas in which they were weakest. His
mother daily drove him to and from classes. Mrs. P was concerned about her son's
transition into high school. She observed that he did not adjust to changes readily.
Juan Manuel could not recall ever having been reprimanded by a teacher. He spoke
about his special education teacher in positive terms, stating that he was generous with the
students, rewarding them with movies, and candies. He added that the instruction this
teacher had provided him had been of assistance in overcoming his spelling difficulties.
Juan Manuel qualified his fellow-students as "good" explaining that they helped each
other when someone had problems with an assignment. He clarified this statement, saying
that he and some of his classmates often phoned each other to consult and help with
homework. He believed this arrangement benefited all.
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Personal Characteristics
Juan Manuel spoke of his future plans with an air of self-confidence; he stated that
he wanted to be a businessman. His mother exclaimed jJodo lo qiiiere vender! [He
wants to sell everything!] She e.xpounded on this announcement reporting that each
weekend during the summer he sold ice cream pops for his grandmother.
Juan Manuel described himself as a good student in Reading and Writing, mas o
menos [more or less] in Music, but poor in the area of Mathematics.

3. Esteban and the S Family
I arrived at the S family home, on a sunny, spring morning. The facades of the
homes on their street were very narrow and I experienced difficulty finding a parking
space while avoiding blocking the entrance to a neighbor's driveway.
Mrs. S responded promptly to my knock on the weathered and peeling front door, and
led me into the small, scantly furnished, one-level home. We passed through a dining
room that had remnants of a meal scattered about the table, and entered a very brightly lit
living room. Tattered, stained, white curtains hung across the ceiling-high windows that
covered the entire southern wall of the home. The wispy lengths of sun-stained mesh
were ineffectual in filtering out the bright morning rays.
I encoimtered Mrs. S's two youngest children, Esteban (pseudonym) and Gloria
(pseudonym), both seated on a long, dark, upholstered couch, watching cartoons on a
television set that was located substantially above their eye level. Esteban turned down
its volume at his mother's request.
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Parents' History
Origins. Mrs. S grew up in the capital of a northern Mexican state. When reminiscing
about her childhood, the mother recalled the economic deprivation the family had
experienced and the consequent limited educational opportunities available to the five
children.
Education . When I inquired about her schooling, Mrs. S confided that she had
discontinued her education when she was in fifth grade. She attributed this decision to
her "bashfulness," noting also, that the school authorities" had exhibited little interest in
her academic progress. For example, she said that Es que no le obligan a uno alii como
aqui donde tienen que llegar hasta el ocho. Aqui siempre siguen ayudando a uno que
siga... [It's that they don't make one (continue) as they do here, up to eight (sic)] 11.5. 95
-6

When she was younger she had opportunities to learn to speak, read and write English but
she considered that she had foolishly squandered them. Mrs. S went on to recall
circumstances related to her emigration to the U. S.
Migration. When Mrs. S was a yoimg teenager she made fairly frequent trips
from Mexico to the U.S. to visit an imcle that then lived in her current city of residence.
When she was somewhat older and married with three children, she visited her sister in
California. It was then that she came up with the idea of residing in this country; her
uncle obliged her by helping her establish herself here. At first she earned a small income
by babysitting, making tortillas, and performing general domestic work for her uncle.
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With time, Mrs. S expanded her social network, and a woman helped her towards
economic independence. This put her in a position to suggest to her husband that he
cross the border with their three children, and join her in the U.S.
Mrs. S and Esteban's father emigrated to the U.S. before the two youngest
children were bom. Her brother, who had by then become a naturalized U. S. citizen,
sponsored their residency in the country. Eventually she and her three eldest children
were able to attain legal alien status through the Simpson-Rodino Bill (Velez-Ibanez,
1996). They both quickly found blue-collar work.
Occupations. Esteban's father did yard work during his brief residence in the U. S.
while his mother worked in a small arts and crafts factory. The mother had contracted
poliomyelitis as a child, and after a few years she became incapacitated. At this time, she
had two children who were American citizens, and she was therefore, able to apply for
federal economic assistance. At the time of the interviews, she was unable to remain on
her feet or walk for any length of time. She continued to receive Federal Disability
payments.
In addition to the check provided by Social Security, the family made ends meet with
food stamps, income derived from Welfare, and housing assistance provided by the State
government. The family's medical needs were covered by the county health service. In
the last two years the family's economic situation had improved because of the two older
sons' monthly monetary contributions. Mrs. S said of her elder sons: Ellos (los hijos) me
ayudan a vestir (me a mi) y a vestir a ellos (los hijos menores). Pues, si, en eso ha
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cambiado (la situacion) iin poquito. [They (the eldest sons) help me clothe (myself) and
clothe them (the younger children). Well, yes. in that sense it's (the situation) changed a
little.] in.5.91-95
Mrs. S planned to supplement the family income by offering childcare services in her
home. She was taking the necessary steps to obtain the required license by submitting
applications to the agencies. In addition, she had to obtain an authorization and permit
from the county Health Department.

Family's Lifestyle in America
This was a one-parent home; it was a busy, focal point that neighbors often yisited to
socialize with Mrs. S.
Description of neighborhood and home. Mr. S left the family when Esteban was
four years old. Esteban, the mother's fifth child, was bom five years after Mrs. S's
emigration to the U. S. Considering the family dynamics, Mrs. S commented on how
difficult it was to bring up her children without their father's support. When I questioned
whether Esteban currently saw his father, she said
No sabemos. No mas un dia se fue y no vohid. Hace mucho anosya. Tengo
mucha familia ^verdad? Mis hermanos, mi papa... pero no es igual. Yo pienso
que siempre hace falta un papa en la casa, para los ninos. [We don't know.
One day he just didn't show up. That was a long time ago. I have a lot of
relatives. You know? My brothers, my father...but it's not the same. I think
that a fadier is always needed at home, for the kids.] II.15.111-115
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Although the family had often moved they had always rented houses within the
same general area. They lived in a two bedroom, low-income home. All the houses on
their street had windowless facades and were single-leveled. The S family's home was
difficult to view from the street and due to the narrowness of the lots, parking a car on the
street involved blocking the driveway to an adjoining home.
I commented on their neighbors' industrious activity (I had observed several
young neighbors washing cars), and members of the family informed me that they did not
know their neighbors. They explained that they had not been living in their current home
very long; they had a history of moving from one rented home to another in an on-going
quest for better living quarters. Esteban infrequently played with the neighborhood
children, although he would sometimes participate in a game of soccer in the park located
around the comer from his home. He often played with his cousins.
Ties to Mexico. Esteban often visited cousins and aunts and uncles who lived in
the neighboring school district, on weekends. The cousins particularly enjoyed listening
to Mexican music and playing on the video games together. The S family members
valued their ties to the extended family residing in Arizona. Festivities and religious
holidays were celebrated with relatives. The S family made infrequent trips to Mexico to
visit Esteban's grandparents; they were the only relatives remaining across the border.
The previous year Esteban's youngest sister, Gloria (pseudonym) had celebrated her
"Quinceanos." The "Quinceanos" celebration is an important social and religious
occasion for Latin families. When a yoimg lady has a fifteenth birthday party she is
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formally presented to her social circle. It is somewhat comparable to a "coming-out"
celebration.

Gloria was happy to have the opportunity to share the photos of this

special event with me. Family members photographed this social celebration in detail,
from start to finish. Showing me the photos, a page at a time, she commented that many
of the young attendees at the event were her cousins.
The teenager proudly informed me that her maternal aunt was responsible for having
prepared the young people who were to perform the opening waltz. Her aunt
choreographed the ballroom dances and trained the participants to successfully execute
the traditional waltz steps.
Gloria's father was not in attendance so her older brother performed the introductory
waltz with her. She wore pink satin covered shoes with low heels that were symbolically
presented to her by her mother, on a small velvet pillow. Upon careful observation, I was
surprised to observe that in the photographs, Gloria did not appear to be enjoying the
festivities held in her honor.
The S family conveyed how they cherished their traditions and rituals. At the same
time, they were gradually integrating English into a collective cultural repertoire.
Acculturation. Although Mrs. S believed that it would be useful for her to be able to
speak English, for example, when making appointments or paying bills, but as she
observed, she "never" spoke it. She expressed her regret that she had not taken advantage
of the assistance her employers offer to study English when she was younger. Years
earlier she had made some effort to learn English through the classes offered at the
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neighborhood school and she was proud to communicate that although she had not
acquired fluency, she was able to understand text written in simple English.
Mrs. S followed the classified advertisements in the "For Sale" section of the local
weekly newspaper. She explained that her literacy in English in this specific area was
bom out of necessity. None of the children read the newspaper. Occasionally Esteban did
his homework in the main library that was located downtown. He had recently borrowed
a basic book on cats, written in Spanish.
Although Spanish was spoken exclusively in the home, Esteban and his siblings
spoke English of varying degrees of proficiency. The children commented that their
choice of Spanish as the medium for communication in the home was matter of
"custom:" it was the first language spoken by all of the siblings.
The S. family often viewed television programs transmitted from Mexico but also
watched U.S. programs presented in either English or Spanish. Mrs. S enjoyed the
musical videos and soap operas produced in Mexico and the children frequently watched
cartoons in English and took pleasure in watching a current favorite cartoon series. The
Simpsons. Esteban viewed programs on home improvement and also Mexican soap
operas.
Children's Schooling
Achievement. Esteban's older sister, Alicia (pseudonym) was a high school
graduate, and his younger sister, Gloria, was enrolled in 10'^' grade. In reference to Alicia
having obtained a diploma, Mrs. S reflected on various aspects of the support that the
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school provided her daughter, coinparing Alicia's school-related experiences with those
of her youngest sons.
Mi hija, A, la que ya salid de la escuela, a ella le consigiiieron trabajo a los 14
ahos para que tiiviera dinero. Luego regreso a la escuela, y asi. Y a hs
muchachos lambien, lo que pasa es que ellos de piano no quisieron seguir en
la escuela para ponerse a trabajar. (...) les daba verguenza, no se. con los
pantalones deslavados, y asi, no se. esa es la razd que yo tengo. Es la que ellos
me hicieron seniir a mi. [My daughter, the one that already finished school,
they got her work when she was 14 years old so that she'd have money. Then
she went back to school, and that's the way it was. The boys too, what
happened was that they just didn't want to stay in school; they wanted to go to
work. It embarrassed them to wear worn-out pants, and things of that sort, I
think, that's how I understand it. It's what they led me to believe.] in.4.63-69
As noted previously, two older sons were making small contributions to the S
family's household expenses. Alicia was also expected to make her conuibution to their
welfare once she had completed her training in the community college and had an
income.
When I asked Mrs. S how she feh about her sons having dropped out of school,
she stated that she felt Muy malporque comoyo no puedo trabajar, piies si, se siente uno
mal de no poder comprar a los hijos lo que ellos necesitan, principalmente. No es tanto
lo que quieren sino lo que necesitan. [Very bad because as I can't work, well yes, one
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feels very bad not being able to buy children what they need, basically. It's not so much
what they want as what they need.] in.4.70-73
Learning environment. Esteban said that he perceived his school situation as
different fi-om that of his brothers. He observed that they dropped out of school to work,
the implication being that he did not feel pressured to contribute to the family's economy
in the near future.
The student stated that his expectations were to learn "a lot" in school. He did not
want school to be puro juego [fun and games]. He formed part of a group of students
who consulted each other by phone when doubts would develop in relation to homework.
These students, who all received special education services, assisted each other when a
doubt arose about a particular home assigrmient. Esteban said that if he forgot what
homework he had been given he was able to obtain information through a classmate who
was within the network.
Although Esteban does not have a clear idea of what he would like to do once he
has finished his schooling, he is interested in pursuing the possibility of training in the
home improvement field.
Mrs. S said that she has spoken to Esteban about the differences between
education in the U. S. and Mexico, although not as much as she did with her eldest sons.
Upon reflection she said Oh, a lo mejor no tanto con el como con las grandes. A lo mejor
es por eso que no se habia dado cuenta. [Oh, perhaps (I haven't spoken) as much with
him as with the eldest sons. Perhaps that's why he hadn't realized this.] in.9.181 She did
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not expound on how this knowledge might influence Esteban's attitude toward schooling
or his eventual choice of occupation.
Mrs. S believed that there are greater opportunities in the U. S. to continue one's
education than in Mexico, providing as an example, the fact that her oldest daughter. A,
had recently obtained a scholarship from the community college. She said that
En Mexico no le ayndan asi a iino. (...) dene una que pagar par las libros,
tiene que pagar par todo. Es mucho dinero lo que uno tiene que pagar. Yaqui
no. Aqui hay mucha ayuda. Para que ellos sigan la escuela, hay mucha
ayuda. ESQ me da mucho gusto. [In Mexico they don't help one in this
fashion...one has to pay for the books, pay for everything. It's a lot of money
that one has to pay. Here it's different. Here there's a lot of support. So that
they can continue their education, there's a lot of support. That makes me very
happy.] in.9.175-9
Addressing the issue of Esteban's eldest brother having dropped out of school,
Mrs. S expressed her concern through her description of the sequence of events preceding
the dropout. She said that
No mas un dia no quiso levantarse para la escuela, ni el otro dia tampoco. Yo
le hable. Mucho le habley le dije que era miiy importante para el que siguiera
la escuela pero no, pues ya estdn (ambos hijos) grandes. Ya no se les puede
obligar. Ya no es igual como el (Esteban), cuando estdn chiquitosy uno les
alista para la escuela. Ya no es igual. Es muy dijicil cuando un muchacho ya
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no quiere segiiir. Para mifue muy dificil. A lo mejor si hubiera tenido a su
papa en la casa, si hubiera hablado con el...un apoyo..^verdad? Una ayuda
para mi. Hubiera seguido, pero no. [One day he simply didn't want to get up
for school, nor the next day either. I talked to him. I talked to him a lot and I
told him that it was very important that he remain in school, but no, they're
(the two sons) grownup. You can't force them anymore. It's not like him
(Esteban); when they're small one gets them dressed for school. It's no longer
the same. It's very difficult when a kid doesn't want to remain in school. For
me it was very difficult. Maybe if he had his father at home. If he had spoken
to him...some support, right? Some help for me. He would have remained (in
school), but no.] II.5.104-110
I asked Mrs. S how involved she had been over the years in her children's
education. She acknowledged that although she attended the scheduled meetings, she had
had little contact with her children's teachers. Mrs. S stated that her visits to her
children's school were uncomfortable experiences for her because "although the teachers
are good and kind people, they are almost all American."
Nevertheless, she attributed her eldest son's school failure to aspects of his
personality and to the way he related to others in school. As an example, she offered that
he was unmotivated to learn and too jugueton [playful]. She recalled that he would
repeatedly display a lack of seriousness towards learning besides being disrespectful with
his teachers. Although the school authorities made sustained efforts to keep him in
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school, his "active nature", disinterest in learning, and problems relating to teachers, she
thought, caused his failure to complete high school studies.
Even though Mrs. S's two oldest sons had both dropped out of high school, she
did not believe that the school system had failed them. She stated that
...les han ayudado bastante ...ellos no habian puesto de su parte par la razon
de que muchas veces ellos necesiiaban ropa o im par de zapaios...les afectaba
mticho eso. Ellos lenian la necesidad de comprar algo para ellos. v como no
podian porque no lenian dinero, ellos fueron haciendo a un lado la escuela.
(...) A ellos les afecto. A ellos les afecta mucho porque por mas que trataron de
ayiidarles en la escuela, yyo de aynidarles, ellos pensaron mejor salirse de la
escuela. salir a trabajar, y esa es la razon principal por la que ellos salieron
de la escuela. [They have helped them a lot but they (her sons) did not make an
effort because often they needed clothing or a pair of shoes. This affected them
a lot. They needed to buy themselves some things, and as they couldn't because
they didn't have any money, they became disinterested (in learning). It
affected them a lot. It affected them because although they tried to help them
in school, and I tried to help them, they decided to drop out so as to work, and
that's the main reason they left school.] III.3.46-50
When I asked Mrs. S if her younger children had ever voiced a concern about
being poorly dressed, she said that they had not, explaining that her older children were
helping to provide for their needs. She said
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Yo le digo a el (Esteban) que no deje la esciiela (...) y espero que la siga (la
escuela). Gloria, si, pienso que va a seginr porque es igual que su hermana
(Alicia), pero Esteban, coma sus hermanos..., no se...Siempre les dije que
siguieran, que siguieran, pero no les pude convencer. A ver, el (Esteban). [I
tell him (Esteban) not to drop out of school (...) and I hope that he continues (in
school). Gloria, yes, I think she will continue like her sister (Alicia), but
Esteban, like his brothers...! don't know. I always told them to continue, to
continue, but I couldn't convince them. Let's see what he (Esteban) does.]

in.5.96-98
Mrs. S did not believe that the school authorities could have done more than they
actually did to retain her sons in school. They had located work for them for the summer
months so that, she explained, they would have the money to buy clothing and would
continue studying. She stated that although everything that was possible was done, they
had consciously made the decision to leave school before graduation; both sons had been
working since they had dropped out. Mrs. S stated with pride that they were both hardworkers.
The mother rated the quality of Esteban's schooling highly. She evaluated his
teachers and counselors as competent, and said she believed he was receiving the help
necessary to do well in school. Although her view was that Esteban was too young to
choose a life-long occupation, she advised him to consider some of the options open to
him. She believed that once he entered high school he would develop a better idea of
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what he would like to do as an adult does. Even though Mrs. S did not think that schools
should be expected to provide vocational guidance, she stated that she would like teachers
to discuss the options and provide him with some sort of vocational advice. She said that
...a lo mejor hay dos o tres cosas que le gustaria ser de grande. Que platicara con el, que
lo orientara. [...maybe there are two or three things that he'd like to be when he grows
up. They should talk to him and guide him.] HI, p. 2, 38-9
In reference to her relationship with Esteban's teachers and the suggestions they
had offered her, Mrs. S expressed the following:
A veces voy a las juntas o cuando me manda a llamar el maestro...(me han
pedido que) ...le ayude. V, pues si, siempre le ayudan ellas (las hermanas) en
lo que pueden, o le ayudo yo. En lo queyo no le puedo ayudar, le ayudan ellas.
[Sometimes I go to meetings or when the teacher asks me to come in (and
they've asked me) to help him. And, yes, they (Esteban's sisters) always help
him in whatever way they can, or I help him. When I can't help him they help
him.] n.5.151-4
I proceeded to inquire how the student and his teachers related to each other.
Esteban said that all his teachers had been very good. He believed that a good teacher was
someone who showed a student that s/he cares. In support of his affirmation he added
that (L)os maestros que he tenido son muy buenos. Nos dejan jugary nos dejan mucha
[area. El Sr. M nos deja salir afuera (a jugar). [The teachers I've had are very good.
They let us play and they give us a lot of homework. Mr. M lets us go outside (to play).]
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m.10.213-4
Esteban added that his teachers were supportive in the sense that if he was having
difficulties learning, they encouraged him to leave the classroom for a short period of
time and take a walk. He said that although he had experienced difficulties in the past, he
was currently doing better. He cited as evidence that he had achieved the status of "Good
Student" every month of this school year and his photograph was on display at the
entrance of the school. Esteban added that he had consistently achieved high grades in
English as a Second Language. As an example of his success in this subject, the student
exhibited the excellent grade he had achieved on a recent exam. Esteban also perceived
himself as doing well in Mathematics and Computers. Nevertheless, he found Science to
be a difficult subject. The student seemed to feel very comfortable with his school
experiences.
Esteban appeared to relate well to his peer group. He said that he receives
positive academic support fi-om the higher achieving students within the special education
program. On the occasion that he entered a physical altercation with another student, a
group of supportive peers aided him in resolving the conflict.
I asked Esteban if he experienced any stigma related to having been classified as
Learning Disabled. In response he reported that other students are unaware of his
placement in special education. He added that this simply is not something that he
discusses with others. His classmates were accepting and supportive, studied and
completed their work.
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Esteban observed that some students regularly did not turn in their assignments
and complained bitterly about the resultant punishment tasks that applied to them. When
I introduced the general topic of dropping out of school, he responded that he had not
overheard a student saying that he intended to leave school. Likewise, he said that he did
not know of anyone who had dropped out.
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Student's Personal Characteristics
Esteban described himself as a well-behaved, average student but declared that he
must be more attentive in class. With a measure of embarrassment, he confessed that he
carried on conversations with classmates while instruction was in progress. On the
subject of personal responsibility, he said that while he sometimes forgot what the
homework assignments were, he usually managed to complete them.
Although he could not define the term "learning disabilities," Esteban did say that
a teacher had told him that his problems with reading were due to his seeing things
"backwards" or not seeing them at all. When I questioned him further he said that he
himself believed this to be true. He explained that when his visual perception failed him
he would close his eyes and count to 20, before continuing to read. He believed that this
strategy was helpfiil to him and was an adjustment to the troublesomeness of his
disability.
In response to my suggestion diat he select a passage to read from one of the two
books written in Spanish, that he had borrowed from the school library, Esteban eagerly
and confidently, attempted to read the title; he was only able to read a portion of it.
Noting the difficulties he was experiencing, I inquired whether he believed the book he
had chosen were at his reading level. He responded in the affirmative.
When I encouraged him to read the passage he liked best, he hesitated and with
great difficulty read a short paragraph to me. What he read was rendered
incomprehensible. The level of difficulty of the passage was observably not
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commensurate with his reading skills. (One could speculate that the choice of books is
based on nothing more than impulse and/or visual attractiveness.) Not surprisingly, he
was unable to paraphrase what he had read. Esteban appeared to be unable to objectively
appraise his reading abilities.
As mentioned above, Esteban was interested in home maintenance and has
considered choosing this as a fiiture occupation. While conveying confidence in his
ability to reach this goal, he said that when he graduates from high school he planned to
obtain vocational training at the community college. I questioned him about what he
would have to do to complete high school, and his response was that he had to pay
attention to his teachers and complete the assignments. He associated success with his
ovm sustained effort.
4. Luis and the C Family
The C family lived in an area where trailer parks largely outnumbered the apartment
buildings and houses combined. Due to the absence of a buzzer, I announced my presence
at the door with the salutation Buenas tardes. Within seconds Mrs. C appeared and as she
greeted me warmly, led me through a small, sunny, empty living room area. She offered
me a seat at the kitchenette table, and graciously served me tall glass of cool lemonade.
Parents' History
Mrs. C explained that she, her husband, and three children were from a small,
rural town in Santa Ana in the State of Sonora, Mexico. She animatedly described the
town in a manner that conveyed to me that although she was physically present in
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Arizona, her thoughts and loyalties were across the border.
Origins. I prompted the mother to describe their hometown and she obliged.
Cornfields could be seen fi-om any part of the peaceful town and a river provided its
inhabitants with ample irrigation for farming and recreation. Few vehicles traveled on the
narrow paved road. She commented that...asi, miiy a gusto vive la genie y yo. yo
descanso muy a giisto de la cabeza. [...this way, people live very comfortably and 1.1 rest
my head very comfortably.]
Mrs. C was the proud owner of a small parcel of agricultural land. The members
of her consanguineous family, were ranchers. She pointed out that her husband was not a
landowner; in Santa Ana, he had been a welder.
The topic of agriculture evoked the subject of schooling. Mrs. C recalled that in
Mexico, working the land was integrated into the elementary school curriculum, stating
that ...ahi les ensefian a que siembren como es de agricultura ahi...c6mo van a hacer los
cercos, como van a hacerle pa 'sembrar ... jTodo sembrado tienen en las escuelas!
[.. .there they teach them what agricultiu-e is like there.. .how they are going to make
enclosures, how they're going to sow seeds. They have everything planted in the
schools!] n.5.198-200 Mrs. C spoke with great pleasure about how children are taught to
care for plants and exclaimed ;Miiy bonita la escuela! [What a pretty school!]
Mrs. C related that she had known the teachers fi^om the time she was young
because they were also natives to Santa Ana. It was very unusual, she said, for a teacher
or school principal to have been bom elsewhere. With pride she affirmed that teachers
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were shown great respect, even though ...viviamos con ellos como si fuera el papa de
nosotros. [...we lived with them as though he were (sic) our father.] Mrs. C briefly
commented on the education she and her husband had achieved.
Education. Both parents had attained six years of rural education in Mexico. Mrs.
C believed that her educational background was adequate to meet the demands of a life
dedicated to working the soil and rearing children. As we shall see fiirther ahead, the
mother had inherited a small home and agricultural land from her father.
Migration. In 1991,Mr. and Mrs. C left their town in Mexico because the extended
periods of unemployment her husband experienced each year. He was not a rancher, Mrs.
C reminded me, but only soldered metal for a living. Consequently, they had to leave to
be able to support their growing family. Luis was three, Laura, his sister, ten, and G, his
brother, 12 years old. Since 1986, Mr. C, whose family lived in Arizona, had been
coming to the U.S. each year, during harvesting season, to return within three months and
perform the soldering jobs would become available. Eventually Mrs. C came with her
husband to set up a home in the US. At this time, Mr. C only had a brother remaining
here.
Mr. and Mrs. C experienced difficulties in bringing their children into the U.S.
Mrs. C and her daughter, Laura (pseudonym), took turns in describing to me how the feat
was accomplished. They said interchangeably
A mi hermano (Luis), ya ve que...lopasdbamospor lapiierta dondepasa uno
asi. Por ahipasaba ely pasabayo tambien...Ahora, ya no se puede.
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Cambiaron todo, las piiertas, todo. Los trajimos a ellos (los hijos) y luego ella
(L) ya arreglo sus papeles y ya no batallamos mucho. [My brother (Luis),
well., .we would take him through the door where you go through. He'd go
through there and me too...Now, you can't (do that) anymore. They changed
everything, the doors, everything. We brought them (the children) and then she
(Laura) fixed her papers and it's not as difficult anymore.] 1.2.105-114
Laura added that both her father and mother had papers when they migrated and
obtained an Alien Resident status for their children within three years.
I asked if they had discussed becoming United States citizens. Their response was
ambivalent. Laura said Pues si ^no? A lo mejor no. Mi hermano mas grande esid
pensando e«...[WelI, yeah. No? Maybe not. My older brother is thinking about...]
1.3.121 Mrs. C intervened explaining that her oldest son was interested in obtaining his
citizenship so as to legalize his Mexican wife's status in the U.S. Pues, si el sabe ingles,
no mas es ciiestion de estudiar ^no? Yya. Para vivir mas tranquilo ^no cree? [Well, if he
knows English, it's just a question of studying, isn't it? And that's all. To live more in
peace, don't you think?] 1.3.133-5
Mother and daughter transitioned from the previous topic to a discussion on
available sources of employment.
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Occupations. In the U.S., Mr. C worked in construction. He accepted jobs wherever
he could find them and there were times that he would travel a total four hours daily, back
and forth to work. His work was rugged but I was told, he was happy to have work.
Mrs. C had worked for a period of nine years as a housekeeper at a hotel, but had
been laid off as a result of a change of management. She explained that the lay-off was
the new management's maneuver to avoid granting her the paid vacation to which she
was entitled. She e.xplained that ...no me quisieronpagar mis vacaciones ni nada de eso.
Aqui no acosiumbran a pagar. Ya sabe, no mas lo corren y ;vdmanos! [... they didn't
want to pay me my vacation nor anything of the sort. They're no accustomed to paying.
As you know, they just fire you and that's it!] 1.5.268-9 She and other workers were told
that they were not needed anymore.
Mrs. C expressed her dissatisfaction with the wage that she had received stating
that she had never reached six dollars an hour. When I asked how she planned to
improve her income in the future, her daughter exclaimed ;Qiie no gone mejor! No mas,
que no trabaje tanto. /Que no se mate tanto! [Let her not make more! She only should
not work so much. She shouldn't kill herself (working)! 1.6.298-300 L had been
attempting to persuade her mother to study English rather than work, so as to have better
employment opportunities but her mother insisted that she was too old to learn.
Mrs. C nevertheless, exemplified the adaptability of the family members when she
discussed their home and neighborhood.
Family's Lifestyle
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Home and neighborhood. The living room of the trailer home was devoid of
fumiture; new linoleum would be laid shortly. Ranchero music emitted from what I
surmised was a small bedroom located at the back. A clean kitchenette was to the right.
The late spring, Sonoran desert sun poured through a small window located above the
table and contributed to the heat in the trailer. I became aware of the laborious drone of an
inefficient air-cooler in the background; Mrs. C said that it had been recently repaired.
The mother described the neighborhood as noisy. She protested that the continual noise
produced by trains, cars and airplanes filled her space and disrupted her sleep. Los
aviones todo el liempo pasan. Eso y los carros. ;Ay! Me tienen enfadada! [The planes
pass (overhead) all the time; that and the cars. Oh! They've got me so angry!] 11.3.165-6
The plane traffic above was incessant and her trailer home was not insulated against the
noise pollution.
Although she judged the neighborhood as peaceful, claiming that she was very
comfortable, she noted that there were some problems with delinquent, juvenile behavior.
She reported that hay como unos cinco muchachos gangos, no mas. Trabajan ellos y todo
pero no seJunta (Luis) con esos. [there are about five young gang members, that's all.
They work and all but (Luis) doesn't hang around out with them.] II.2.66-7
Luis had experienced some difficulties with a neighbor but had adapted to the
situation by limiting his mobility within the trailer park. Only occasionally did he play
with the two children who lived close to his home. This provided his mother with a sense
of security that there would be no further problems with neighbors.
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As a result of their decision to migrate to the U.S., the C family had uprooted
itself from families and community and had entered a new terrain. Mrs. C chose the route
of minimal emotional investment in her associations with neighbors in the U.S., drawing
clear boundaries between members of her extended family and "outsiders." In reference
to her neighbors, she remarked
Plies les hablo no mas, pero no de amistad, de irme a su casa. No. No se
puede. Fijese, como no es familiar de una...nopuedoyo acostumbrarme a la
genie. No falta que asi, no. Mejor no les hablo... No falia un mitote. [Well, I
just talk to them but (I don't get on) friendly terms, like going to their homes.
No. You can't. Because tliey're not family members ...I can't get used to other
people. It's better that I don't talk to them. I don't need problems.] n.2.83-88
Although they had lived in the same trailer park for a continuous nine years, Mrs.
C. limited her own and her children's mobility to the home. She explained that she had no
shared-history with her neighbors because they were from Nogales, not Santa Ana.
Ties to Mexico. Santa Ana, the hometown of all five family members, was a
three-hour drive from their home in Arizona, and they made the round trip almost every
weekend. I asked what motivated them to do so much driving and Mrs. C replied Si, pues
es que alia tengo a mis hermanas, y mi papa y todo. Yo no mas vivo aqui. Ajd. Si, nada
mas (...) De todos, nada mas yo. [Yes, well it's because my sisters live there, and my
father and everything. I just live here. Aha. Yes, that's all (...) Of everyone, just me.] II.
2.36-9 She clarified that her family did not visit her because no les gusta venir [they
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don't like to come.] She claimed that if she wanted to she them she had to make the trip
back to Santa Ana; they were used to her visiting them. Mr. and Mrs. C and their children
also frequently visited the patemal extended family that lived in Arizona.
Family visits were characterized bypurapldtica...comer, y platicary chismorear.
[lots of talking...eating, and talking y gossiping.] II.2.146-50 Christmas visits were un
reviielo, pero de pldtica [excitement but of talking]. Five of Luis' young cousins lived in
Santa Ana. He and his family would be there in time to celebrate Christmas and not leave
until after the New Year's celebration, unless work-related responsibilities drew them
back to Arizona after Christmas.
Luis had a close relationship with a cousin who lived in Mexico but a year had
transpired since he had last visited him in Arizona. No vienen ellos. Solamente en las
vacaciones largas. Si, es ciiando los dejan venir (los padres) y como no tiene muchos
hijos mi hermana, tiene dos, no mds. [They don't come. They only let them come during
long (school) vacations. Yes, that's when they (the parents) let them come and because
my sister doesn't have many children... just the two.] 11.3.139
The family did not have medical insurance. Therefore the family crossed the
border when a member required care. For example, a dentist whose practice was in
Nogales, Mexico, did the dental work for all the members of the family.
Mrs. C commented that there was little possibility that the family would repatriate
although, she reminisced that she was an ejidataria [communal landowner]. Her father
had transferred the rights to the land to her. The implication was that she would have a
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sound reason for returning, but she admitted that her husband would not have a motive to
repatriate. Luis exclaimed that he would like to return. He was unable to clarify the
reasons he would want to do so but his mother contributed that horseback riding and
milking cows attracted him.
Acculturation. Upon the family's arrival in the United States, Luis' brother.
Genaro (pseudonym), enrolled in high school but his mother had not been prepared for
the cultural inconsistencies she was to encounter. Mrs. C described her initial reactions.
La primera vez que Genaro entro a la escitela, a mi me dio mucha tristeza
porque el estaba recien llegado acd y solo mire mucho pandillero, mucha
chamaco cholo. Un horror que me daba...Hijole, me data mucho miedo a mi
Me data mucho trabajo...Queria estarlo mirando, nada mas. a ver que estaba
haciendo. [The first time G entered school I was very sad because he had just
arrived here and I only saw a lot of gang members; a lot of gang sympathizers.
I was horrified. Wow, it really fiightened me! It was hard for me. I just
wanted to watch over him.] HI.13.568-72
Although Mrs. C realized that she fnghtened her children, she had advised the three to
avoid entering the restrooms in fear that fellow students would assault them. Luis agreed
with his mother that school embodied imminent dangers. His mother appeared to be
doubtful that a U.S. education would open up new cultural and linguistic panoramas.
Mrs. C addressed the question of the disciplinary measures reporting that his
teachers phoned the home everyday complaining about her son's behavior. These
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continual charges were successful in provoking his father's ire; he would whip Luis with
a belt. She said Ni le dolio. Lloro pero...Llora mitcho pero no le duele tanto como
paTiene lapiel bien gruesa, creo. [It didn't even hurt him. He cried but...He cries a
lot but it doesn't hurt him so much that...He has thick skin. I think.] II. 16.539-41
However, she assured me that they had "almost never" hit him, not even "strike
him on his body" although hace poco que si, le pego su papa porque.. .hay veces que le
tiene que pegar. Yo le dije al maestro, es que el Luis necesita ya un jalon. [a little while
ago, yes, his father hit him because...there are times that he has to hit him. I told the
teacher that Luis now needs a forceful tug.] 11.16. 536-7 The parents appeared to alternate
between an authoritative style of parenting and permissiveness.
Luis would go out to play after school. His mother explained ;Porque viene niuy
hario de la esciiela! Tiene que ir a jugar primero y liiegoya se devuelve. [Because he
comes (home) sick of school! He has to go out and play first and then he comes back.]
Not until late in the evening when he had returned from his recreational activities, bathed,
eaten and rested, would he consider tackling his homework. Mrs. C said that Ya a las
once, yo creo. [Around eleven (o'clock), I think.] II.2.56 Following this statement made
with a tone of confidence, she declared that she would no longer give him permission to
return home so late.
In an earlier interview, she had established that Luis was disciplined to come
directly home fi-om school, assuring me that
El nunca se qiieda en ninguna parte. No es de los chamacos que se quedan asi.
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No, el viene de la escuela y ya...Despues de aqui, si, pero casi no sale. Aqui
no mas afuera con las chamaquitos pero irse pa 'otra parte, no. [He doesn't
hang around anywhere. He's not like the kids that do. No, he comes right
home from school and that's all...After here, yes, but he hardly goes out. Just
outside with the little kids but go somewhere else, no.] 1.11.563-572 but she
did allow him to go the community recreational center after school. He
enjoyed the activities and she felt he was safe there because the Police
safeguarded the center.
The C family participated in the American consumer culture; shopping was a
pastime for them. They visited discount stores and made the rounds of yard sales.
Between her work and study schedules, Laura watched Mexican soap operas with her
mother. Mrs. C did not read the newspaper but in the afternoons, routinely watched the
news reports in Spanish. Luis liked to corretear [chase after] his two friends who lived
nearby.
I introduced the topic of reading and Luis reported that he brought books home
from school. She showed me his recent choices; the topics were wildlife and sports. I
suggested that he read his favorite passage but possibly because they were in English, he
was imable to read them.
To further the exploration of literacy, I invited Mrs. C to tell Luis about the uses
she made of reading and writing. After some hesitation, she recalled that she wrote notes
to her children, particularly to Luis, commanding him to portarse bien [behave himself].
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Children's schooling. Luis' older brother, Genaro, and sister, Laura, both began
their education in Mexico, and continued it in the United States. Genaro entered high
school upon his arrival and dropped out when he was in tenth grade while Laura
completed 5th grade, middle school and high school in the U.S. Her current employer
had offered to reimburse the tuition at the community college where she was taking a
computer-related course and English.
Laura shared that when she was ten years old and had recently begun her
residence in the U.S., she began to think about her future. She commented the following:
Comence a ver que la vida se estaba yendo muy rapido y yo me quedaba donde
mismo sin pensar en lo que iba a ser (de grande). Me asustaba
mucho...porque la vida de alia, de campo, es muy...corre bien despacio pero
aqui corre bien redo. Cuando menos pensabaya despertaba y era otro diay
me volvia a dormiryya otro dia...y estaba creciendoy creciendo...y entonces
me puse a pensar que queria ser cuando estaba grande y todayia no...se. No
me qidero quedar atras...se me va el tiempo y me hago viejay luego ya no
puedo hacer nada. Desde ahorita hay que hacer algo. [I began to realize that
life was passing very quickly and I was staying in the same place without
thinking about what I wanted lo be...It frightened me because rural life is
very...it is slow but here it goes by rapidly. When I least expected it, I would
wake up and it was a new day...and I slept again and awoke to another new
day.. .and I was growing and growing...and then I got to thinking about what I
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wanted to be when I grew up and I still...don't know. I don't want to be left
behind...time is passing and I'm getting old and then I won't be able to do
anything. I have to do something now.] 1.16.851-59
Laura was determined to accomplish clear career-related goals. She highly valued the
knowledge and skills that could be acquired through education; they would enable her to
achieve her professional aspirations. Although she found the State University somewhat
menacing, due to its complexity and size, she was resolved to obtain a BA
Her brother, Luis, was not fairing as well as she was. He was repeating si.xth
grade as a result of a combination of poor achievement and behavioral problems that
included non-compliance. His sister, Laura, reported that her brother learned to read in
third grade and currently read haltingly (in Spanish) but bien. Mrs. C intervened,
however, noting that he had never been interested in either reading or writing.
I asked Luis how he was currently performing in school and he replied that he had
gotten a "B" in "something" but could not remember in what. While on the subject of
evaluation, I asked him how he prepared to take tests and he replied casually No mas
"relax.''' [Just relax.] I persisted, inviting him to think about how he would prepare
himself to respond appropriately to test questions. He, not having an available response,
asked his sister for assistance. Although she suggested he write what he wanted to learn
to assist his memory, Luis insisted that he would remember everything because it had
been thoroughly reviewed in class. Nonetheless, he added Lo repito, o lo pongo en tin
papel y cuando vamos a hacer algo, lo lea. Lo leo y luego me lo aprendo y le pongo
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donde tiene que ir. [I repeat it or I put it on a (piece of) paper and when we're going to do
something, I read it. I read it and then I learn it and I put it where it has to go.] 1.8.446-7
Luis appeared to have developed some rudimentary mnemonic strategies.
Luis wanted to be on the football team but good grades were a prcrccjuisitc. His
mother openly derided his chances of satisfying this requirement, observing that his
grades were [por el suelo! [at rock bottom!]. His sister attempted to advocate on his
behalf, affirming that he was trying iin poqiiito\ ya irae Fs. [a little bit; now he has Fs],
but Mrs. C interposed that la vez pasada traia 5. ;Ay, ay, ay! Es que Juega mucho, este
chamaco. [the last time he had a 5. Oh, oh, oh! It's that this kid plays a lot.] 1.6.335-6
Good days for Luis were those when he did not impel! his teachers to phone home
to report some category of misconduct. Mrs. C complained that each time Luis
misbehaved, she was asked to take him home. Common charges were related to he having
interrupted the teacher, absented himself from his seat to walk around the room, and
distracted his classmates. She handled his lack discipline with regahos [repeated
scolding], admonishing him to behave himself.
Mrs. C recalled that Luis used to reUun from school in a good mood; he never
would arrive llorando ni nada de eso [crying or any of that]. She ±ought his behavior
was a result of his tendencies to be social and playful. The mother remembered that Le
gusiaba mucho hacer las (areas...ahora de grande, ya despues no le gusta. [He used to
like doing homework...now that he's bigger, he doesn't like it anymore.] H.10.553-4
Mrs. C believed that what she referred to, as his "laziness" was an indirect
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consequence of her unemployed status. Throughout the last two years that she was
employed, a young lady she had contracted routinely supervised Luis' completion of
homework assignments. (The mother rejected my suggestion that he possibly had not
developed independent study skills.)
I introduced the subject of achievement. Luis" mother commented that the school
had sent her a letter requesting that Luis have a good breakfast, arrive punctually. ...ha de
dear la maestro 'Este pobre nino. ni come yo creo.' y me mandan...que vaya bien
despierto...[...ihs teacher must say "This poor kid. I don't think he eats." and they send
me...that he goes flilly awake...] 11.426-428 Luis had to clarify that the letter was sent to
all parents because students would be taking standardized tests during the week.
I inquired how much time Luis spent on homework and Mrs. C replied that he had
done "a lot of it" the previous night. Como media hora...anoche y ayer. le dejaron huena
tarea. [About a half an hour... Last night and yesterday they left him a good amount of
homework.] LI 1.592-96 Nevertheless. Mrs. C immediately disclaimed this, stating that el
mmca ha hecho tarea. [he has never done homework.] 1.8.598 Luis appeared to teel his
mother was too disclosing and protested. ;Mamd! An argument ensued between the two
related to whether or not his teachers left him homework, his mother having the last word.
;Siempre no le dejan tarea a ya la hizo en la escitela o 'No le entiendo. Le voy a
preguntar a la maestra alia, ciiando vaya.' El pone pretextos, todo el tiempo. [They
never leave him homework -or he did it at school or *I don't understand it. I'm going to
ask the teacher there, when 1 go.' He invents pretexts all the time.] 1.8.602
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Although Mrs. C appeared distressed about Luis' non-compliance she admitted
that she had not taken concrete steps to change the situation. Luis' father assisted him
now and then with his homework, and Laura occasionally helped by reading it aloud and
then dictating the answers for him, a syllable at a time. Mrs. C stated that Laura should
help him more frequently and more substantially.
Mrs. C. argued that bilingual education was a contributing factor to Luis'
academic difficukies. She stated that Es que con el ingles y el espanol. se confunde. [It's
that he gets confiised with English and Spanish.] 1.14/713 She blamed the teachers for
having maintained him in bilingual education without her consent, maintaining that ...para
el espanoi aqui estamos nosotros. [...for Spanish, here we are.] 1.14.718 Upon tlirther
questioning, Luis and his mother told me that he was taking all his classes in English
except for one. but they couldn't agree on which one it was. Mrs. C commented.' A estas
alluras siempre se embarullan ^ verdad? [At this stage of the game they always become
overwhelmed, don't they?] 1.14.751
Luis insisted that he was doing better in school now that he was studying with a
classmate but alleged that his special education teacher roused his bad behavior through
his abuse. His mother supported his contention, explaining that the teacher would
approach him and yell loudly into his ear. Luis enhanced this assertion, claiming that
another teacher blamed the students for "ail her" health-related problems. In support of his
claim, the mother assured me that El no viene con mentiras. El dice lo que es. no mas.
[He doesn't tell lies. He tells it like it is, that's all.] 1.6.375
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Mrs. C's view was that the special education teacher and Luis were locked into an
interpersonal conflict. She argued that Ese maestro, todo el tiempo es el que mas se
queja... La otra, no. La otra muchacha que sabe espafiol. ella no tiene quejas todo el
tiempo. [That teacher, is the one that complains all the time.. .the other one doesn't. The
other girl that knows Spanish, she doesn't complain all the time.] 11.13.459-61 Although
the mother blamed "teachers" for Luis' poor pertbrmance. she had not approached
teachers who were monolingual. English speaking, to discuss this situation. Rather, she
limited herself to warning Luis that he would quedar bien burro [stay dumb] if he did not
achieve promotion.
Mrs. C unburdened herself declaring that she had not been muy recta con el. that
is. very straightforward with him. The nervous laughter that accompanied this declaration
seemed to reflect contrition and efforts to cope with it. She reasoned out that her
daughter, L. had not required assistance with her studies and cuando estd trabajando uno.
y como yo estaba trabajando, los desatiende ino? [(w)hen you're working, and because 1
was working, you neglect them, don't you?] II. 18.655-6
Mrs. C declared that she was very concerned about Luis because he was getting
older and ...va ser lo peor. Pa 'rriba va ser...ya de que no haga las tareas es poquito
pero luego, cuando comienzan a hacer otras co5a5...[...it's going to be the worst.
Higher up it's going to be...now, that he isn't doing his homework is minor but later,
when they begin doing other things...] II.18.661-2
Luis' father encouraged him to behave in school, promising him that if he exhibited
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good behavior he would be admitted to high school. Nevertheless. Mrs. C conceded that
as parents, neither her husband nor she had been effective in supporting Luis' education.
Mrs. C was unclear about what the teachers* academic expectations were for Luis and she
had neither a record of Luis' grades nor was she aware of how many grading periods there
were in a year.
.Although she was frequently called to take Luis home, she appeared to have little
authentic access to the school environment. She impressed me as not being sufficiently in
possession of either the knowledge or power necessary to influence her son's academic
success. Mrs. C said reflectively
...necesilo ir a la esciiela, de convivir mas...con los maestros para conocerlos
mas. Todo eso. Voy a la escuela...y estd un maestro, no mas. que sahe
espanol...necesita uno convivir mas ^ no? Saber mas de ellos coma asi me
aco.stiimbreyo...el estd impuesto con ellos (los maestros) porque aquifiie a la
escuela. Se acostumbran los muchachos. [...1 need to go to the school, get to
know it...with the teachers, to get to know them more. All that. I go to the
school...and there's one teacher, only, that knows Spanish...one needs to get
to know them more, right? Know more about them as I was used to...he's
used to them (the teachers) because he's gone to school here. Kids get used to
things.] L5.232-236
I responded to Mrs. C's insightfiil asseverations while [ considered how life
circuxnstances had deprived her of a greater knowledge of American culture. Due to an
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absence of involvement in the educational system, she was unable to be a social and
cultural broker tor her son.
She had developed ideas about how they, the parents, could help Luis achieve his
stated goal of becoming an athlete. The mother appeared to have not considered the
relationship between protessional sports and tbrmal education. Mrs. C admitted that they
felt disheartened by his poor behavior and feartlil of what the future might hold for him.
Learning environments. Mrs. C believed that her son was in special education
because he was not interested in learning. She reported that teachers had told her that
Luis
(T)iene mucha capacidad. Sake hacerlo pero es cuestion de que el quiera
porque ... se entretiene mucho en hablar...llamar la atencion de los
muchachos. yo creo pa que nadie le haga caso at maestro. hueno...ese es el
maestro que tiene mas problemas que Luis. [He has a lot of capacity. He
knows how to do it but it's a question of he wanting to do it. because he
distracts himself and others a lot, by talking ...getting the other kids' attention,
I think so that no one will pay attention to the teacher...that is the teacher that
has more problems than Luis.] 11.13.450-4
Independently of the immediate payoff, Luis' acting out behavior may have been
his way of making classes less boring. He had earlier alluded to his rejection of academic
work: los buenos no te dejan mucho trabajo y los malos, si. [Good (teachers) don't give
you much work and bad ones do.] 11.10.348
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Luis reported that he liked Science and Mathematics. In Science te ensenan de los
tmimales. Puedes aprender. y asi ya sabes todo eso y te pueden sacary graduarte. [they
teach you about animals. You can learn and that way you know all that, and they can take
and graduate you.]
Luis affirmed that of all his teachers. Mr. R. his Science teacher, was the most
helptlii. Whereas he liked Science, he disliked English as a Second Language (ESL)
because nos dejan miicho trabajo. Ni un dia nos deja salir ni hacer nada. ;Puro
trabajo! No mas en ciencia vamos a salir pa 'fuera porque... [(they) give us a lot of work.
(She) doesn't let us go outside even one day, to do anything. It's just work!] 1.14-5.77789 "Teachers make kids do things." (Davis, 172, p. 105). Apparently Luis felt compelled
to do things that did not make sense to him. A pattern of conflict between Luis and the
school began to render intelligible why Luis was doing poorly.
Although his mother described him as muy amiguero [very friendly]. Luis had
experienced some difficulties in his interpersonal relationships. Mrs. C related that Todo
el tiempo le pegaban unos ninos de la escuela. [Some kids from school would hit him all
the time.] LI0.526-7 However, Luis assured me that he got along well with all his
classmates. He described his best friend. A, as bien [very] lazy. Me invita a salir.
tambien. Ahora me iba a invitar a salir al gym. ahi. donde...[He invites me places, too.
Today he was going to invite to go to the gym, over there, where...] 1.10.546-44
Personal Characteristics of Student
1 asked Luis why he thought he had been placed in special education and he
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responded Porque soy bien traviesoy..qideren que yo haga todo mi trabajo . [Because
I'm mischievous and...they want me to do my work] 1.13.681 Interestingly, both his
mother and sister supported this selt-perception. Mrs. C added that the problem was that
he did not apply himself and feigned helplessness to get others to do his work for him.
He also said that he couldn't learn in other places, and repeating one of his mother's
themes, that he "mixed up" English and Spanish. It appeared that Luis was somewhat
coniiised about the difference between classes given in Spanish and special education
apparently because special education was provided to him in this language. Luis thought
that he was being taught in Spanish because of his "conllision" and anticipated that in high
school his education would be in his dominant language.
Luis asserted that he would do things differently from his brother. Genaro. for
example learn more. He was clear about what he had to do to graduate from high school.
He said ...estudiar miicho. hacer todas mis tareas, poner atencion a la maestro y subir
todo los grades, [...study a lot, do all my homework, pay attention to the teacher, and
raise all my grades.] 1.15.826-7 He added to his list ...aprender ajugar (futbol) [...learn
to play (football)]. 1.15.814 Luis asserted that he would do things differently from his
brother, Genaro, for example learn more.
The student was clear about what he had to do to graduate from high school and
maintained that it was within his control to do well in school. His list included ...estudiar
mucho, hacer todas mis tareas, poner atencion a la maestro y subir todo los grades.
[...study a lot, do all my homework, pay attention to the teacher, and raise all my grades.]
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1.15.826-7 He added to this list ...aprender ajugar (futbol) [...leamto play (football)].
Luis associated high school with becoming a football player. He exclaimed A veces
pasamos por la high school y hay chamacos afuera con el coach de futbol y ahi
practican ahi en /a...[Sometimes we go by the high school and there are kids outside with
the football coach, and they practice there in the...] 1.15.831-2 Later, he implied that he
wanted to study at a university where cattle raising was taught.
5. Fabian and the M-V Familv
Because the M-V family had not notified the school of the change of their
telephone number and resultantly, 1 experienced some diflBculties in establishing initial
contact. Helpfully, the school counselor provided assistance asking the mother with whom
she was in consistent contact, to get in touch with me.
Mrs. M-V and her son, Fabian (pseudonym) expressed their willingness to
participate in this research effort without hesitation. During this first brief meeting the
mother voiced her concerns about the pressure that the school was e.xerting on her. The
school counselor and advisor were frequently called upon to handle the consequences of
the student's impulsive behavior and they clearly suggested that the mother have a
neurologist evaluate Fabian to determine if medication was indicated to attenuate his
impulsiveness and excessive motor activity, and improve his attention span
We had mutually agreed upon the day and time the first interview would occur but
neither mother nor son evidently were expecting me when I arrived on the Saturday
morning at 10:00 AM. Although my knocks on the front door grew gradually more
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insistent, no one came to the door. As I wrote out a note. Fabian appeared from behind
the trailer-home carrying soiled pizza boxes to be discarded in the garbage bin. In response
to my question ^Que paso, Fabian? he replied that his family was just rising and
immediately reentered his home, soon to reappear and announce that his mother had asked
if I would return later. I telephoned in the afternoon as I had promised, and revised the
arrangements for first interview and successtully carried it out.
As events untblded, I had only one opportunity to interview the mother and son
before the family had to vacate their trailer. 1 encountered Mrs. M-V while she was
picking up her younger children from school, shortly after Fabian had ignited a fire that
destroyed his bedroom. His mother anxiously showed me the second degree bums that
she had suffered on her scalp and arms, as a result of her efforts to suffocate the flames
that spewed from his room. She did not appear to be angered with Fabian but rather
seemed to me to be experiencing the conflagration of the trailer as just another of life's
trials.
An officer at the Police Department provided Fabian with information on the
dangers inherent to fire and therefore the respect that it must be afforded. The family was
broken up into several sub-units that temporarily lived with diflFerent relatives. More than a
month transpired before, with the assistance of the extended family, the trailer was again
habitable. I was told that in fact its appearance was improved.
Although after the first interview, I made numerous efforts to arrange a second
one, my efforts were repeatedly curbed by family members' announcements that the
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mother was out shopping. On one occasion her husband answered the phone and voiced
his bitter complaints about her prolonged and frequent absences from the home. After
weeks of attempting to communicate with Mrs. M-V, I did speak to her and made
arrangements tor a second interview. Nevertheless, she was inexplicably absent from the
home at the agreed upon time. When I phoned, Fabian uttered somewhat apologetically
that she had not said anything to him about my planned visit.
Parents' History
On the mutually agreed upon day for the first and only interview, Mrs. M-V
promptly responded to my ring and had me sit at the kitchenette table in the living-dining
room area of the large trailer-home. She spiritedly told me about her origins.
Origins. Mrs. M-V was from a small city named Magdalena. located in the State of
Sonora, Mexico. She described her family as poor; a small income was derived from a
chicken farm.

She remembered being responsible for maintaining the coops clean with

the use of a shovel and picka.xe. Her mother would buy her soda pop as a reward for her
hard labor. Poverty limited that amount of education she was to receive.
Education. The mother was unable to continue her education after having finished
grade school in Magdalena. She explained:
(...) es que eramos muy pobres. Alia si cuesta comprar un libra.
Tienes que comprar los libros. Tienes que comprar tocio. Mi mama era muy
joven y nosotros eramos chicos todos. Teniamos que trabajar, yyo, pues, era
la mas grande. [(...) it's that we were very poor. It's really difficult to buy a
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book there. You have to buy your books (textbooks for school). You have to
buy everything. My mother was very young and we were all small. We had to
work, and I. well, was the eldest.] 1.6.185-192
She was the eldest of five children in the single-parent family. Mrs. M-V was
briefly enrolled in secretarial courses at a business school but her mother was unable to
keep up the payments. She said that
(...) me estaban cobrando, cobrando piies, mucho. Ya no pude. No pude y
digo...yyo le dije a mi amd

puedo poner a trabajar pa ayiidarles a mis

hermanos a ver si quieren estudiar? [(...) they were charging . charging a lot.
1 couldn't handle it. 1 couldn't and, well...and 1 said to my mother: Can I go to
work to help my brothers and sisters? Maybe they'll want to study.] 1.6.200-1
None of her siblings studied beyond elementary school.
When 1 inquired what schooling Fabian's father had, she replied No, pties el. yo
creo que no, aqiii, no se. El, yo sabia que el no iba a la escuela. No. No quiso estudiar.
[No, well he, I think that he didn't, here, I don't know. He, I knew that he didn't go to
school. No. He didn't want to study.] 1.7.235-6
Mrs. M-V experienced some difficulty conveying to me the nature of the business
where she was employed in Magdalena, perhaps because it was so unlike any business she
knew in the U.S. She chose the word "market" to refer to it and said that it sold food but
had no cash registers.
Migration. Shortly after Fabian was bom, a visitor to Magdalena ofifered the mother a
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job in her home in the U.S. The work involved cleaning the house and caring for the
woman's ciiildren. This represented an attractive work opportunity and Mrs. M-V
readily accepted the offer.
Occupations. Mrs. M's employment embodied hardships for her. She painfully
remembered that caring for a baby, as a combination nanny-cleaning woman was
stressful. The mother said thatf...j es dificil. Tienen otros nihosy desprecian a tu
hijo porque es el hijo de la sirvienta o por lo que sea. Hay ninos miiy simples que...
pa 'que le voy a decir. Si Sisufri Si haialle. [(...) is difficult. They have their own
children who look down at your child because he's the servant's child or for whatever
reason. There are silly children that...I don't have to tell you. Yes. Yes, 1 suffered. I
had a hard time.] 1.8.254-262
When Fabian was four years old, his mother entered a relationship with the man
who was to be the father of her second and third-bom, a boy and a girl, R and J. She was
not employed during the eight years they lived together.
Upon the break-up of the relationship, the mother found employment cleaning
private homes. Two years later she met Mr. M (pseudonym), to whom she had been
married for four years. At the time of this study their son was two years old.
At the time of the interview. Mrs. M-V had not worked outside of the home since
she got married but she said (Y)a me gusto y asi trabaje todo el tiempo en las
casas...como unos cinco o seis anos. [I got to like it and that's how I always worked in
the homes...about five or six years.] 1.7.219 She reflected on her aspiration to become an
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entrepreneur and create a domestic cleaning service. She said
iSabe? ESQ es lo que he hecho siempre, Hmpiar casus...y le digo a mi esposo
porque como estoy en trdmite de migracion. estoy arreglando esos...Ycuando
tenga todo arreglado. le digo. quiero hacer una compania pa 'Hmpiar casas,
asi, le digo, me gustaria. ';Ay!' me dice. Verds que lo voy a hacer,' le digo.
'El que quiere, puede,' le digo. [You know? That's what I've always done,
clean houses...! tell my husband because I'm filing papers with Immigration,
I'm putting things in order... And when 1 have everything straightened out, I
tell him. I want to form a company that cleans homes. 1 tell him that's what I'd
like to do. 'Oh,' he says to me. 'You'll see that I'll do it." I say to him. 'Where
there's a will there's a way,' I tell him.] 1.7.225-33
Her husband. Mr. M, supported the tamily by laying rugs in commercial offices and
homes, and was not enthused by his wife's plans. He had done yard work and gardening
and an example of his handiwork could be admired at the entrance to the trailer-home.
Lifestvle in America
Description of neighborhood and home. The M-V family lived in a sunny, well-kept
trailer park located on the border of a Native American reservation. The family's twobedroom trailer-home had carefully pruned rose bushes growing at either side of the front
door. It appeared to be thoughtfully furnished and received an agreeable amount of
Arizona-simlight. The kitchen area was orderly and clean; over-all, a pleasant atmosphere
prevailed. A large, well-maintained aquariiun occupied a prominent position in the area
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and an air cooler provided a pleasant, cool breeze. There was no appreciable evidence of
literacy in this area of the home.
A small playground was available to the children living in the trailer park. Mrs. M-V"s
two children would frequently play on the swings and the juggle-bars with other young
children. Fabian enjoyed playing basketball in the afternoons and friends would sometimes
lend him a bicycle to ride around the trailer park or would invite him to their homes to
watch television or play.
Mrs. M described her neighborhood as peacefiil stating that nothing more than the
theft of a neighbor's truck had ever occurred. She assured me that she had never had
problems with anyone. She referred to her neighbors who lived two trailers to the north
of hers, as gente imiia [Indians], and to another as a miner who labored in an ill defined
mine. She said that the young Native American men who lived together did not create
problems for anyone.
Upon my departure from the trailer park after the first failed attempt to interview the
family, I encountered a third grade student from the school where I worked. He happily
told me that his family was moving to a new neighborhood, adding that he would now be
free of Fabian who taimted him with balloons filled with water. The 3"^ grader also
accused Fabian of having stolen his bicycle from him. He said that although his family
reported the theft to the police, he never recovered it.
Ties to Mexico. All the members of the two extended families lived in the United
States. Mr. M's family lived in El Paso, Texas, and Mrs. M-V no longer had relatives
living in Mexico. Visits to extended family members were made witliin the U.S.
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All four of Mrs. M-V's brothers and sisters lived in the southwest of the US; a
brother and sister lived in the same city as she did. Her second brother. 26 years of age.
had no permanent employment and hop scotched from one sibling's home to another. He
did yard work and gardening when opportunities arose.
Acculturation
The M family had transplanted their culture from Mexico and appeared to be in the
process of incorporating various elements of culture in the United States.
Language. Mrs. M-V said her husband spoke English as he was bom and brought
up in EI Paso, but she herself only spoke a little English: Lo bdsicu. lo que necesito. pero
no. no lo hablo. "[Basic, what I need, but no, I don't speak it.]
She claimed that Fabian spoke English but that he lacked vocabulary, stating that
(...) dice la maestro que habla mas ingles que espanoly ahora tengo que ayudarle a
corregir el espanol, le digo. [(...) the teacher says that he speaks more English than
Spanish and now I have to help him correct his Spanish, I tell you.] 1.4.45
Fabian said that he sometimes spoke English with his brothers and sister, and with his
classmates. He commented Si en una clase tengo, que tengo que leer un libra (en ingles)
y tengo que escribir del libro lo que paso en el libro...como Sociales. Naturales. [Yes. in
one class 1 have to. I have to read a book (in English) and I have to write from the book
what happened in the book. Like Social (Science). Natural (Science).] 1.12.405-6
I had never heard Fabian speak English and he spoke Spanish haltingly, displaying
poor articulation of consonant blends and verbal expressive difficulties.
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Mrs. M-V and Fabian both refer to themselves as Mexican with contentment.
Their lives are immersed in the cultural manifestations of the land where they both were
bom. The M-V family celebrated Christmas with a late dinner accompanied by Mexican
polkas and corridas [ballads] music and dance. Mrs M-V said (p)?/e'^ hacemns cena y
hailamos. Hacemos fiesta aqui en la casa o nos jiintamos todos en una parte, [(w)ell. we
have dinner and dance. We make a party here at home or we all get together somewhere.]
1.2.50-51
Last Christmas they got together with her husband's family and at Easter time they
visited her husband's relatives who owned a small track of land {rancho) 50 miles from
the border with Mexico. An egg-hunt was organized for the children and held on an arid
mount. In preparation for the event, some of the eggshells were emptied of their contents
and filled with small candies and coins.
Mrs. M-V continued describing the Easter celebration Yalia se jimtan todos.
Hacen lumbre afuera y tamales y ...bailan y todo(..) se jimtan todos. Mucha gente.
[And we all get together there. They make a campfire and tamales and...they dance and
have tun. They all get together. Lots of people] 1.2,64 -1.4.118 Fabian added that there
also were marshmallows for the children.
The family attended liturgical mass when they had a car for transportation. Mrs.
M-V planned to have the church prepare her three older children to celebrate their first
communion. She said she would attend mass on Sunday and enroll all three children in
catechism classes (religious instruction). A todos, que la hagan todosya. (...) Si, posya
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saben leer. Es lo principal, que sepan leer. [All of them. Let them all do it now. Yes.
well they ail know how to read. The main thing is that they know how to read.] 1.17.547549 She was contented that her children had learned to read because this meant they
would be able to prepare themselves to participate in church ceremonies and rituals. She
wanted her sons and daughter to become personas de bien [honest people].
Mrs. M-V exhibited parental concern regarding his associations with other
teenagers. The local TV station regularly highlighted incidences and disturbances that
occurred on their side of town, to a level they assigned as "breaking news." 1 asked her
what measures she had taken to avert he entering potentially dangerous relationships. She
replied that she controlled his comings and goings.
Pues, no lo dejo que el ande. No lo dejo salir cuando el quiere lampoco. Si el
va al cine, yo voy y lo dejo. Voyy lo recojo (..) y si va con otros nihos. voyy
lo recojo y lo traigo para acd (a la casa). Y si llora, patea y me patea y no vas
y no vas. ya de noche. [Well, I don't let him hang around (the streets). I don't
let him go out when he wants to either. If he goes to the movies, I go and drop
him off. 1 go and pick him up (...) and if he goes off with other children. 1 go
for him and bring him here (home). And if he howls, stamps his feet and kicks
me 'you're not going' and you're not going,' already at nighttime.] 1.23.759763
The mother commented that she didn't let him out of her sight anymore, explaining
that once he left v^h a friend and did not return until 10:30 that evening. She was so
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concerned about him that she struggled with whether or not to phone the police. Mrs. MV reminded her son that there are friends that are not good because they get into trouble
and les gustan otras cosas [they like other things]. She continued (l)o malo se pega: lo
bueno casi no se pega [evil is caught; goodness is almost not].
Fabian said that he understood his mother was worried about gang activity in the
area but Mrs. M-V reiterated what she apparently had told him in the past.
'Pandilleros que son maspoderosos. El que mata a alguieny ^_que pasa con
ese poderoso? Acaba en la cdrcel, toda su juventud: toda su vida.' Eso yo le
he dicho a el. Asi quieres estar lii en la Juvenil y tan chiquito? ^;Asi quieres
esiar? ' (...) Le digo Yo soy tu mama. Yo le quiero mucho pero no voy a
impedir (que te encierren), ni te voy a ir a ver porque yo te he dicho, (Fabian).
iMo es cierto (Fabian), que te he platicado? Yo te he dicho lo que es bueno y
lo que es malo. Si un chamaco hace algo con otro, tii no lo repitas. A el se le
hace chistey vay lo hace igual. ['Gangs that are more powerfiil. Someone
kills someone else, and what happens to that powerful one? He ends up in jail
all his youth; all his life.' That's what I've told him. Is that how you want to
end up? In the Reformatory, and so young? Is that what you want? If that's
what you want.' I tell him "I'm your mother and I love you very much but I'm
not going to stop them (from locking you up), nor am I going to go to see you
because you're there because you want to be, because I've told you Fabian.'
Isn't it true, Fabian, that Fve told you this? I've told you what is good and
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what's bad. If a kid does something with another, don't you repeat it. He
thinks it's fun and goes and does it anyhow.] 1.23.773-779
The mother continued to recount how her son's choice of friends was a motive of
great anguish for her. She remembered that one evening a youth appearing to be in his late
teens stationed himself outside of their home and yelled for Fabian to come out. ;Ay, que
grito! [What a screech!]. The mother expressed her great apprehension, accusing the
caller of being a muchacho vago que se va a hacer cosas [a no-good involved in illicit
deeds]. She claimed that A mi me daria verguenza que me dijeran Tu hijo es un ladron.
Roba. lOh, no es triste eso?' le digo. [It would cause me shame to have someone say to
me "Your son is a thief. He steals.' "Oh, isn't that sad?' I ask him.j 1.24.817-8.
Mrs. M wanted her children to grow up to be law-abiding adults.
The mother listened to news reports in Spanish and occasionally read the paper
that was distributed to the neighborhood homes. She would comb through the classified
advertisements searching for sales, for example, in local supermarkets.
When I asked Fabian if he could remember the last book he had read he replied
that it was about dogs, where they lived and how they were bom. He did not borrow
books from the school nor public libraries. In response to my further questioning, he
replied that his teachers would not allow him to bring books home from school and Es que
a veces no me gusta traerlos (a casa) porque mi hermanito las puede trozary tengo que
pagar(los) y todo eso. [It's because sometimes I don't like to bring them (home)
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because my little brother can tear them apart and I have to pay (for them) and all that.
1.16.510-1.
The student enjoyed going to the movies with friends. Genres that he enjoyed
were action and horror films. He enthusiastically related to me the theme of the last
horror movie he viewed. Oh! jUn hombre que maia toda la gente y asi! [Oh! A man that
kills everybody and that!] 1.2.44 School learning did not have the ability to promote his
enthusiasm as readily as movies.
Children's Schooling
Achievement. Although Fabian's sister, F. and R, his eight-year-old brother, were
both average, well-behaved students, Fabian was doing poorly in all his academic
subjects, except for shops. Teachers of the elective courses had become aware of his
exceptionally good fine motor coordination. I asked him how he felt he was performing
this year and he said Comence im poquito malpero el maestro dice que estoy, me,
mejorando mas. [I began the year a little poorly but the teacher says that I'm, I, getting
more better.] 1.12.434-441 (His mother, helpflilly, corrected his grammatical usage.)
He stated that his favorite subjects were elecciones [elections]; he meant to say
electives. Fabian particularly liked Art, Gardening and Physical Education. He had asked
his mother to enroll him in the basketball team but she feared that he would be hurt in the
game because of his fragile physique.
Teachers had recognized Fabian's artistic talent. He recalled having won the flight
on an airplane, saying Me gone y primero comence con mi amdyyo tenia que hacer un
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papel. Mi ama me dijo que 'si,y, en dos semanas me dijeron cosas que hacer del avion.
[I won and first I started with my mother and I had to make a paper. My mother said
'yes,' and, and, in two weeks I was told how to make an airplane.] 1.10.327-328 Teachers
had the students view educational films on the man's first airborne flights. Of 20
contestants, Fabian was one of the four ecstatic students to be awarded a ride on the
plane.
He also won a field trip to a practice game at the Baseball Park, and to his great
joy, was given a T-shirt. Fabian had made one of the winning drawings of a ball game
;Con lodo el estadio! [With the whole stadium!] His mother elaborated noting that he
had included details of the desert in the drawing, e.g., cacti and snakes. Unhappily, he
was unable to show it to me because he had not reclaimed it.
Fabian said that he knew that he needed to learn more but that no one had actually
commented to him why he was in special education. With some encouragement from me
he replied that compared to him other children had better cosas (...) Son mas inteligentes.
[things (...) They're more intelligent.] 1.18.577-579 In an effort to assist him, his mother
explained
Plies el estd porque tiene como lento aprendizaje. Tiene que tener... El no. no
aprende con muchos nihos. El aprende con poquitos. Si hay poquitos, si
aprende. Pero ver a tanto nino, como dice la maestro, no aprende y no hace
nada. El se entretiene viendo y hablando y donde estaba el tenia un escritorio
dividido. [Well he's there because he has like slow learning. He has to
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have...He doesn't, he doesn't leam with a lot of children. He learns with few.
If there are few, he learns. But seeing so many children, as the teacher says, he
doesn't leam and he doesn't do anything. He's involved seeing and talking and
where he was he had a divided desk.] 1.18.587-90
Fabian was provided with a physical barrier around his work area so as to cut down on
the distractions classroom activities represented for him.
I asked the student if he were aware of what helped him comprehend better what
he read. He recalled that a teacher had been guiding the students to think about what they
had read, adding (p) ara ver quien se las aprendid mas [to see who learned more]. Fabian
interpreted this learning experience as an opportunity to compete with his peers.
School. Mrs. M-V's parental concerns were primarily related to Fabian's
comportment. She impressed me as very involved in her son's schooling but
unknowledgeable about how to manage her son's behavior. She seemed to be
experiencing a sense of "having lost the battle."
Mrs. M-V recalled that she had explained to Fabian that he was placed in special
education because no aprende [he doesn't leam), explaining that although he might
decode a text adequately he was unable to understand what it was about. She recounted
how she had told him to read and think about what happened so as to be able to write a
sentence about the literary passage. While on this topic she remembered that her younger
son had similar problems with comprehending what he had read.
Upon introduction of the topic of Fabian's academic achievement, the mother
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related that she frequently appealed to her son to study. She recalled with pride some of
the awards he had received in school: the flight he had won on an airplane and the ticket
he was awarded to the Diamond Back baseball game. She said emphatically that he was
no burro [dummy] 'Eres inteligente,' le digo (...) y puedes hacer muchas cosas'y asi he
hablado con ely el dice que ahora si (...) parece que le esld poniendo ganas otra vez a la
escuelay a ver. A ver quepasa. ['You're intelligent." I tell him (...) 'and you can do a lot
of things' and I've talked with him this way and he says that now (...) it looks like he's
making an effort again in school and let's see what happens.] 1.10.312-314 Mrs. M-V
would implore her son to study. She encouraged him to continue striving for passing
grades.
The mother expressed her earnest concerns about Fabian's behavior in school. She
described him as a restless child but said she hoped that her on-going talks with him on
the importance of studying would translate into an enhanced performance in school and
better adult life than her own. She related the following:
Yoplatico con ely le digo 'me gustaria que estudiaras bien...una carrera
chiquita pero algo de estudio. Le digo 'yo no quiero que seas coma yo que
anduve como burro trabajando contigo, mijito. Yo siifri mucho y es dificil
trabajar,' le digo. [I talk to him and I tell him i would like you to study
well.. .a trade, but have some studies.' I tell him 'I don't want you to be like
me, working with you (when you were a little child) like a donkey, my son. I
suffered a lot and it's very difficult to work,' I tell him.] 1.9.296-3000
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Mrs. M-V had been told that if her son misbehaved again she would be called in
at whatever time of day to take him home but thought that his behavior was getting better.
He declared that he had changed in that he was no longer talking during class v todo eso
[and all that]. His mother upheld his account and happily reported that it had been two
months since she last had to bring him home from school.
1 asked Mrs. M-V how she believed she could help her son obtain a high school
diploma. She said that she had talked to him at length about his behavior at school and
felt that as a result it had gotten better. She warned him that if there were no
improvement he would be retained and no va a valer nada piies [it will have been a waste
of time]. She reminded him that he would not have his way; she was in charge.
Addressing Fabian, the mother added Eres mi jo. A mi me duele. Tii vas a hacer lo que
yo te diga. No va a ser por mal; es por tu bien. Yo no quiero que te pase nada (...), no.
[You're my son. It hurts me. You're going to do what I tell you to do. It's not going to
be bad; it's for your own good. I don't want anything to happen to you (...), no.]
1.24.799-801
Learning environments. Because of Fabian's history of non-completion of
assignments his teachers had opted to have him do his homework at school. There were
times his special education teacher would have him stay after class or during lunchtime so
as to help him with it. The student claimed that on some occasions he would attempt to
do the assignments independently while at school. He said Hago lo que puedo hacer (...)
lepuedo decir a otra maestra que si mepuede ayudar. [I do what I can (...)! can ask
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another teacher to help me.] 1.13.432 Fabian would sometimes ask the instructional
assistant to help him.
Fabian stated that his special education teacher had offered him the help he
needed to eventually graduate from high school. "What type of help does he provide
you?" I asked him. Ayiiddndome. EnseMndome cosas. [Helping me. Teaching me
things.] 1.14.472 The student elaborated on this, communicating that his teacher verbally
expressed his positive expectations in terms of the student's potential to graduate from
high school.
Another example of support that his teacher provided was
un maestro me [a] paga las luces y deja un luz prendida y nomas pones tii
cabezapa 'bajoy dice, que dice cosas, dice cosas como..., se pone, dice acd
trds, en nuestra espalda. Se raya lo que dice, pues, como diciendo mmeros
asi. [A teacher turns off the lights and leaves one light on and you just put your
head down and he says, that it says things, says things like..., he puts it, it says
here behind, on our backs. He scratches out what it says, for example
numbers.] 1.17.556-558
Fabian associated the use of instructional techniques with preparation for success in
school.
Fabian did not enter conflicts with his peers; he often played the role of class
clown. The student seemed to be more interested in attending school for his social aspects
than to leam. He conveyed that he believed he had the broad support of his fellow-
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students, relating that his special education teacher had involved them in a behavioral
improvement plan that was designed for him. From what I was able to understand, the
entire group had been promised a reward if the student's behavior showed betterment.
Fabian expressed his gratitude for the help his classmates were providing him, assuring
me that he did not warn to gei into any more problems; he did not want to repetir el atiu
[be left behind.]
The student exemplified how good his friends at school were by providing me
with an illustration of the type of verbal exchanges they had with each other: Me dicen
que van a pasar y todo eso. (Les) Digo: Yo voy a pasar (de am) y todo eso. [They tell
me that they are going to pass (be promoted) and all that. I say (to them): I'm going to
pass and all that.] 1.22.727 He stated that they behaved like good fnends with him.
Personal Characteristics of Student
Fabian was an active, congenial, happy student who appeared to fear failure and
therefore avoided tasks he appraised as being inherently challenging. Sometimes he
engaged in strategic behavior directed at avoiding learning-tasks while looking as though
he were in command of the situation. For example, he would attempt to pass as
competent in class, by pretending to be reading. On other occasions he preferred playing
with his peers as opposed to learning; his behavior was often off-task. Although the
student seemed to be aware of how his behavior affected others and to imderstand the
reason for certain disciplinary measures, he would play pranks on other students, push,
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shove, and jump on them. He engaged in proscribed behavior that demanded the
involvement of school authorities.
When Fabian was sufficiently motivated to do an assignment, he did not seem to
be embarrassed to ask adults for help. He was capable of showing some concentration
and the effort to complete an assignment but generally the student was unable to
demonstrate industry or competence on school-related tasks. The student had a tendency
to maneuver others into doing his work for him.
Fabian said that he wanted to be an athlete but my sense was that he did not
believe that he had the abilities to succeed in this area. He declared that the opportunities
provided by the school would contribute to his future in the sports arena but he was
unable to substantiate this claim. Neither was he perceivably involved in an authentic
sustained effort to achieve his stated goal.
6. Glen and the O Familv
I experienced only minor difficulties initiating the interviewing process with the O
family. On the first telephone contact, Glen answered the telephone in Spanish and
armounced that his parents were not at home. I found his speech somewhat unintelligible.
On my second attempt to establish an appointment, Mr. O answered. Once I had
introduced myself, the father said 'yes' to my request to make a brief visit to provide
information on my research project. Nevertheless, he said that it would be out of the
question to see me that same week as a young relative who had been living in the US, was
in a comatose state and had to be taken to Douglas, Arizona, a city that borders with
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Mexico. It was apparent from our conversation, that the death of the relative was
imminent. Mr. 0 continued that the body would be interred in Mexico. This would
permit relatives unable to secure entry documents required by the Immigrant and
Naturalization Service, to be present at the funeral service.
Several weeks after this death occurred, I obtained the written authorization to
interview the O family. Upon arrival, all four members of the family greeted me
somewhat formally. The parents invited me to sit with them at a dinette table and after
having briefly engaged in casual conversation we began the interview process.
Parents' History
Mr. and Mrs. O were bom and grew up in a small rural village located in a large,
predominantly arid state in northern Mexico. The parents attended l" and 2"'^ grades in
Mexico in a rural one-room schoolhouse. Neither Mr. nor Mrs. 0 studied beyond second
grade because, being from a small agrarian village no further schooling was available to
them. Mrs. O explained.
...nosotros casi no lenemos estiidios. El, no mas elprimero y segimdo ano de
laprimaria. Yo tambien...o sea, somas de pueblitos muypequenos donde casi
no habia escuela en aquellos anas. El mismo maestro daba primero y
segimdo, y si habia tercero, piies tambien, pero ensenaba lo mismo. No
tenemos mucho estudio. Solo sabemos leer y escribir. [... we barely have
schooling. He (the husband) only attended l" and 2"'' grades of elementary
school. The same me...that is, we're from very small villages where there
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barely were schools at that time. The same teacher taught 1®' and 2"*^ grades,
and if there was 3'^'', well he also taught that, but he taught the same thing. We
don't have much schooling. We only know how to read and write.] 1.8.189-92
Migration . Glen's parents had alternately resided in Mexico and in the United
States, over a period of 20 years. When they first entered the country they found seasonal
labor as migrant farm-workers in Idaho, after which time they returned to Mexico for two
years. They then reentered the U.S. to seek employment in California. Members of the
extended family who lived there were able to provide them with the much needed
material and emotional support.
The family remained in California for two years and then returned to Mexico, only
to enter the U.S. a third time when Jacinto, Glen's brother, was due to be bom. Once
again, Mr. and Mrs. O's tenure in the U.S. was brief, and they retumed to Mexico after
two years, and Glen was later bom.
The mother's contractions related to labor began while traveling by rail in the
northem state of Sonora. The conditions surrounding Glen's birth can be said to be an
apt metaphor for his parents' characteristic mobility. (Addition information about the
circumstances of Glen's birth may be found in Appendix D.)
Although the family made numerous visits to Mexico, at the time of this study
they had been living in the U.S. for a total of 10 years. Decidimos venirnos aquipara
reiinir a la familia, para salir de Mexico. [We decided to come here to be with the
family, to leave Mexico.] 1.2.50
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They lived in California for several years, and then moved to Arizona. The parents
stated that it was their intention to remain in the U.S., "con el favor de Dios" [God
willing]. They planned to work hard and eventually buy a house so as to ...tener algo
para elfuturo [...have something for the future]. They explained that the reason for their
decision to permanently reside in the United States was that (Y)a con dos hijos imoya no
puede andar. Antes duramos niieve anos para tener hijos. ESQ entonces, pero ya no.
[Now with two sons, one can't go from here to there. It was 9 years before we had
children. That was then, but no longer.] 1.2.34 All four members of the O family were
legal residents in the U.S. as a consequence of the Immigration Reform and Control Act
of 1986.
Mr. and Mrs. 0 commented that their principal reasons for coming to the United
States were to obtain work, social services, and education for their children. Mrs. O
stated that in the United States
...hay quienes nos aconsejen, hay quien nos ayude. Alia (en Mexico), ya ve,
nada mas un nine no pasa un am de la esciiela porque tiene muchos
problemas...no hay la ayuda que aquise encuentra, ya ve, paraprogresar,
para ver que mas puede hacer ^verdad? [...there are people that advise us, that
help us. There (in Mexico) as you know, if a child is retained in school
because he has problems...there is not the help that there is here, you know, to
progress, to look at what else can be done, right?] 1.5.104-7
Occupations. At the time of this study both parents were employees in light
industry. Mr. O did work related to carpentry and his wife worked for a lock
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manufacturing company. Mr. O's work schedule was variable and Mrs. O reported that
she had only a four-day workweek because production had slowed down in the last year.
Family's Lifestvle in America
Description of home and neighborhood. The O's home had two bedrooms, a
kitchenette, and a small living and dining-room area. The walls were sparsely decorated,
and the furniture, although tattered and nondescript, was clean. When the weather was
hot, the doors and windows were opened to allow the air to circulate because the air
cooler was inefficient in maintaining the home environment at a comfortable temperature.
The O family had lived in their present rented home for a period of six years. It was
located directly in front of a large municipal park with various types of playground
equipment, in addition to ball fields. Children and adults from the neighborhood visit this
popular recreational area. Glen said he enjoyed living in front of a large park but felt
intimidated by the youth who brought their pit bulls to participate in canine fights. Glen
and his brother Jacinto related well to each other, for example, they enjoyed activities like
playing soccer and watching television together.
Glen commented that although he had many friends in his previous neighborhood
he was unable to remember their names. He had not formed any close relationships with
children living in the new neighborhood.
Ties to Mexico. The parents preferred the music of northern Mexico; the radio
was permanently tuned to the rhythms of rancheros and corridos. In response to my
question related to their ties to Mexico, the brothers made known their shared desire to
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make return visits to their relatives who lived in the Mexican State of Chihuahua. Mrs. O
related that the family had visited the ocean at Valle Kino, off the coast of the Gulf of
Baja California, during the last Spring Break where Glen's paternal aunts, uncles and
numerous cousins reside. The 0 family had previously traveled to Cabo San Lucas,
located in the State of Baja California. They camped on the beach. Mr. O remembered
with great pleasure, how they dug up clams and scallops, then built a fire and grilled the
seafood.
Trips to Mexico had been frequent. During an interview. Glen conveyed his fond,
vivid memories of visits with relatives. He said (...) fuimos a donde pasaba un rillito y
nadamos...y ...jugamos a las escondidasy ...jiigamos mucho. [...we went to where a
small river ran and swam...and...we played hide-and-seek. and...played a lot.] 1.2.12
In addition to relatives living in Mexico, there were family members that lived in
California and in Arizona. The O family enjoyed a gratifying social life with this last
group of relatives. They had developed relatively few social relationships outside the
extended family. Socialization with neighbors was infrequent and widely spaced in time.
Mr. 0 commented that over the years he had only one conversation with his next-door
neighbor.
Nevertheless, the family had a somewhat friendly relationship with the Hispanic
middle-aged couple that rented a small two-room cottage, on the same lot as their rented
house. Mr. O occasionally waved in passing, to two teenagers who were new to the
neighborhood but was unable to participate in verbal exchanges with them, as he did not
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speak English. Mrs. 0 explained that she and her husband found it difficult to socialize
with neighbors due to their lack of command of the English language and their long
working hours.
Acculturation. Although Glen's parents had made some effort to leam English,
they were monolingual in Spanish. At the time of this study, Mrs. 0 was taking English
lessons at a neighborhood public school but was disappointed with her lack of progress.
She said that because Spanish was spoken exclusively at her place of work and in the
community at large, so it was difficult for her and Mr. O to develop a command of
English.
Mr. 0 said he would like to take English classes but lamented that they were
scheduled at times that conflicted with his parenting responsibilities. He was trying to
locate a neighbor who would be willing to assist him in the supervision of his sons for an
aftcmoon or two a week. (The family's stated inability to establish social contacts within
the neighborhood would make this quest almost certain to fail.) This arrangement would
enable him to attend English language classes. At the time of this research effort, he
regularly viewed a video designed for English language instruction and watched U.S.
television programs, in an effort to leam English.
Glen did not have a command of the English language but his parents claimed that
his brother, Jacinto, spoke it well.
Although the parents preferred northern Mexican music and other cultural
manifestations native to their country of origin, the younger generation chose American
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rock music and television programs in English. American festivities and celebrations
were the important dates on the calendar for Glen. Interestingly, when I asked him when
he celebrated his birthday, because he was unable to recall the name of the month in
which he was bom, he responded El catorce de ciiando va ser Valentines. [The
fourteenth, when it's St. Valentine's Day.] 1.1.13
Glen referred to himself as "Mexicano." When his parents registered him in
middle school they requested that he be provided with bilingual education. At the same
time, the parents noted that Glen's first language was Spanish, they said that he preferred
using English when communicating with his friends and brother, Jacinto.
Mr. and Mrs. O perceived Glen and his brother, Jacinto, in contradictory terms,
describing them alternatively as rebellious and obedient. Although the sons had been
disciplined to request permission, e.g., to visit friends or go to the park, the parents
worried about losing control over them. They feared that peer-pressure would become
stronger than their parental influence. Mr. and Mrs. 0 believed that one of their prime
paternal responsibilities was to be vigilant and keep the boys out of potentially dangerous
environments. Mrs. 0 explained:
Ellos son controlados. Aqui, como ve, ellos no salen. Pueden ver la television
alii en siis cuartos. Al ratito se van al parque, pero ellos, que se vayan con
amigos por horas, no. No se van sin permiso. A veces les dejamos ir con im
amiguito por una hora o dos horas. A (Jacinto), a el no le gusta eso. Pero
ellos saben donde estamos y regresan. O sea, rebeldes en la forma de que
muchos nihos van de la casa, no? [They are under control. Here, as you see.
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they stay indoors. They can watch television there in their rooms. After a
while, they go to the park, but hang around with friends for hours, never.
Jacinto doesn't like to do that. But they know where we are and come home.
That is to say, rebellious like other kids who stay away from their homes, no?]
1.3.74-8
Glen's father presented the following comments to further illustrate their parental
concerns....pero a veces, como el am pasado, se puso Jacinto medio rebelde. Tal vcz
ios amigosy todo... y ve Ud., la escuela, como

[...but sometimes. like last year,

Jacinto became a little rebellious. Maybe friends and all... and you see what school is
like.] 1.3.62-3
On the topic of behavior, Mrs. O lamented that Glen had many painful
experiences in his young life. She illustrated some of the difficulties she had experienced
in managing his behavior, stating
...me da ldstima...y, a veces me contesta maly le digo, mi
hijo, no me contestes mal, y estoy lo otro. Una vez (...) ciiando (...) le di
nalgadas, pues, miiy rebelde mi hijo, que ya se iba de la casa. Todo porqiie le
di nalgadas y entonces lo regrese de la puerta y es la unica vez que veo que el
se pone bien, pero bien fuerte. Y nunca se habia puesto asi, ni ahora ni
despues. Le regano a veces y le digo cosas pero nunca se pone como esa vez,
muy rebelde porque le habia dado unas nalgadas y me dijo que se iba de la
casa. [I feel sorry for him...and sometimes he answers me back, and I say to
him 'my son, don't answer me back,' and this and the other. Once, when I
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gave him a spanking because he was very rebellious, he was going to leave
home, all because I spanked him, and then I brought him back into the house,
and this is the only time that 1 have seen his mind very made up. He's never
been like that since then. Sometimes I scold him and I talk to him but he's
never been like that again, very rebellious, all because I'd spanked him, and he
threatened to leave home.] 1.14.315-20
In reference to an accident Glen suffered when visiting Mexico, at the age of five,
Mrs. 0 said
El arranco y venia con el frasco y en eso que caia y que no caia, se quebro el
frasco por la mitady siempre se cayo la maniia para otro lado (...) quedo
hospitalizado por unos dlasy luego lo trajimos para acd. [He took off and was
walking with the jar and suddenly he began to fall, the jar broke in half and he
ended up falling, and his hand fell away from him (...) he was hospitalized for
some days and then we brought him here.] 1.13.293
With respect to the extensive bums that Glen suffered to his upper torso when he
was six years old, his mother said...e7 duro mucho sin ir a la escuela. Mucho, mucho se
quemd. Le quedo al rojo vivo. Le arrancaron todo. Luego lo llevaba a curaciones. Fue
muy fuerte. /"...he was out of school for a long time. He was burned very, very much.
His skin was raw. They yanked everything off. Then I would take him to be cured. It
was very painful.] 1.12.279
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When I asked Glen what important life events he remembered, he recalled yet
another accident. He said Cuando ibamos yendo y de la troca me cai. Iba a im "parly "
de un mno...y me raspe coda la cara. [When we were traveling and I fell out of the truck.
I was going to a kid's party and I scraped my whole face.] 1.2.55
Mrs. O compared Glen's accident-prone activity with his brother's more prudent
relationship with the environment. Este no es precavido. Todo se le hace fdcil. Tanto que
le digo no vayas a agarrar...' No es precavido como el otro. [This one is not careflil.
He thinks evervthing is easy. I tell him again and again, "don't touch...' He's not careful
like the other one.] 1.14.303 Mrs. 0 was concerned about the accident having a
deleterious effect on his learning. As an e.xample of Glen's excessive motor activity, she
reflected that
Brinca en los sillones, brinca al otro. Ahora lo he notado mas pacifico pero
hay dias que se pone que ahi anda, brinque, brinque. No se estd ni un
momenta sentado (...) y que agarra unos martillos y clavos y que hace esto y lo
otro [He jumps from one piede of furniture to another. Recently I've seen him
as more peaceful but there are days here that he is jumping all over. He's not
still even one moment.. .and he got a hold of some hammers and nails, and he
does this and that.] 1.14.308
Mr. and Mrs. O had pressing anxieties about how to best manage Glen's behavior.
On the topic of family celebrations, the parents referred to Cliristmas, New Year's
Eve, and the Easter as the most important days of the year. When their sons were
younger, the family visited Disneyland during Christmas vacation, and Glen and Jacinto
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have reiterated their desire to revisit this mecca of American culture on the approaching
Christmas holiday. Mr. O's response to their wish was that the family's poor finances
made it impossible. She said Pues nada mas piden pero uno no los puede sacar. /Well,
they just ask but one cannot take them.] 1.16.136
Children's Schooling
Achievement. Mrs. O summarized Glen's academic history in the following
manner;
Todo se le olvida y no puede expresarse porqiie se le olvidan las cosas.
Entonces desde alii me hicieron un expedienie donde el iba a necesitar
ayiida...de alii me la pasaron ...con closes especiales y mas ayuda para
ayiidarlo a aprender. /He forgets everything and he can't express himself
because he forgets things. From there they sent him...with special classes and
more help to help him learn.] 1.12.238-40
Jacinto, who was in 8"^ grade at the time, received special education services in
Language Arts, in English. Although he had experienced academic difficulties during his
l" year of middle school he had gradually improved his grades. Although he tended to
maintain himself aloof from his peers he was able to relate satisfactorily to both Anglo
and Mexican students. Consequently, both groups of students were supportive of his
academic endeavors.
Mrs. O believed diat Jacinto's improved command of English, in addition to his
placement in the English program, were largely responsible for his improved academic
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performance. She thought that a monolingual program placed fewer demands on her son
than a bilingual program and was optimistic about his future achievement.
Learning environments. In response to my invitation to describe their position
relative to Glen's learning disabilities and status as a leamer of the English language, his
mother said that
El no sabe nada de ingles, pero dijo el maestro que les explico lodo. pero yo
digo que todo se le olvida, Ud. ha notado que todo se le olvida. Le he dicho
que no le hace que el se quede una hora pero que le ayuden pero...nosotros no
sabemos nada. Nosotros no sabemos leery escribir el ingles. Lo pone mi
esposo a que estudie las tablas que es lo que es mas fdcil para nosotros pero
ya de leer de todo eso nosotros no entendemos nada de eso. El no hace casi
las tareas. Le digo, mi hijo^por que no haces la tarea? Porque no las
entiendo, mama.' Le digo, pues dile al maestro -' porque no le entiendo,' y le
puse una notita que le ayuden m 'as con la tarea. No le hace que se quede una
hora. [He doesn't know any English but the teacher said that he had explained
everything to them, but I say that he forgets everything. You have seen how he
forgets everything. I've told him that it doesn't matter if he stays an hour
longer if they'll help him, but.. .we don't know anything. We don't know how
to read and write in English. My husband has him study the (multiplication)
tables, which is the easiest for us, but reading, and all that, we don't understand
any of that. He hardly does his homework. I say to him, my son, why don't
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you do your homework? 'Because I don't understand it, mama." I say, 'well,
tell the teacher you don't understand it', and I sent a note asking for more help
with the homework. It doesn't matter if he stays an extra hour.] 1.6.324
Mrs. 0 made an association between varied and ample vocational opportunities
and education provided in the U.S. She said that benefits to be derived from education in
the U.S. are that En su trabajo, para que tengan los ninos mas comodidad en su trabajo.
Uno poder trabajar para que tengan un poqidto mas. Es lo principal. [At their job, so
that one's children have it easier at work. One was being able to work so that they have a
little more. That's what's important.] 1.5.108-9
Glen believed that some of the reasons parents should visit school were to learn
what grades their children had, whether they were in trouble, and to find out if they were
doing their homework. At the same time, he expressed his opinion that his parents should
visit school more frequently to learn whether or not he was doing his homework. Glen
said that his parents sometimes visited his school to inquire about his assignments and
behavior. For example, they visited the school Para ver que trabajos tenia. Para ver si
me portaba maly...no me acuerdo de lo demds. [To see what assignments I had. To see
if I'd misbehaved...and I don't remember what else.] 11.5.106
Mrs. 0 provided assurances that she did comply with all the calls for her to attend
interviews with school authorities. Si me mandan a hablar, yo voy por cualquier cosa,
cualquier entrevista. [If I am called to school, I go for whatever the reason, to any
interview.] 1.12.269 At the same time, the parents acknowledged that school authorities,
including the counselor, had provided them with sufficient information, support and
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guidance. For example, in response to their inquiry, they were told that although Glen
attempted some assigrunents, he often appeared tired, disregarded instructional activities,
and failed to complete his work. Special education personnel recommended neurological
evaluation because of concerns related to the possible existence of Attention DeficitHyperactivity Disorder (ADHD).
Although the medical specialist, who the family had consulted, prescribed
medication to treat Glen's diagnosed ADHD, the parents were reluctant to have him
initiate the treatment. A second opinion was sought. They found that the second
physician was opposed to the administration of a psychotropic medication. In its place, he
recommended a low carbohydrate diet, a reduction in the number of hours Glen watched
television, and when necessary, the use of punishment to achieve an amelioration of the
syndrome.
Mr. and Mrs. 0 believed that the medication originally prescribed was una droga
(a drug) that schools favored to maintain students quiet and in their seats. Mrs. 0 was
involved in on-going discussions with Glen's teachers because of his poor attention-span
and excessive motor activity.
Mrs. O commented that she had received negative reports from Glen's teacher this
year, because he was misbehaving and provoking disruptions in the classroom. Although
she acknowledged that her son was unable to "be still for a moment," she offered a
defense of her son's excessive motor activity, contending that ...como todo niho, algimos
son muy inquietos y otros no se mueven. [.. .just like all children, some are very active
and others are passive.]
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Glen did not have an established schedule for completing his homework
assignments and his afternoons were largely unstructured. Upon returning from school he
cared for pets, watched television, did some homework, and played in the park, all in an
ever varying sequence.
Mr. and Mrs. 0 regretted that they were unable to help Glen with his homework.
They said that they were unable to understand because it because it was English. The help
they were able to provide him consisted in assistance in the memorization of the
multiplication tables.
Mrs. O asserted that Glen was doing well in Mathematics, stating that he had
recently brought home "some papers" that were graded "very good" and "excellent."
Nevertheless, Mrs. O had repeatedly requested, that Glen be provided assistance with his
homework but she had been told that he attended school during many hours, and there
was no reason to extend his school schedule; that an extra hour of school would not be
beneficial to him.
In reference to the etiology of Glen's language disability, Mrs. 0 believed that
bilingual instruction was to blame, arguing that Glen had learning problems because he
confused Spanish and English. She did not associate his language disability with his
academic problems. When Glen's parents would correct his mispronunciations in
Spanish, he would reply iQue le hace? [What does it matter?], arguing that his dominant
language was English, not Spanish. Apparently, this assertion was relatively effective in
dissuading his parents from attempting to make further corrections.
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Mrs. O discussed vvhat she perceived to be her and her husband's limitations, as
monolingual, Spanish-speaking parents of a student who was receiving a bilingual
education. She suggested ways in which they, the parents, could help Glen.
Lo que podemos hacer, a veces estudiamos las tablasy ya se va alparqiie. No le
entendemos a la tarea. El viernes trajo una tarea que nosotros, pues no sabemos
ingles, el no la pudo saber; nosotros menos. [What we can do, sometimes we
study the tables and then he goes to the park. We don't understand the homework.
On Friday he brought home an assigrunent that we, because we don't understand
English...he couldn't do it; we've less able to understand it than he.] 1.15.338-41
Mr. & Mrs. O feared that peers, who they believed to be potential dropouts, would
induce Glen to discontinue his studies. The special education teacher had advised the
parents to ask the counselor what encouragement and supervision Glen required. During
an interview the parents expressed their intention to seek guidance before Glen submitted
to potentially negative peer influence.
Glen's parents wanted their son to acquire the education necessary to secure
"good", stable, employment in the future. Although the student had expressed his wish to
be either a policeman or a pilot they believed that he had the potential to become a good
electrical technician (...)porqiie le gusta mucho arreglar radios, (...because he likes to
fix radios.)
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The contribution Mr. and Mrs. O believed they could make to their sons'
education was of a monetary nature. They expressed their worries that one or the other
would be stricken by an illness and consequently they would be unable to afford their
children's vocational U-aining.
In terms of teacher-student interaction. Glen asserted that he and his classmates
were treated properly in school, offering as an example, teachers' leniency in terms of
students' use of free time. .4 veces nos dejan jugar...en la clase (...) A veces nos sacan a
P.E. Jugamos beisboi, soccer,

[Sometimes they let us play...in

class...Sometimes they take us out for P.E. We play baseball, soccer, basketball...]
n.2.60-1

Glen also perceived the school authorities as fair in their choice of disciplinary
measures. He spoke of how teachers were generous and contributed to creating a positive
social atmosphere, e.g., they provided candies and other gifts for students. Nevertheless,
when I invited him to reflect on what he would change in school to make it a better place,
he limited himself to making a mildly critical judgment of teachers: Glen claimed they
were unjust and uimecessarily strict. His example was related to teachers being intolerant
of students' interruptions in the midst of classroom instruction. Certainly, his distortion
of the situation reflects a relative lack of social knowledge.
Although Glen generally spoke in a positive tone about his teachers, Mr. O
communicated that his son's behavior was interpreted as confrontational and was a
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motive of continual concern for the school authorities. He provided the following
example of Glen's behavior in the classroom.
O sea, es muy inqiiieto. Segiin le castigaron porque dijo el maestro 'a ver,
leemey para leer se acostdyya lo cietuvieron ese dia. Dijo 'piies, si lei pero
me tuve que quedar en la escuela[The thing is he's restless. We learned diat
they punished him because the teacher said to him 'Let's see, read to me,' and
he lay down to read, and they gave him an in-school suspension that day. He
said, 'Well, 1 did read but I was kept in school.'] 1.11.226-8
The student was described by his mother as tierno [tender] while referring to his
ability to emphasize with others. She said he was aware and very sensitive to other
children's responses to his behavior, and could be hurt by his peers' jesting comments.
Glen discussed how interests in sports activities strengthened the bond to his
peers. Activities that were designed and implemented by teachers provided opportunities
for positive social exchanges. Glen said that ...hay muchos amigos. Jugamos sofboly
basquelbol. Y no nos peleamos y jugamos mucho. Y cuando era el Dia de la Amistad,
pasamos cartas, y cuando era dia de la Navidad... [...there are a lot of fnends. We play
Softball and basketball. And we don't fight...we play a lot. And when it's Friendship Day

(equivalent to Saint Valentine's Day), we exchange letters, and when it is Christmas
day...] ni.3.46
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Glen socialized predominantly with students of his own ethnic group. His
placement in a bilingual special education program, and his limited command of the
English language may have played a part in determining this apparent preference.
In response to my invitation to recall a particularly good school day. Glen remembered
...ciiando era 'Dia de! Turkey' andamos comiendo... [...when it was Turkey Day
(Thanksgiving), we were eating.] n.1.8
A bad experience for him while he was in elementary school, was related to a
fight with another student. Glen's version of the conflict was that a classmate insulted
him in an attempt to provoke a fistfight. The experience translated into a one-day
suspension from school.
Personal Characteristics of Student
Glen impressed me as being a frail child who spoke with a soft voice. He was a
cooperative informant throughout the research process and demonstrated appropriate
manners. At all times he strove to develop the topics introduced, to the best of his ability.
Glen, in response to an invitation to think about advice about schooling he would provide
his son if he had one, reflected his perception of success as a resuh of a student's
sustained efforts and good behavior. Que se porte bien, que hiciera toda la tarea que le
daban, que no dijera malas palabras a la maestro, que fuera buen estudiante y que no
peleara. [That he should be well behaved. That he does all the homework he is given.
That he shouldn't say bad words to the teacher. That he should be a good student and not
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fight.] II.5.122-3 This observation, displayed social knowledge, if not social competence,
that had not been previously exhibited by the student.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS
Introduction
This chapter presents an analysis of data and findings that respond to the research
questions. Data was secured through an ethnographic approach and archival review. The
objective of this study was to achieve an understanding of relationships between the
sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, personal characteristics and school
achievement, of male Mexican students with LD, in U.S. middle schools.
Perspectives were sought from the vantage points of students and parents -the
insiders. The three questions derived from the stated objective are (1) what are the
relationships between sociocultural experiences, environmental contexts, and the
academic achievement of students who were nominated as "likely to graduate from high
school?" (LGHS), (2) what are the relationships between sociocultural experiences,
environmental contexts, personal characteristics, and the academic achievement of
students who were nominated as "unlikely to graduate from high school?" (UGHS), and
(3) how do the sociocultural experiences, enviroimiental contexts, personal
characteristics, and the academic achievement of the two groups of students differ?
The categories of Alva and Padilla's (1989) multivariate ecological theoretical
model directed the organization of the data for this study. Their contextual-interaction
model's theoretical premises are that students' life circumstances are intricately
interrelated, and that their academic achievement is mediated by the overall and on-going
evaluations they make of their circumstances. The researchers' construction of a
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framework for academic invulnerability reflects the influence of Bronfenbrenner's (1979)
ecological model that he named "development in context."
The categories of Alva and Padilla's (1989) contextual-interactional model are I)
sociocultural experiences, (2) environmental contexts, (3) personal characteristics, and (4)
academic achievement. Sociocultural experiences encompass language use, generational
tenure in the U.S., and familial cultural values and practices. Environmental contexts
primarily include parent-teacher, teacher-student, and peer- student interactions.
Personal characteristics refers to students' adaptive behaviors, Bernard's model
(1993), such as social competence, problem-solving skills, autonomy, and sense of
purpose and future. Academic achievement refers to attainment of an expected level of
skills and knowledge.
A comparative analysis will be carried out through the presentation of the major
themes of "Acculturation," "Parents' Educational Attainment," and lastly, "AttentionDeficit Hyperactivity Disorder" (ADHD). Distinctive intra and intergroup differences of
the comparative groups of students and their parents will be examined. As established in
Chapter 3, the first group was comprised of students nominated as LGHS and their
parents, and the second group was made up of students nominated as UGHS and their
parents.
The first theme. Acculturation, will be presented in terms of familial cultural
values and practices, tenure in the United States, use of the English language, and parent
involvement in school. The families will be reviewed in alphabetical order: first.
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Francisco and the M family; next, Juan Manuel and the P family; and lastly, Esteban and
the S family.
Acculturation
"Multiple Mexican identities coexist on the border" (Ruiz. 1998, p. 105). Lo
fronterizo [transbordemess], a term which captures the uniqueness of life on the Mexican
and U.S. border, is a term that refers to a mode of life characterized by a continuous
interaction among peoples and institutions belonging to two countries. Lo fronterizo is
observable in both attitudes and behaviors, e.g., shopping trips across the border is a
practice that involves many of region's residents. In the context of the borderland region,
the learning of practices involves thinking, feeling, expressing, and behaving within the
possibilities and limitations that arise from living in the Greater Northern Southwest. As
noted in Chapter 4, Mexican immigrants to the U. S. borderland area, find a familiar
environment that affects their cultural orientations in unique ways.
Hispanic immigrants' allegiance to their home country remains strong among
first-generation immigrants (Suarez-Orozco, 1995). This was found to be true of the six
families who participated in the study. For example, Luis' mother declared in essence,
that she was "..in America, but not of it" (Fortes & Rumbaut, 1990, p. 140), and her son,
Luis (also a first generation immigrant), stated that he would like to return and live
permanently in Mexico.
The families of students nominated as LGHS clearly expressed their ethnic pride
when discussing their traditional Mexican cultural practices with this researcher. Juan
Manuel's mother offered examples of her knowledge of Mexican culinary arts; Francisco
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and his family were proud to have an ancestor who had fought with the northern
Mexican, revolutionary hero, Pancho Villa; and the youngest daughter of the S family,
Gloria, conveyed her pride in having celebrated her fifteenth birthday with a traditional
Oiiinceanero.
The families of UGHS students selected some cultural practices found in both
countries, and integrated these into their cultural repertoires but they did not as clearly
display a familiarity with Mexico's past or its contemporary issues, as the comparative
group.
A good adjustment among minority group members is believed to be a factor of
an individual's relationship to both his or her ethnic culture and the mainstream culture
(Phinney, 1984). It has been asserted that this bicultural affiliation is associated with less
stress and better psychosocial adjustment (Fernandez-Barillas & Morrison, 1984; Gibson,
1995; and Suarez-Orozco, 1995). We will now discuss the acquisition of English in the
context of the acculturation process of the families.
English Language Learning
The M, P, and S families of the LGHS students actively sought opportimities to
interact with speakers of English. Moreover, both their work-related endeavors and
social activities placed them in English-speaking environments. Conversely, as a result
of their particular circumstances, the C, M-V, and 0 families had scarce opportunities to
interact with people who spoke English.
Among the significant factors that increase risk for dropout, is students' limited
English proficiency (Baca & Bryan, 1993; Buriel & Cardoza, 1988; Chavez Chavez,
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Belkin, Homback & Adams, 1991; Delgado-Gaitan, 1988; and Lindholm, 1992). There
is indirect evidence that suggests that English Language Learners (ELL) are often among
those students most likely to drop out of school. Baca and Bryan argue that recently
arrived immigrant students become at risk because they lack time to develop English
language skills and expand their social experience in the country. Buriel and Cardoza
state that the linguistic variable is one of several in the backgrounds of Hispanics, which
probably account for their achievement variance. Bilingual proficiency enables students
to achieve at higher academic levels in both English and Spanish (Lindholm, 1992).
Al the same time. Duran and Weffer (1992) observe that although parents'
inability to speak English is not an obstacle to student learning, it does cause a shift of
responsibility for learning from parents and their children to the interaction between the
child and the school.
Collier (1987/1988), who adopts a linguistic perspective to the study of
bilingualism, has noted that language acquisition depends on many factors. These
include cognitive style, socioeconomic background, and formal schooling in the first
language, environmental contexts, and the individual characteristics of the second
language learner. If English is acquired for academic purposes, the expected level of
proficiency is much more complex than English for day-to-day survival (Cummins,
1981a; and 1981b). The degree of language proficiency required for school tasks
demands that students develop context-reduced and cognitively demanding aspects of
language. As was reported in Chapter 5, all three students nominated as UGHS (Luis,
Fabian and Glen) had made slow progress in learning English. Although they attended
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vocational courses taught in English and content courses in bilingual education, they were
not making measurable progress in terms of second language acquisition.
As noted by Collier (1987, 1988) and Wong Fillmore (1991), learner
characteristics are key contributors to variations in second-language learning. Aspects of
personality and social style can affect a learner's ability and propensity to interact with
people who speak the target language and can help with its learning. Examples of these
personality and social style characteristics are sociability, communicative need, risk
taking, and self-confidence. Furtlier ahead, we will consider the individual characteristics
of the participants in this study.
If learners have access to appropriately modified language, are provided with enough
opportunities to hear and use the language and adequate corrective feedback, their efforts
to learn it will be supported (Wong Filhnore, 1991). Meaningful interaction with others,
as well as functional use of the language in daily life, promotes competence, fluency, and
creativity in language use (Lu, 1998).
On one hand, the attitudes and beliefs of speakers of English can affect the role they
potentially play in the language acquisition of learners; speakers must be willing to
interact with the learners. On the other hand, the degree of acceptance an individual has
for the culture of the majority group will influence his or her attitude towards the
acquisition of their language. As Hernandez (1994) states, language learning is a
negotiated activity in which various factors come into play.
Interaction between speakers of a target language and learners is all-important.
Learners themselves play a much greater role than speakers do, in getting the input and
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support they need for language learning (Wong Fillmore, 1991). Those who interact
easily with speakers of the target language are positively reinforced for their attempts to
speak and write in English. They experience many more of the social contacts needed for
language learning than do learners who are not interested, unmotivated, or who are less
able to manage the desirable contacts.
Results of the present study reveal that students nominated as LGHS and their
parents had developed greater verbal skills in the English language than students and
parents of the UGHS group. Interestingly, the first group of students' and their parents'
greater familiarity with English was not significantly correlated with their length of tenure
in the U.S. The former group had continuously resided in the United States for an average
of 14 years while the latter had lived in this country for a somewhat briefer period of
time: an average of 12 years. Various researchers similarly report a low correlation
beuveen English language proficiency and duration in the country (Chiswick, 1993; and
Clifton, Williams & Clancy, 1987).
Family members' linguistic behaviors differed intergenerationally and their
acquisition of English language verbal skills appeared to be an expression of where each
member was situated within his or her personal acculturation process, in addition to the
degree to which individual members had developed their verbal skills. Some adhered
more markedly to their native practices. Others appeared to prefer a more middle-of-theroad position, integrating new practices into their cultural stock. Conversely, the students
nominated as UGHS and their parents manifested a closer adherence to their native
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culture, and an apparent lesser degree of acculturation. For example, they had made
uncertain progress in learning English.
Social Networks
Immigrants' students' comparatively lower school achievement levels might be
related to their limited social capital, and language is the link to the expansion and
diversification of their social networks (MTiite and Kaufman, 1997). English proficiency
contributes to academic performance, and constitutes social capital, that is to say, it is a
social resource on which an individual can draw upon for a wide variety of personal and
familial situations (Coleman, 1988).
High-achieving students are likely to have peer networks, which are ethnically
diversified, and include non-Mexican-origin students (Stanton-Salazar, 1991). Juan
Manuel, for example, a student nominated as LGHS, had an expanded social network; he
was able to socially interact with both monolingual English and Spanish speaking
students. We shall now consider factors that have been found to be involved in the
acquisition of a second language.
We shall now look at each of the six families who participated in this study, in
terms of tenure in the U. S., language use, and the corresponding degree of acculturation
attained. To be considered first, are the students who were nominated as LGHS and their
families.
The M family had continuously resided in the United States for seven years and
had attained relative permanency in this country. Its members had integrated aspects of
their new environment into their lives. Although at the time of this study, Mr. M had only
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a very limited knowledge of English, Mrs. M had been studying the language for a year
and with slow and steady progress, had learned to produce simple sentences. Francisco
had achieved sufficient fluency in his second language to be able to take some of his
courses in English and his younger brother, Jesus, was beginning to learn English in his
current kindergarten placement. Mrs. M continued to enjoy watching telenovelas
[Mexican soap operas] but members of the younger generation viewed American
television programs and The parents preferred reading the newspaper published in their
home state, Sonora. although they occasionally read "El Aguila." ("The Eagle" is a
Spanish language newspaper published in Arizona.) The M family frequently visited
their relatives in Mexico. During the lengthy summer school vacation, the visits extended
over a period of several weeks, and for a briefer time during Christmas break.
The P family had resided in the U.S. for a longer period of time than the M
family: over 16 years. The parents had attained a working command of the English
language and their two high school and college-age daughters spoke English fluently.
Juan Manuel was fluent in English and Spanish with an equal level of proficiency. Mr.
and Mrs. P used English when speaking to members of the majority cultiu^e, when dealing
with personnel in governmental offices and social agencies, and in their own work
environments. An example of the parents' biliteracy was their ability to derive meaning
from legal documents produced in either English or Spanish. Mr. P. employed English
when engaged in commercial and legal transactions, and both parents regularly read and
wrote in English when involved in church-related activities.
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Mr. and Mrs. P viewed daily news reports transmitted in either language and read
the English language newspaper. It was evident that the P family members were actively
integrating elements of the majority culture into their preexistent cultural repertoire. The
school-aged children were all striving to acquire a solid education and become what the
majority group in the U.S. would consider to be successful adults. Mr. and Mrs. P were
intensely involved in religious and social activities within their community.
At the time of tiie interviews, the S family had continuously lived in the U.S. for
19 years. They made infrequent trips to Mexico to visit Esteban's grandparents yet
continued to celebrate all their traditional Mexican, social and religious holidays in the
U.S. The S family had not acquired the same levels of bilingualism as the P family
members had but all of its members had developed biliteracy skills. Esteban's mother
reported that she did not speak or write English but was proud to be able to understand
text written at a basic level. The mother believed that it would be useful to have a
command of English, for example, when making appointments or paying bills, but as she
reported, she mmca [never] attempted to speak it.
Esteban and his siblings all spoke English at varying degrees of proficiency. The
student's eldest sister, Alicia, was awaiting entry into the community college and his
younger sister, Gloria, was enrolled in an English-language curriculum at high school.
Esteban, however, spoke English haltingly and continued to be enrolled in a bilingual
curriculum due to his ELL status.
Mrs. S modeled behaviors that her children would find useful for a successful
adaptation to a changing social order (Velez-Ibaiiez, 1988). She was resourceful in
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satisfying her family's needs and moved within a great array of familial, household,
neighborhood and institutional contexts. Although Mrs. S's command of English was
limited, she was able to obtain resources and services that die family required for its
survival. The mother also engaged in relations with other households and individuals, in
an effort to fulfill family needs, e.g., locating the lowest sales prices on household items.
Now, we shall consider the cultural orientation and English language acquisition of
students nominated as UGHS and their parents. This group had developed comparatively
fewer verbal skills in the English language. Findings relative to this group will be
presented in alphabetical order, that is, first we will consider Luis and the C family, next
Fabian and the M-V family, and lastly Glen and the 0 family. As was observed earlier,
family members' limited development of English language skills was not found to be
significantly associated with their length of tenure in the U.S.
At the time of this study, Luis and his family had been residing in the United
States for nine continuous years. Mr. and Mrs. C had left their agricultural community
with the children: Luis, who was then four years old, and his two older siblings who were
nine and 15 years old. At the time of this study, neither of the parents were able to speak
or read English and lacked social and political sophistication that may have enhanced
their survival opportunities in U.S. society (Trueba, 1999). The two older children had
acquired some English language skills. The daughter, Laura, was taking in English
courses at a community college. Luis, as evidenced by the mid 2"*^ grade equivalent score
he obtained on the Stanford standardized test a year previous to this study, had achieved
only a limited grasp of English.
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The C family maintained very close ties to rural Mexico, and somewhat
unwillingly resided in the U.S. Mrs. C noted that the family would permanently return to
Mexico if the economic situation improved in their country. Similarly, Luis, as noted
earlier, would like to live in Mexico; he associated it with rural life, which he preferred.
When the C family arrived in the U.S., they were unprepared for the cultural
discontinuities they encountered. Mrs. C related how painful and conflictive it had been
for her to enroll her two older children in the schools, e.g., the mother voiced iin horror
que me daba [I was horrified] when she saw the cholos [gang sympathizers or members]
on the high school campus. Throughout their school years, she had unintentionally
provoked her children's anxiety and limited the development of their social networks by
strongly advising them to avoid contact with their fellow-students and neighborhood
children.
The mother perceived herself as a stranger in the U.S.; her Mexican-origin
neighbors were strangers to her as well. At the same time, as a result of the comparison
of her positive experiences in a rural school in Mexico and the disquieting atmosphere of
her son's high school, she inadvertently conveyed to her offspring that education in the
U.S. was irrelevant, impersonal, and perilous. What is more, Mrs. C attributed Luis'
bilingual education with contributing to Luis' academic difficulties, arguing that he
confused English with Spanish. (Actually, all his instruction was in Spanish except for
the vocational courses that he took in English.) As will be noted, the C family's narrative
shares similarity to the M-V family's story.
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Mrs. M-V had emigrated from a small town in the Mexican state of Sonora, to the
U.S. with her baby, Fabian, 13 years earlier than the time of this study. Both mother and
son proudly referred to themselves as mexicanos. Mrs. M-V reported that she only spoke
Lo bdsico, lo que necesito, pero no. no lo hcihlo. [Basic, what I need, but no. I don't
speak it.] Ail of her children were enrolled in bilingual education programs and received
instruction in Spanish. Fabian spoke English but had a very limited vocabulary. A year
earlier, he had scored at a grade equivalent of 2.7 in Language (English) on the Stanford
standardized test. That is to say. he scored more than four grades below the 7"^ grade in
which he was currently enrolled.
Similar to Luis and Fabian's experiences. Glen, the youngest son of the O family,
had arrived in the U.S. when he was a child. The tamily had been continuously living in the
United States for a total of ten years. The family members shared fond memories of their
frequent visits with relatives living in Mexico; they had developed few social relationships
outside of their extended families. Mr. and Mrs. O reported having scarce opportunity to
interact with English-language speakers. The mother explained that his inability to speak
English impeded communication and therefore, made social exchanges with neighbors
few. limited, and infrequent. However, the older son of the O family. Jacinto, who related
to both Anglo and Mexican students, had suflBcient English proficiency for placement in
English language special education. The parents believed that his current educational
program was directly responsible for the improvement in his academic performance. Their
view was that a monolingual program placed lesser demands on their son than the
previous bilingual program.
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Although Glen and Jacinto were often heard speaking English among themselves,
the former had a limited command of his second language, and frequently "code-switched"
(Perecman, 1989. p. 227) that is to say, he introduced English words into his discourse in
Spanish. Glen was receiving instruction in Spanish within the conte.xt of bilingual
education: only vocational courses were taught in English. Similar to Mrs. C explanation
of Luis' academic difficulties, Mrs. O attributed Glen's academic problems to a presumed
conllision of the English and Spanish languages.
Students nominated as LGHS and their parents exhibited comparatively greater
interaction with members of the majority society than parents of UGHS students. They
had made successftil strides in acquiring the English language, and as a result, served as
good English-learner models for their children. Students and parents of the comparative
group did not similarly strive to interact within environments where English was spoken,
nor did they actively seek to learn the language. .AJthough English language-use alone
does not appear to increase the probability of high school completion (White & Kaufinan.
1997), limited-English proficiency has been found to be a risk factor (Baca & Bryan,
1993; Buriel & Cardoza. 1988; Chavez Chavez, Belkin, Homback & Adams, 1991;
Delgado-Gaitan, 1988; and Lindholm, 1992). Bilingual proficiency constitutes linguistic
and social capital (Coleman, 1988) that enables students to achieve at higher academic
levels both in English and Spanish. In relation to academic achievement, parents'
inability to speak English places the responsibility for learning solely between student and
school. We must keep in mind, however, that learner variables such as personality and
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social skills, as was noted previously, play a substantial role both in language learning as
well as in academic achievement (Collier. 1987/88).
Parents who participated in this study appeared to have an additive view of
bilingualism (Gibson, 1989; and Peese-Alvarez, 1993): they wanted their sons to be
proficient in English and Spanish, believing that it was desirable to know both languages.
Nevertheless, the parents appeared uncertain about how to assure their sons' maintenance
of Spanish while they learned English. What is more, although students who are strongly
bilingual are less likely to be high school dropouts than students who are monolingual in
English (White & Kaufinan. 1997). the parents of UGHS students pointed to the process
of acquiring English as the cause of their sons' language disabilities and academic
problems. They had observed their sons' tendency to code-switch and believed that
acquiring a second language was propelling their children into a state of contusion that
was disruptive tor their formal learning.
An important defining characteristic of ELL students is their limited proficiency in
the English language. (Proficiency is a linguistic measure that ranges in degrees from "no
English" to "native-like proficiency in English.") It became evident through the interviews
that family members' level of proficiency in English was an indication of the influence of
dynamic and interactive forces, i.e., geographical, environmental, cross-cultural
interactions, belief systems, and individual characteristics (Valencia, 1991).
Parent Involvement in Education. The parents of the two groups of students, the
LGHS and the UGHS, exhibited dissatisfaction and fi^istration with their underinvolvement in their children's learning. They explained that due to their work schedules.
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lack of transportation to the school location, and a sense of inadequacy to help their sons
with homework because of their untamiliarity with instructional approaches and generally
limited literary skills, they were unable to participate more flilly in their children's schoollearning. Feelings of personal incompetence were notably more pronounced in the parents
of students nominated as UGHS. who appeared to be intimidated by the school
organizational structure and curriculum. In the homes of the UGHS students, parent-child
literacy events such as shared-reading, at the same time, were scarce. We will consider
parent participation in the school learning of the LGHS students.
Francisco's parents. Mr. and Mrs. M, exhibited a sense of inadequacy in terms of
whom to approach in school and how to discuss their concerns. Juan Manuel's mother.
Mrs. P. commented that her work schedule contlicted with the school schedule; therefore,
her husband had assumed the responsibility of attending scheduled conferences. Similarly.
Mrs. S infrequently visited the school, primarily because of personal reticence related to
her disability (childhood poliomyelitis), and lack of English language skills.
Luis' mother. Mrs. C. declared that she was unable to help Luis with his
homework. Mrs. M-V had relinquished the responsibility of supervising the completion of
Fabian's homework assignments. Her contacts with school representatives were limited to
receiving reports related to his poor conduct. Similarly. Mr. and Mrs. O had resigned
themselves to being the receptors of negative reports related to Glen's behavior, and being
unable to help him with homework.
Moreno (1999) reports that the perceptions parents have of their ability to
influence events, is particularly relevant to their degree of involvement in their children's
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education. He states that parents who perceive themselves as competent tend to become
more involved in their children's education than their counterparts who view themselves as
less competent. As we have seen, none of the parents who were interviewed for this study
were "involved" in their children's education in terms of sustaining on-going contact with
the school. Yet the parents of the group of students nominated as LGHS functioned as
their children's mentors (Delgado-Gaitan, 1992) by providing appropriate learning
environments and encouraging them to believe in their abilities. They also had a sense of
what elicits desirable responses, and how to access resources available to students whereas
the parents of the UGHS students had a guarded relationship with the school. DelgadoGaitan (1993) observes that specific cultural knowledge is required in order for parents to
effectively participate in their children's schooling.
Mrs. C rarely sought access to the representatives of Luis' school, alleging that
her inability to speak English was a major impediment to communication. She perceived
herself as not being in possession of the experience and knowledge, and therefore the
power, to influence her son's academic outcomes.
Recent immigrants experience diflSculty in performing their roles within the schools
(Delgado-Gaitan, 1990). Parents' understanding of school-related activities is closely
correlated with familiarity with U.S. educational institutions (Moreno, 1999).
Independently of self-eflBcacy beliefs, parents' lack of understanding of school-related
activities is associated with their limited English-language-proficiency, social isolation
from other families (sometimes due to their illegal status within the U.S.), and other
factors. Anecdotal evidence, in addition, suggests that some Hispanic parents view the
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school environment as uncomfortable and impersonal (Nieto, 1985). Inexperience with
the U.S. educational system may contribute to Hispanic parents' sense of not being
welcome, and their failure to become involved in their children's education.
Another way of conceptualizing parent involvement is in terms of the degree of
preparation parents afford their children for survival in the fiiture. For example. Heath
(1990) expresses her position that the extent of attention parents give to creating images
of the tliture for their children, and associating past and present experiences to these
images, helps determine how well prepared their children will be for the cognitive and
academic demands of the school. As we have seen in Chapter 4. Luis". Fabian's, and
Glen's parents experienced few transactions with the majority society were unfamiliar with
its history and did not have clear expectations for their sons' fijtures. The parents'
infrequent transactional experiences within the U.S. were associated with their
unfamiliarity with the social, political and economic conte.xts to which their children's
futures were linked.
Parents'' Educational Attainment
Parents' educational attainment has an important role in their thinking about
education for their children (Delgado-Gaitan, 1992, 1993; and Laosa, 1982). Their
socioeconomic status and their knowledge of academic requirements is correlated with the
extent to which they can provide safe and comfortable housing, adequate learning
materials, and informed practices regarding school matters (Delgado-Gaitan, 1992;
Rumberger, 1983, 1995; Seda& Bixler-Marquez, 1994).
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Parents of students nominated as LGHS were found to have attained a
significantly greater number of years of formal education than parents of UGHS students.
The first group of parents had achieved an approximate average of nine years of tbrmal
schooling while the parents of students nominated as UGHS had attained a significantly
lower rough average of five years of schooling. That is to say. parents of the first group
of students had completed almost twice the number of years of education of parents of
students nominated as LfGHS. A comparative analysis will now be carried out between the
parents of the two groups of students.
Francisco's mother, Mrs. M, conveyed the value she placed on education when she
discussed her unhappy personal experience of not having been afforded the opportunity
pursue her education past secundaria (grades 7 through 9). His father attained a diploma
fi-om secundaria and also voiced his regrets that he had not studied engineering. Both
parents were comforted with the belief that their children would have the advantage of
higher educational opportunities than had been available to them in Mexico.
Juan Manuel's mother, Mrs. P, had fim'shed preparatoria {\2 years of education)
but had not entered the University of Hermosillo due to her family's poor economic
situation and. as noted in the previous chapter, the absence of an established social
network in the state capital. Her husband, Mr. P, studied bookkeeping in Agua Prieta,
Sonora, after having completed secundaria. He was gratified that his children had the
educational opportunities he did not have when he was young due to his family's limited
economic resources. He was proud that his eldest daughter, Ai'da. had won a scholarship
to the state University; his second daughter, Evelina, had also been awarded a scholarship.
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Esteban's mother. Mrs. S, had discontinued her education when she was in the
fifth grade and lamented that school authorities' had not encouraged her to pursue her
studies. Although her older sons had dropped out of high schooL Mrs. S was pleased that
both her daughters were successful students. The oldest daughter, Alicia, had recently
obtained a scholarship to study at the community college. Having siblings who attend
college reduces the chance of dropping out (Davidson, 1996; and White & Kaufinan,
1997). Safe, comfortable, and stable environments that were conducive to the valuing of
education existed in the homes of the LGHS students. Parents supported their sons"
motivation and educational efforts by providing rewards for good grades, closely
structuring their time and designating an area for study-related activities.
Now we shall consider the parents of students nominated as LfGHS. They will be
presented in alphabetical order: first the C family, ne.xt the M-V family, and lastly, the O
family. Luis' parents, Mr. and Mrs. C had grown up in a village in Sonora. Mexico, and
both had attained six years of rural education. Mrs. C believed that her educational
background was adequate to meet the demands of rural life and the rearing of children. In
her nostalgia for the land of her birth, she tended to idealize her educational experiences
and was distressed that her children did not have the benefit of an agricultural-oriented
curricuJum. On the topic of literacy, Mrs. C could only recall using written
communication in the form of brief notes to her children, particularly to Luis, directing
him to portarse bien [behave himself].
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Mrs. C perceived herself as unable to assist Luis with his studies. She contended that
she was inadequate to help him due to the dissimilarity between her educational
background and the character of the school's academic demands. Therefore, she
transferred the responsibility of supervising the completion of his homework assignments
to her daughter. Mrs. C appeared to be unaware that a high level of literacy and critical
thinking skills are essential to survive in our technological and industrial society (Trueba.
1993).
Fabian's mother. Mrs. M-V, did not continue her education past elementary school in
Magdalena, Sonora. She and her siblings had entered the workforce at an early age to
begin contributing to the family's meager income because her mother was unable to cover
the costs related to education.
The O family, analogously to the C family, had emigrated from a very small rural
community. Neither of Glen's parents had attended school beyond 2*** grade, because no
further schooling was available in the one-room schoolhouse in their Mexican village.
Adults who are literate tend to rear children better prepared to attain an adequate level
of reading skills (Rothstein, 2000). Students begin schooling with basic skill levels that
tend to parallel those of their parents. A mother's schooling is a significant dimension of
her children's sociocultural background and can directly aflfect their immediate
environment. The level of schooling attained by a mother, is a strong predictor of the
strategies that she will use in teaching her children. If mothers have obtained little formal
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education, argues Laosa (1978a; 1980a; 1982b), they will not be adequately prepared to
support their children's schooling experiences.
The parents of two students nominated as UGHS. that is, Mr. and Mrs. C, and Mr.
and Mrs. O. shared rural backgrounds, whereas all two of the parents of students
nominated as LGHS had grown into adulthood in urban environments. Purcell-Gates
(1990), while referring to the work of the socio linguist, James Gee, mentions his claim
that literacy is more than just reading and writing. To paraphrase her, literacy is part of a
larger discourse, which forms people's sociocultural identities. People are enculturated
into social practices through scaffolding and social interaction with others who master the
discourse. The researcher adds that children bom into cultures that are low-literate, and/or
are restricted in their scope of literacy, are placed in an immigrant state. Learning to read
and write is not as natural a process for them as it is for others, because their social and
cultural lives do not drive this etfort but rather they exist separately and often in
juxtaposition to b'teracy.
The parents of the LGHS group participated in comparatively more literacy related
activities, and read and wrote in connection with their work-related and/or religious
activities, than the parents of the UGHS students. For example, Mr. and Mrs. P. and Mrs.
S engaged in activities related to commercial and legal transactions as a consequence of
their participation in our document-oriented society (Guerra, 1998).
The scope of literacy in the social and cultural lives of parents of the UGHS students.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Mrs. M-V, and Mr. and Mrs. O was reduced to basic functional uses.
Mr. and Mrs. C's lives were associated with cultivating the land, raising livestock and
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welding and forging decorative and protective iron structures. Although Mrs. M-V was
aware of Fabian's artistic talent, she was unable to identify possible fliture occupations for
him. Mr. and Mrs. O believed Glen would become a capable radio technician because they
had observed that he was more or less adept at putting a radio together. The expectations
of UGHS parents for their sons were traditional and related to blue-collar occupations that
involved manual labor, not employment that required advanced verbal skills. Consistent
with these expectations, they parents did not actively promote their son's literacy.
The social and functional activities of parents of the LGHS students were broader than
that of the parents of UGHS students. The former group of parents' expectations for their
sons were that they would continue their studies after graduating from high school. They
were preparing their sons for a changing society and through their support, their sons were
able to conform to school values. Delgado-Gaitan (1988) has observed that students, who
receive systematic support from significant adults stay in school. Mrs. M had advised
Francisco {t)ermina la escuela. Son trabajos muy pesados sin la esciiela. [(f)inish
school... Without schooling, jobs are very hard.], Mr. and Mrs. P encouraged Juan Manuel
to study to be a business administrator, and Mrs. S advised her son, Esteban. to consider
the many occupational options available to him once he graduated from high school.
A cultural facet that LGHS students experienced was wide e.xposure to general
literature. Members of the M family routinely visited the library; literature of a religious
genre was readily available in the P family's home; Esteban's mother, Mrs. S, sought
information on sales opportunities in the local newspaper and advertising flyers, and was
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frequently required to fill out governmental documents in order to assure the coverage of
her family's subsistence needs.
Conversely, the families of the students nominated as (JGHS had their origins
predominantly in a low-literacy social context; their contact with the written word was
embedded in practical activities. It is submitted for consideration that the families"
comparatively infrequent contact with literature was related to their social and historical
origins, and the environmental contexts in which they interacted. Heath (1990) found that
a reduced exposure to literature deprives children of opportunities to develop their verbal
skills.
As was reported in the previous chapter, the social lives of Luis and the C family
centered on socializing with extended family members who lived in rural Mexico. They
did not participate in social networks in the U. S. and therefore did not have access family
members who could provide them with advice in relation to their children's schooling
problems in the U.S.
The recreational activities of Fabian the M-V family also centered on socializing with
members of the extended family. The 0 family, similarly, limited their social life to
extended family members who resided in northern Mexico and California. The families"
interests were not literacy-centered.
None of the three students nominated as UGHS expressed interest in borrowing books
from the h"brary for either their enlightenment or recreation. They were not holders of
library cards and reading and writing were not activities in which they participated.
Children require access to multiple uses of language, ample cognitive stimulation, and
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opportunities to develop higtier order thinking skills. The scant presence of the written
word in the homes of parents who had experienced limited educational opportunities can
be argued to potentially negatively affect their sons" chances of success in school.
In the sections above, we have exemplified how students nominated as LGHS are
markedly different fi-om students nominated as UGHS. with respect to the degree of
acculturation achieved by family members, and the educational attainment of their parents.
To be analyzed next are the differences between the two groups of students, with regard
to the interplay between their environmental contexts and their personal and behavioral
characteristics.
Attention-Deficit Hvperactivitv Disorder
In this section, themes that are related to Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) will be developed. The interaction between environmental contexts and personal
characteristics of students who have learning disabilities accompanied by ADHD-type
behaviors will be discussed.
All three students nominated as UGHS clearly exhibited behaviors associated with
this disorder whereas none of the students nominated as LGHS presented these behaviors.
Inattention, distractibility, poor impulse-control, and overactivity characterize ADHD
(American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Inattention is defined as problems with
sustaining attention when effort is required. Distractibility refers to difiBculty" with
remaining on task. Low impulse-control, referred to as impulsivity, is linked to
distractibility. An example of impulsivity is the tendency to blurt out answers before
questions have been completed. Overactivity, on the other hand, may be displayed by the
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generation of noises at inappropriate times, moving atxaut the classroom without
permission, and talking out during quiet time.
Saunders and Chambers (1996) report that the core difiBculties of children with
ADHD lead them into trouble at home, at school, and with peers, and upon reaching
adolescence they continue to experience difficulties across settings. For example,
adolescents with ADHD do not accept responsibilities or follow rules are frequently
involved in family conflicts, experience low self-esteem and poor peer relations. The
researchers observe that the particular characteristics of the peer interactions of students
with ADHD, and their low self-esteem, may disadvantage their learning. These students
exhibit negative patterns of social interactions and tend to be unpopular among their peers.
Academic achievement is reportedly marginal and their dropout rate is high {Weis, 1991).

Luis was repeating sixth grade as a consequence of both his poor achievement and
inappropriate behavioral patterns. The student showed performance deficits,
distractibility, and non-completion of the tasks that he initiated. His mother was
frequently asked to remove him from the campus due to his unruly behavior. (See the
section on Luis' achievement in Chapter 4 and the archival review in the AppendLx H.)

In class, he often sang and drummed his pen and/or pencil against his desk. His teachers
reported that although he had a fairly large group of friends, he experienced relationship
difiBculties. Perhaps his interpersonal relations were affected by his poorly developed
communication skills. He was most often characterized as being unmotivated and

uncooperative. Luis would insistently interrupt his teachers, absent himself from his seat,
and walk around the room distracting his classmates. He was unable to exert a sustained
effort to complete his assignments, and relinquished interest in utilizing his time for study.

Similarly. Fabian e.xhibited various behaviors associated with ADHD. (See the
section on Fabian's achievement in Chapter 4 and the results of the archival review in the
Appendix H.) His mother described him as having been a happy child but reported that he
presented behavioral problems. She reported that her son would shout, bite his nails, show
disrespect for authority figures, and was unable to be still. As he grew older, his e.xcessive
motor activity appeared to progressively become more severe. .Although when he entered
elementary school, Fabian's speech evidenced poor articulation, this did not prevent him
from socializing with his classmates. In the context of a second grade special education
class the school psychologist observed that Fabian was conspicuously and predominantly
ofF-task. In terms of tolerance of transitional periods, Fabian frequently became frustrated.
That is to say, when interrupted while carrying out an activity, and he would become
disoriented about resuming the assignment.

On-task behavior increased with the depth of his motivation. For the most part.
Fabian showed a poor attention sparu and highly disruptive behaviors. He experienced
diflBculty in initiating and remaining on task, and had poor social skills. Also. Fabian

would exhibit an inability to follow school rules. Outside of class, he would "horse
around" and his disorderly conduct earned him a five-week long suspension from joining
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his classmates in the lunchroom. Over the course of his years in school, various
disciplinary actions had been implemented but reportedly none had produced a positive
lasting change in his behavior.

The multidisciplinary team, composed of special education personnel, genera!
education teacher, and administrators, affirmed that Fabian exhibited many behaviors
typical of ADHD and hence, suggested that he receive a neurological evaluation.
Although Mrs. M-V was greatly concerned about her son's behaviors, she had decided
that she did not want her son to face the possibility of taking prescribed medications, and
elected to not accept this suggestion.

Glen, the third (JGHS student, had frequently exhibited high-risk, impulsive
behavior during his childhood, and sustained serious physical injuries. (See Glen's
achievement in Chapter 4. and the archival review in Appendix H.) The student reportedly
experienced emotional problems as a child, observed by acting-out behaviors, such as
hitting, kicking, and fabricating stories. When in 4'" grade, his oral communication, daily
living skills, and socialization were reported as being seriously underdeveloped.
Throughout the school year, he experienced difficulty with remaining on task, was
observed to adopt aggressive and inappropriate behaviors toward classmates, and often
emphatically voiced his dislike for school. (Glen's lack of discipline within the school was
reported earlier in this chapter.)
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Glen also had disrespected rules and adopted unlawful isehaviors. For example, he
was caught drawing gang-related graffiti on school property. His unwillingness to
acicnowledge the wrongdoing led authorities to declare that he was indifferent to the
school's behavior code and warned that this attitude would result in additional problems in
school, and perhaps in the larger community. In 7th grade. Glen became involved in a
problem that required police intervention; he was suspended from school for three days.

Not only was Glen's attention span erratic, but he also appeared to be disinterested
in instructional activities in general, and failed to complete assignments. The special
education team suggested that a neurologist evaluate Glen because of the strong
possibility of .ADHD. His parents, however, were unwilling to have him initiate the
treatment prescribed by a medical specialist who e.xamined him.

Parenting Stvles

A brief review of research will serve as introductory comments relating to
parenting styles and the overt behavior, often if not consistently temperamental and
unmanageable, of the UGHS students. Temperament, as a general construct, refers to a
broad array of behavioral traits, believed to be intrinsic to an individual yet, research
suggests (Bates, Dodge, Petit & Ridge, 1998) that the chance of children developing
externalizing behaviors is reduced when a resistant child's mother is controlling. Later
impulsive behaviors in children can be predicted with greater accuracy when mothers are
relatively low in control actions. In effect, mothers high in control actions decrease the
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chance of children developing behavioral problems. As we shall see in the pages ahead,
stem, controlling, parenting actions were underutilized and the parent often rationalized
their unsuccessful efforts and adopted a tone of resignation. (Mrs. 0"s attitude regarding
her lack of effective parental control, is reflected in the comparison she made between
Glen's behavior and that of other children. .. .como todo nino. algiims son muy inquietos
y otros no se mueven [...just like all children, some are very active and others are
passive]).

We will now take a closer look at the parenting styles of the fathers and/or
mothers of the two groups of students. Firstly, an analysis of data relative to the parents of
students nominated as LGHS will be presented, to be followed by an analysis of data
related to the parents of students of the comparative group.

Francisco had been an easily managed child; and his parents. Mr. and Mrs. M.
described him as a well-behaved pre-adolescent. They had established a structured routine
for completing homework assignments and were quick to apply punishment if the study
rules were not respected. They strictly supervised their son's activities and remained
vigilant of his choice of friends; Francisco did not adopt resistant behaviors.

Juan Manuel had been a model student since he was in kindergarten and his
teachers recognized his positive attributes, particularly cooperativeness. They expressed
their pleasure in having him as a student. Juan Manuel was a very social, orderly and
obedient child who displayed a good attention span. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. P, had
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thoughtfully established the student's daily routine; their goal was for him to achieve
optimum academic, artistic, social, and religious development. They carefully supervised
his over-all development.

Although his father abandoned the family when Esteban was four years old, this
event did not have a detrimental effect upon the development of his behavior. As a preadolescent, his teachers described him as respectful of school authorities and peers, well
behaved, and motivated to learn. Because of her own disability, his mother was
homebound a great deal of time and able to closely supervise his activities. She provided
her son with ample encouragement and direction.

The parenting styles of the comparative group will now be presented in
alphabetical order, first Mr. and Mrs. C, next Mrs. M-V, and lastly, Mr. and Mrs. 0.

Details of Luis' early developmental history were sparse and the little information
that the mother did provide on the form was difficult to decipher due the unconventional
spelling and poor handwriting. Nevertheless, the mother stated that Luis' anger was
easily aroused, but he was a warm, timid, considerate, social, playful, and mischievous
eight-year old, but his teachers did not share this glowing account of Luis' behavior.
Disciplinary measures that were employed by the parents to obtain his compliance
consisted of "talking" to him. As reported by his mother, Luis' teachers phoned her a
diario [everyday] to complain about her son's behavior. The student's father would
attempt to discipline Luis by whipping him with a belt; Mrs. C provided assurances that
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this measure was harmless because Luis allegedly had lapiel gniesa [thick skin]. Mrs. C
had told Luis' teacher that he needed a jalon [forceful tug] while abrogating her parental
responsibility to discipline her son.

Luis' mother would demand that he immediately return home after dismissal from
school. Due to problems that had arisen with neighbors, he had opted to limit his mobility
within the trailer park, to his own trailer-home. Afternoon activities were largely
unstructured and there was no assigned time to do homework. Although his mother would
admonish him to complete his assignments, he usually did not comply.

Fabian's files also provide a sketchy developmental history. Mrs. M-V's attempts
to control her son's behavior involved spanking him, which paradoxically would induce
him to fall asleep. School authorities had repeatedly warned the mother that if Fabian
continued to be out of compliance with the behavior code established by the school
district, she would have the responsibility of picking him up from school. She wanted to
believe that her son's behavior was improving. (Retaining him in sixth grade was an
additional threat.) She believed that admonishing and reasoning with him would have a
corrective effect on her son's conduct but these approaches did not appear do be effective.

Mrs. M-V was very anxious about Fabian's choice of friends because she
suspected that they had affiliations with local teenage gangs. She attempted to control his
mobility, fearing the police would apprehend him because of involvement in delinquent
activities. His mother would limit his radius of action, only allowing visits to the
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neighborhood park. While this study was in progress, Fabian ignited a fire in his
bedroom; his mother suffered second degree bums to her scalp and arms while attempting
to extinguish the fire by suffocating the flames. For Mrs. M-V, this represented just
another of the many trials she was resigned to suffer as a mother. (Field notes pertinent to
the mother's over-all view was that the m>Tiad of events related to Fabian, were
something she would have to live through.)

When in 6th grade, Fabian was referred for summer classes to maintain the
limited gains he had made during the school year. His teachers" opinion was that the
mother would be unable to provide Fabian with the support he required to be able to
accomplish this goal.

Lastly, we shall consider Mr. and Mrs. O's parenting styles in dealing with their
son. Glen. When expressing their concerns about losing control over his behavior, the
parents described him alternately as rebellious and obedient. They believed that it was
their responsibility to be vigilant of their son's behavior, be protective, and keep him safe
from harm. An example is Mrs. O's exclamation during an interview: Este no es
precavido. Todo se le hacefdcil. Tanto que le digo "no vayas a agarrar...' [This one is
not carefiil. He thinks everything is easy. I tell him again and again, 'don't touch..."]
Although Glen and his brother were allowed to visit the park across the street, the parents
preferred that they remain at home and watch television. Mr. and Mrs. O experienced
serious difficulties in managing Glen's behavior. For example, although they often either
"talked" with or scolded him, on an occasion, when his fadier elected to spank him in
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response to his "rebelliousness,"' Glen threatened to leave home. The parents experienced
a good deal of personal anxiety related to managing Glen's impulsive behavior.

Barkley, Guevremont, Anastopoulos, and Fletcher (1992) observe that parents of
ADHD adolescents are commonly concerned about managing their children's difficult
behavior. The researchers describe parents" relationships with dieir teenagers who have
ADHD, as more filled with conflict, anger and negative communication problems than
that of parents of adolescents who do not have this disorder. ADHD teens and their
parents are more likely to use aversive behaviors during discussions with each other than
parents of teens who are ADHD-free. What is more, chronic family interaction conflicts
are predictive of future social maladjustment and antisocial behavior (Barkley et al.,
1991).

The issue of how current special education practices influence the social and
affective states of children with disabilities is not an objective of this study. However, an
analysis of data secured through interviews and archives provides insights relating to the
environmental contexts in which the learning of the students with probable ADHD took
place.

Research supports the importance of students' sense of belonging to a learning
commimity (Wehlage et al., 1989). Kortering, Hess and Braziel (1998) mention
precursors to students' engagement viz., involvement through social and emotional ties;
commitment as reflected by identification with key educational goals; active participation
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in activities organized by the institution; and confidence in the representatives of the
school. The students nominated as LGHS demonstrated clear ties to their schools,
involvement and identification with educational goals, and trusting relationships with
their teachers. As Francisco's mother commented when referring to his school
experience.../c" han ayudado mucko a cl. ..sicmprc lo kar. iraiado de que se vaya arriba,
porque...si se quiere quedar larde, lo dejanpara que aprenda mas [...they've helped him
a lot. I mean, they've always tried to help him do better because... if he wants to stay (in
school) until later, they let him so that he'll learn more.] LGHS students believed that
school was relevant to their lives in the sense of promising them a ftiture. Esteban, for
example, said (L)os maestros que ke tenido son muy buems...nos dejan mucka larea.
[The teachers I've had are very good. They give us a lot of homework.] The LGHS
students were involved in learning, and committed to get a good education.

Conversely, although the students nominated as UGHS demonstrated social and
emotional ties to the school community, they did not exhibit an understanding of
educational goals and how they related to them, nor did they display involvement in
school-organized activities. Luis said, for example, that good teachers ...no te dejan
mucko trabajo y los malos, si. [...don't assign you a lot of work and bad ones do.] The
only relevance Luis was able to identify between the study of Science or Mathematics and
his future goals, was that ...tepueden sacary graduarte [...they can take and graduate
you.]

The UGHS students' non-compliant behavior placed them in a conflictive
relationship with individuals in their environmental contexts. Mr. O, for example,
communicated that Glen's behavior was interpreted by school representatives, as
confrontational, while relating that when he was asked to read, he chose to sprawl his
body across the desk; this behavior was effective in provoking his teacher's ire and
earned him a suspension from school.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH,
LIMITATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter summarizes the findings and discusses their implications for ftiture
research. Limitations of the study are considered, and conclusions and recommendations
are presented.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to examine factors relevant to the potential success
or failure to graduate from high school of Mexican males with learning disabilities (LD),
currently enrolled in middle school in a borderland city of southwest Arizona. Hispanics
form part of the group of students that experience a comparatively delayed progress in
obtaining a high school diploma. Thirty percent of Hispanic young adults have been
classified as dropouts compared to 8.6% of non-Hispanic Whites (Krashen, 1998).
Mexicans form part of a subgroup of the larger group of Hispanics (Fox, 1997). The
Digest of Education Statistics (1997) reports that the attrition of Hispanic students can be
traced to the middle school years. In 1997, there was a reported 24% dropout rate for
Hispanic students in ninth grade (The Arizona Report, 1997) and youth with disabilities
drop out of school at a much higher rate than their non-disabled peers (Kortering &
Braziel, 1999).
There is only limited research on students who in addition to their minority status
in our society, are faced with unique challenges due to their disabilities (e.g., Baca &
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Almanza, 1991; Butler-Nalin & Padilla, 1989; Cardoza & Rueda, 1986). For that reason,
the decision was made to carry out interviews with Mexican students with LD while they
were enrolled in middle school, before they reached the culmination of their
disengagement from school.
Males were targeted for study because there is a limited number of females
identified as LD (1:4 ratio) and also due to the fact that research suggests that different
factors are relevant for males and females (De Anda, 1982) in relation to education
outcomes.
A primary goal of this ethnographic study was to determine how the uncovered
interrelated factors in terms of academic achievement, might offer insight and foster the
creation of opportimities for these students to complete their high school studies.
Reciprocal relations were identified between the multiple environments of two groups of
students: those who were nominated as "likely to graduate from high school" (LGHS) or
"unlikely to graduate from high school," (UGHS). Parent and student perspectives were
examined with the assumption that school outcomes are mediated by the general
validation these "insiders" have of the contextual events they experience.
A case study design was chosen because of its inherent exploratory opportunities
and potential to lead to ftirther inquiry and empirical research. An analysis of material
gleaned from in-depth interviews and archival review revealed factors within students'
ecologies that influenced either their progression towards the completion of high school
or toward dropping out.
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Among the findings was that the on-going and substantial sociocultural, political
and economic interactions sustained between the peoples residing along the U.S.
Mexican border, played an important role in the families' cultural orientations. The
extent to which dominant Anglo-American behaviors and values were expressed and to
which traditional Mexican ways of life were preserved, varied across the families in this
study but more significantly, between the two groups of students and their corresponding
families.
The LGHS students and their families displayed greater awareness of the
American majority culture and formed more encompassing social networks within the
U.S. borders. That is to say, students nominated as LGHS and their parents were more
receptive to the exigencies of U.S. culture than students nominated as UGHS and their
parents. Challenges along the path of the families' progression toward acculturation
included overcoming initial language limitations and effectively utilizing available
resources within the school and community. The personal characteristics and perceived
needs of the LGHS group led them to purposefully seek greater exposure to an Englishactive environment and advance their efforts toward developing their English language
skills. This LGHS exhibited a comparatively greater tendency to sustain interaction with
speakers of English within their community than the comparative group.
The greater receptiveness of students nominated as LGHS toward U.S. culture,
was found to be associated with the parents' predominantly urban origin and significantly
higher level of education. Parents of the LGHS group of students had achieved an
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average of 8.5 years of education whereas the parents of the UGHS group of students had
obtained an average of only 4.5 years of education. While the LGHS group actively
sought formal instruction in the English language as well as opportunities to interact with
speakers of English, UGHS students and their parents did not aggressively pursue these
similar opportunities nor did the environments in which they regularly interacted forward
their acquisition of the English language.
Additionally, while two of the parents of students nominated as LGHS perceived
themselves as capable of assisting their children with homework, this was not the case of
parents of UGHS sUidents who generally believed they were unprepared for this task.
Differing self-perceptions appear to be related to the level and quality of education that
parents had attained and their own school-related experiences. For example, the
comparatively higher level of education attained by the parents of LGHS students was
found to be associated with their clearer understanding of how their participation
benefited their sons' learning and the various types of involvement that were expected of
them.
Another question addressed in this ethnographic study was the personal
characteristics of students and their on-going interactions with other individuals within
their environmental contexts. All three of the students nominated as UGHS exhibited
behaviors associated with Attention Deficit- Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). This,
however, was not the case of students nominated as LGHS where resiliency factors were
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in place. That is, the LGHS students exhibited observable psychosocial strengths and
their environments were characterized by a parental attitude of caring and support.
The comparative UGHS group of students' ADHD-type behaviors, constituted a
risk factor. Behaviors such as inattention, impulsivity. and unsuitable self-regulation,
impinged on their daily interactions with teachers, peers and family members. This
inappropriate conduct ultimately affected their acquisition of knowledge, development of
social and school-related skills, self-concept, and educational and occupational
expectations. The ADHD-type behaviors also had a negative effect on family dynamics.
Parental ineffectiveness in managing these behaviors was considerable in all three
families.
Implications for Future Research
This study of the academic achievement of Mexican U.S. middle school students
with learning disabilities (LD) represents a qualitative contribution to the sparse amount
of research on the topic. The researcher feels that the findings derived from this
ethnographic study offer a broad and comprehensive understanding of the multiple
interactive factors that intervene in the education of this student population.
The contextual interaction model (Alva and Padilla, 1987) was implemented to
arrive at an understanding of students' life circumstances, conceptualized as intricately
interrelated with their sociocultural backgrounds, envirotmiental contexts, and personal
characteristics. This vantage point, which has its origins in Bronfenbrennefs (1974)
ecological model, is contrary to a lineal cause and effect conceptualization of natural
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phenomena. Though the findings suggest answers to some questions, they may also give
rise to new questions for future research that may prove profitable in terms of
understanding how this student population's academic outcomes are mediated by the
overall evaluations they and their families make of conte.xtual events. For e.xample, the
issue of families' residence status in the U. S. would further the understanding of how
differing immigrant status indirectly affect the academic outcomes of immigrant students.
Qualitative studies have the inherent advantage of being open to unanticipated
information. Therefore, existing theoretical constructions may be challenged. This
research approach has the capacity to reveal the depth of information and nuances of
behaviors needed to change environments and thereby modify the evaluation students and
their parents have of schools.
Changes in educational institutions must occur at a systemic level if they are to be
effective. An exchange of ideas between school, student and parents, leads to increased
understanding and contributes to problem solving, more so than when decisions are
dictated fi"om a unidimensional perspective. Intervention programs cannot be created and
beneficially implemented without having first understood the interrelated variables that
affect students' academic achievement.
Since insiders' views were sought, neither teachers nor other school personnel
were interviewed as informants. In a future study, views regarding both the promise of
completion of high school and the potentiality of dropping out, could be explored firom
the vantage points of counselors, social workers, school psychologists and general

education staff. These members of the educational staff could offer additional
information that would contribute to the comprehensive understanding of the
developmental ecologies of students.
Limitations
The limitations of this ethnographic study are addressed in terms of the type of
research that was conducted to uncover information about the developmental ecologies of
Mexican students with LD in U.S. middle schools. Although precautions were taken to
limit biases through self-examination, criticism of the quality of the data obtained, and
the problems encountered, this researcher acknowledges that biases nevertheless may be
present.
Also, due to this study's qualitative nature, it may be argued that generalizability,
the extent to which the findings of this study can be used as knowledge about other
populations and situations, is a limitation. Issues related to the participating students and
their parents, being event and place-specific, may differ from those of other students and
parents. To reiterate, these students were selected from a middle school population of
Hispanic students with LD, whose parents emigrated from the northern Mexican State of
Sonora, to a U.S. borderland medium-size city. In this school district, which offered a
bilingual special education program, 86% of the students and 25% of the professional
staff were Hispanic. These six personal stories may not be applicable to other students of
the same nationality, disability, and generational tenure in the U.S., residing in the same
geographical area.
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It may be maintained that the delineation of this researcher's role is of some
concern. During the time this ethnographic study was carried out, the researcher was an
employee of the school district in which the participating students were enrolled. Her
primary and daily role was that of a bilingual special education instructor in an
elementary school located within the confines of the targeted school district. Her
colleagues knew her as a teacher and were required to relate to her on dual levels: as both
fellow-teacher and researcher. Although potentially problematic, this dual relationship
proved to be viable as both collegial relationships and the interaction required for
successful data collection and interpretation, were sustained.
The use of system-identified students may be an additional limitation. That is to
say, the students who were selected as informants had been identified as learning disabled
through comprehensive testing by a school psychologist. The assumption was that if the
students had been placed in this category, they had met the definition and diagnostic
criteria established by the State of Arizona (See Appendix A). Differentiation among
mild-disability groups is a difficult process due to the possibility of errors in classification
and overlap among categories. System-identification poses some questions related to the
validity of research but is a common practice in the investigation of characteristics of
students with mild disabilities.
Conclusions
In this study, student and parent perspectives provided an in-depth and broad
understanding of the personal, social and familial resources Mexican males with LD
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access to eventually obtain a high school diploma. The outstanding differences between
the comparative groups of students are noted below.
• Families of LGHS students maintained a clear Mexican identity and were in
possession of knowledge related to Mexico's past and its contemporar/ socio-political
issues, whereas families of UGHS students identified firstly as natives of rural regions of
Sonora and had sparse awareness of Mexico's past or contemporary issues.
• Students nominated as LGHS and their parents had attained greater English
proficiency than the comparative group, independently of their similar length of tenure in
the U.S.
• Families of LGHS students had developed wider and more heterogeneous social
networks in the U.S. than families of UGHS students.
• Parents of the LGHS group had attained roughly an average of nine years of
education whereas parents of the UGHS group had attained a rough average of five years
of formal education.
• Parents of urban origin, as compared to parents of rural origin, irrespective of
the group, had attained a comparatively greater number of years of education.
• The significantly greater number of years of education attained by parents of the
LGHS students was found to be associated with this group's comparatively greater degree
of access and utilization of community and school resources.
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• The number of years parents had attended school was found to be associated
with degree of parental competency perceptions in terms of capacity to effect an influence
on their children's school outcomes.
• LGHS students exhibited compliant, on-task, goal-oriented behaviors, while
UGHS students displayed inappropriate behaviors such as inattention, impulsivity and
overactivity, that are associated with ADHD.
The findings derived fi^om this study suggest modifications of existing practices in
schools to effectively respond to the diverse problems experienced by immigrant students
and their parents. This involves encouraging parent participation in children's learning,
and providing parents with the skills and knowledge necessary to make the most
appropriate contributions to their children's education.
Recommendations
This comparative ethnographic study examined factors hypothesized to be
relevant to the academic success or failure of male Mexican students with LD, enrolled in
U.S. middle schools. The findings of this study involved families' receptivity to U.S.
culture, English language limitations, social networks, years of education attained,
utilization of community and school resources, parental competency perceptions, and
attitude and behavior-related characteristics of pupils in the learning environment. They
generated the following recommendations.
Parent participation in the schools' efforts to instruct and educate youth,
should be encouraged firom the moment of initial contact and the enrollment of their
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children. Immigrant families often require repeated invitations to visit the school. They
must be encouraged to familiarize themselves with the local schools' basic functions,
goals, requirements and expectations, and the opportunities the school is prepared to
extend to pupils and family. Laurie Olson (1988). the Project Manager of "A California
Tomorrow Policy Research Report, suggests that materials for immigrant families and
students about the school system, expectations, requirements, procedures and roles should
be offered at the time of registration of the child.
Schools must augment immigrant families' social networks where family
members may draw the strength and knowledge to overcome difficulties they may
encounter. Schools are in the position to create the social contexts where parents can
exchange information and leam how other families deal with learning problems similar to
their children's.
Linguistic minority families should be provided with the specific contexts,
beginning at the classroom level, within which they might address and improve their
children's academic achievement. Familiarity with the educational system, e.g., the social
practices extant in the classroom, encourages and facilitates parent mentorship. Parent
monitoring homework, for example, not only directly assists but also displays parents'
interest in academic learning that itself serves as a substantial motivator for students'
persistent study and goal setting.
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Programs must be created to increase shared decision-making and
involvement with the goal of establishing home-school partnerships. Parents' active
participation in the educational process would create pressure on schools to improve
general and special education services for their children. Similarly, within these contexts,
families would exchange ideas, knowledge and skills, e.g., how to create the learning
environments within the home that would extend and reinforce the schools' basic role.
The creation of book-reading programs could be an essential mechanism to
support immigrant parents in fostering their children's learning. Book-reading programs
could provide the context where parents might build reading skills and acquire schoolrelevant knowledge, and subsequently develop confidence in their ability to support their
children's learning.
The book-reading program for minority parents residing in a rural Louisiana
community, Parents as Partners (Edwards, 1992), was a successful effort to foster parent
empowerment. It was based on the premise that parents must be shown how to share
books with their children and thereby guided in specific and appropriate ways to assist in
their development and learning.
Another community effort, the Mothers' Reading Program, developed by Arrastia
(1989), teaches mothers to read through group created literature. Participants discuss
issues relevant to their lives and subsequently this dialogue is transformed into written
texts. This community literature becomes the core reading material to foster the
acquisition of language skills.
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Teaching staff must be encouraged to work cooperatively with parents and
students to design and deliver educational programs that provide optimal learning
experiences. For example, students who are not stimulated by traditional academic
^subjects and instructional approaches may be erxouraged to develop proficiency in other
domains. Providing the same academic instruction to all students seems not to be
working. Students might be offered creatively designed and implemented courses that
reach beyond the traditional to secure their committed interest and persevering effort.
Preliminary assessment of students' academic levels and provision for
compensatory education, e.g., intensive basic programs with ancillary parental
attendance, would be supportive to the learning efforts of disadvantaged students.
Students from economically distressed families, and particularly families of rural origin,
should be taught the academic skills to be able to achieve at grade level. Disadvantaged
students are more likely to succeed and have greater expectations for the future, if schools
respond with creativity and immediacy to their learning needs. Educational programs
might encourage the active and extended involvement of members of the larger
community who could mentor these marginal students and contribute to their integration
into mainstream society.
Work-centered education would provide students with relevant school
experiences and make a direct connection between fiiture occupational roles and the
students' ciurent lives. Work-related venues that avoid the danger of schools becoming a
dead-end for students might incorporate selectively appropriate academic courses into
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occupational-related experiences. In addition, a supportive envirorunent could be created
where students would be provided with a source of assistance during troubled times and
encouragement when necessary.
In terms of students with at-risk behaviors, e.g., impulsivit\', distractibility,
and other inappropriate conduct that characterize Attention-Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD), parents must be provided with information regarding family-based
interventions and management techniques. The special education staff, counselor, nurse,
and social worker could be utilized as primary resources, and perhaps in conjunction with
community-based agencies, for the creation and implementation of training programs to
reduce parent-child conflicts and improve student compliance and academic performance.
These recommendations encompass a wide range of approaches and programs that
were bom of a systemic perspective. They provide for the enculturation of immigrant
families into the social and literacy practices characteristic of the American education
system and emphasize the importance of linkages between school and family to secure
improvements within the environmental contexts of learning.
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WORKING PAPER
Arizona Guidelines for the Identification of Students With
Specific Learning Disabilities
For Consideration of Revisions in R7-2-401, #14
RATIONALE;

In the fall of 1986, the Department of Education, Special
Education Advisory Committee to the State Board of Education
formed a subcommittee for input into LD Criteria. This
committee was composed of representation from varying
disciplines and interest groups, including all members of the
Special Education Advisory Committee. The goal of the LD Input
Group was to operationalize the definition of Learning Disabilities
for the state of Arizona. In studying the current criteria many
inconsistencies were apparent among school districts in the
definitions employed and the students served under the Learning
Disabilities category. Federal regulations developed in accordance
with P.L. 94-142 require the existence of a severe discrepancy
between intellectual ability and achievement in one or more of
seven specified areas. Procedures for determining severe
discrepancy have not been specified at either the federal or state
level in the past the Learning Disabilities Criteria Input Group
explored "best practices". In this area through review of other
states' guidelines. Consideration was given to other variables in
addition to discrepancy analysis. Such factors as the percentage of
students identified by a variety of identification procedures,
bilingual and minority issues, exclusionary factors, and ease of
implementation of the suggested procedures for identification were
reviewed.
The Learning Disabilities Criteria Input Group has drafted
guidelines for determining LD eligibility under R7-2-401, #14.
Since the discrepancy analysis suggested is technical, tables
have also been included as a reference for the evaluation team.
Suggested definitions have also been added to the general
definition section of the State Special Education Standards
(R7-240I), as applied to Learning Disabilities Criteria.

We are recommending your district implement these guidelines, to the extent possible. In
the spring of 1991 we will ask for your input regarding suggested changes prior to
finalizing the draft for regulation.
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Specific Learning Disabilities
Definition • 34CFR300.S(9); ARS 15-761(7)
"Specific learning disabilities" means a disorder in one or more of the basic psychological
processes involved in understanding or in using language, spoken or written, which may
manifest itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do
mathematical calculations. The term includes such conditions as perceptual handicaps,
brain injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. The term
does not include children who have learning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental retardation of emotional disturbance or of
environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.
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A.C.C. R7-2-401.14
Proposed LD Criteria Guidelines
REGULATION
14 Clarification
"In determining whether a student is eligible for consideration of services as a
learning disabled student —"
This wording is changed from the traditional wording of declaring "learning
disability" as a condition solely within the child. The emphasis here is on the
words eligible for consideration of services. A student may meet the criteria of
severe discrepancy between ability and achievement and still not be
considered learning disabled. Severe discrepancy is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for the diagnosis of learning disability. A student may,
likewise, be considered learning disabled, yet not be in need of special
education services. Ultimate determination of the presence of a learning
disability rests with the Multidisciplinary (MDC) team. The team should base
the decisions, on the results of a comprehensive evaluation, including all the
available sources of formal and informal data listed under 14.d, as well as
consideration of exclusionary factors. Special education is not mandated solely
because a severe discrepancy is demonstrated.
14.C

The term estimated achievement* is the standard score derived from IQ
(Intelligence Quotient) after correcting for regression. Table I does not
specify the estimated, or predicted achievement scores. Examiners need
only enter the actual IQ score and the correlation between IQ and the
achievement test score.
A student may be suspected of having a learning disability in more than one
area. Best practices in evaluation procedures suggest that areas of suspected
academic deficiency be clearly stated prior to formal assessment. One reason
for clearly specifying areas of suspected deficiency is the increased probability
of finding a severe discrepancy, possibly due to error variance, when making
multiple comparisons. A "shotgun approach" to evaluation is not
recommended. More sophisticated discrepancy analysis procedures account
for this error variance. Whenever possible, evaluators are encouraged to
account for this factor.
See Definition of Terms (p. 11)

11-8
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14.d

Understanding of severe discrepancy is a complex issue. There are many
opposing theoretical and statistical viewpoints regarding the establishment
of cut-off points which determine eligibility for special education services.
Differing views regarding the weight which should be assigned to the
discrepancy factor are also of concern. After studying the most common
methods of discrepancy analysis in practice, it was decided that an
"ability-achievement discrepancy model" would be used. A simple
regression formula was used to calculate Table I in the Technical
Supplement, comparing ability and achievement standard scores, with the
selected criterion of 1.5 standard errors of estimate for severe
discrepancy. Table I cut-off achievement scores are also corrected for the
phenomenon of regression. Accounting for the statistical tendency of
regression to the mean corrects for inequitable identification of Learning
Disabled students across IQ ranges. Without the correction for
regression, a disportionate number of high IQ over lower-IQ students
would meet the discrepancy criteria. Notice that a "minimum" 10 level is
not stated in the guidelines. Minimum IQ will automatically be adjusted
for in the requirement of meeting a specific discrepancy standard. It was
also felt that a minimum IQ was redundant with the requirement that the
learning disability not be due to mental retardation.
Use of standard scores is also imperative in order to perform mathematical
procedures requiring interval scale assumptions.
Discrepancy norms, rather than regression norms, have superior statistical
properties because they reflect differences between two test scores normed on
the same population. However, very few tests are currently available reflecting
same-group comparisons. Therefore, it would be too restrictive to insist on
such comparisons.
The standard error of estimate is considered the appropriate statistic in
calculating discrepancy. Whereas some methods have commonly used
standard deviation units to indicate significant discrepancy, this statistic only
accounts for the variability of one of the measures being compared. Standard
error of estimate on the other hand, considers the variability of the prediction
variable as well as the correlation between the two measures being used.
Using SEE also makes it unnecessary to allow for standard error of
measurement, or reliability error. The selected cut-off of 1.5 SEE was based
on statistical prevalence of occurrence with the measures typically used in
assessment. This cut-off has not been thoroughly field-tested and may need to
be revised.
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14.e In addition to calculating discrepancy, other procedures may be more
appropriate and/or more efficient, depending upon the statistical
properties of the test instruments and the characteristics of the student.
There are times when computation of ability-achievement standard score
discrepancy is not possible.
With children under the age of eight, evaluation team members may need to rely
on sources other than standardized assessment in order to evidence a severe
discrepancy between ability and achievement. Team members may need to rely
more heavily upon behavioral and developmental data for pre-academic children
and primary age children. Behavioral data would include direct observation and
informal or developmental assessment of skill levels, as wen as collective
responses from parents and teachers on behavior rating scales, such as measures
of adaptive behavior.
14.f Students of varying environment cultural, economic or linguistic
backgrounds may have a severe discrepancy between intellectual ability
and achievement. However, extra precautions should be taken in
diagnosing the source of the discrepancy before determining the presence
of a learning disability. In instances where standardized assessment
measures may be inappropriate, as in the cases of limited English
proficiency (LEP), student progress should be assessed initially by
informal observation and responses on criterion-reference measures.
14.g Students must be evaluated in relation to their socio-cultural context.
Indicators of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage which
might be considered by the multidisciplinary evaluation team include:

11-10

•

Family income at or below poverty level

•

Recent immigration from another country

•

Cultural values which are distinctly different
from those of the majority culture

•

Extreme disruption or disorganization of the
family unit
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The evaluation team should also consider:
•

The smdent's school and school district
socioeconomic status

•

School adjustment and performance of

«

Significant family events (family crisis, divorce,
death, etc.)

•

Reports from cooperating community service agencies
working with the family

•

Bilingual/bicultural background of the family

•

Influence of language and dialect on school
performance

Such factors must be reviewed and neither include or exclude a
student from being eligible for services to the learning disabled.
However, these factors must be considered in order to provide a
holistic look at the impact of each child's life circumstances has on
school learning.
Districts with a higher incidence of bilingual or minority students
should be encouraged to develop more specific guidelines to
safeguard inappropriate special education placements providing
special education for those students who need it and preventing
placement for those who don't require special education.
14/k & I

11-11

State regulations do not mandate special education onlv because a
severe discrepancv between ability and achievement is
demonstrated. Eligibility and need for a learning disabilities
program is determined by the multidisciplinary evaluation team.
The eligibility decision is based on a multi-factored review,
including the presence of a severe ability-achievement
discrepancy.
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WORKING DRAFT #3
Arizona - R7-2401 Special Education Standards for Public
Schools and State Supported Institutions
14.

In determining whether a child is eligible for consideration of services as a learning
disabled student:

a.

The multidisciplinary evaluation team shall determine whether the student
does not achieve commensurate with his or her age and ability levels
when provided with appropriate learning experiences.

b.

The student must demonstrate an inability to successfully complete
academic tasks at a rale comparable to nonhandicapped peers, despite
adaptation of the instructional program (e.g., changes in instructional
material, methods, shortened assignments). A learning disability may be
indicated only after a student has received systematic instructional
intervention over a period of time, which fails to alleviate the academic
deficiency. It is reconamended that interventions be reviewed within 30
calendar days after initiation in order to determine further intervention or
assessment needs.

c.

The multidisciplinary evaluation team shall determine whether the student
has a severe discrepancy between estimated achievement and measured
achievement, in one or more of die following areas:

i.

Oral expression;

ii.

Listening comprehension;

iii.

Written expression;

iv.

Basic reading skill;

V.

Reading comprehension;

vi.

Mathematics calculation; or

vii.

Mathematics reasoning.

11-12
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Estimated achievement should be predicted from an individually administered intelligence
test and measured achievement should be determined by an individually administered test of
achievement.
d.

Using standard score comparisons, severe discrepancy between estimated
achievement and measured achievement is indicated when the student
scores at or below the necessary criterion, as shown in the ILD Technical
Supplement, Table L

e.

Selection of appropriate evaluation instruments and measures should
include but not be limited to the following guidelines:
i.

ii.

iii

Intellectual functioning must be evaluated by a psychologist trained
in the assessment and interpretation of intelligence tests. The
measurement of intellectual functioning must include an individually
administered test of intelligence which is reliable and valid for the
student being assessed.
The assessment of academic functioning must include an
individually administered, norm-referenced test which is reliable
and valid for the student being assessed.
Criterion-referenced tests, informal measures, curriculum-based
assessment, classroom observation, student work samples and the
student's educational history may be used to corroborate norm
referenced scores.

f.

Adaptive behavior shall be assessed when the student s primary language
is other dian English. Information regarding adaptive behavior shall be
obtained from the parent or the primary caregiver.

g.

The multidisciplinary evaluation team may not identify a student as having
a learning disability if the academic deficiency is primarily the result of
one or more of the following;
i. A visual, hearing or motor handicap:
ii. Mental retardation;

iii. Emotional disturbance;
iv. Educational, environmental, or economic disadvantage to education;
V.
H-13

Cultural or linguistic differences.
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h.

When considering the effects of environmental, cultural and/or economic
disadvantages to education, the multidisciplinary evaluation team should
consider factors such as:
i.

Number and location of schools attended;

ii.

Number of school absences and reasons for absences;

iii. Amount and type of preschool experiences;
iv. Language used in the home;
V.

Family support and structure;

vi. Temporary family trauma (e.g., death, divorce);
vii. Factors related to academic history and student responses to corrective
instruction; and
viii. Factors related to educational disadvantage (e.g., lack of
home and/or community resources).
i.

When considering cultural and linguistic differences, the multidisciplinary
evaluation team should consider such areas as:
i.

Language used in the home;

ii. The student's proficiency in the home language;
iii. Appropriateness of the tests for the student s cultural and linguistic experiences;
and
iv. The language of instruction.
j.

11-14

Children with cultural and linguistic differences may also have a learning disability.
However, the multidisciplinary evaluation team must determine that these differences
are secondary to a learning disability in order to be eligible for special education
services. Other alternative programs and adapted instruction in the regular classroom
should be considered for students where socio-culturai factors are considered the
primary cause of the learning difficulties.
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k.

At least one multidisciplinary evaluation team member other than the
student's regular teacher shall observe the child's academic performances
in the regular classroom setting. For a student of less than school age, or
out of school, the observation shall take place in an environment
appropriate for a student of that age.

I.

Deficits in perception (e.g., dyslexia), cognitive processing (e.g., central
auditory processing deficits'), conceptualization and language (e.g.,
developmental aphasia), memory, motor skills or control of attention (e.g.,
attention deficit disorder, hyperactivity), may be characteristic of a
learning disability. In isolation, however, these characteristics are
insufficient to constitute an educational handicapping condition. When
these conditions prevent the student fi-om making adequate academic
progress, resulting in a severe discrepancy between estimated achievement
and measured achievement, they may lend supporting information for the
determination of a learning disability.

m.

Based on the compilation of evaluation data, the multidisciplinary
evaluation team shall form a consensus as to whether the student is
learning disabled.

n.

The multidisciplinary evaluation team shall prepare a written report of the
results of the comprehensive evaluation. The report must include a
statement of:
i. Whether the student has a learning disability;
ii. The basis for making the determination;
iii. The student's su-engths and weaknesses, documented by using
appropriate formal and informal assessment;
iv. The relevant behavior noted during the observation of the child;
V.

The relationship of the behavior to the child's academic
functioning;

vi. The educationally relevant medical findings, if any;
vii. Whether there is a severe discrepancy between estimated achievement and
measured achievement which is not correctable without special education and
related services;
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viii. The determination of the team concerning the effects of educational,
environmental, or economic disadvantage to education, as well as cultural and
linguistic differences;
ix. Other report components, as required for all comprehensive
evaluations
0.

Each multidisciplinar)' evaluation team member shall certify in writing
whether the eligibility conference "placement decision!' reflects his or her
conclusion. If the team consensus for placement does not reflect his or
her conclusion, each dissenting member must submit a separation
statement (minority report) presenting his or her conclusion.

p.

The decision that the student no longer receive special education services
should also be determined by the multidisciplinary evaluation team
process, based on data which indicate the student no longer demonstrates
a severe discrepancy between estimated achievement and measured
achievement, or no longer requires special education and related services.
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L.D. CRITERIA
Definition of Terms
Estimated achievement:

a standard score used to predict performance in an area of
achievement. It is derived from a student's obtained score on
an intelligence test, after correcting for regression to the
mean.

Formal assessment:

assessment procedures that contain specific rules for
administration, scoring and interpretation; are generally
norm-referenced and/or standardized.

Standardized test:

a test which has normative data and evidence of validitv and
reliabilitv as computed on the basis of a standardization
sample.

Informal assessment:

assessment procedures with less rigid administration, scoring
and interpretation rules. Such procedures would include
work samples, criterion-referenced tests, task analysis,
inventories and teacher-made tests.

Reliabilitv:

the degree to which a measuring procedure or test gives
consistent results on different occasions, or when different
items are used.

Standard Error
the Estimate (SE ):

the standard deviation based upon the differences between
obtained achievement scores and estimated achievement
scores. The formula requires knowledge of the
intercorrelation between the predictor (intelligence test) and
the criterion (achievement test). The formula used for
determining the standard error of the estimate is:
SE.. = SD y l-r2xy

where:

SD = standard deviation
y = the achievement measure
X = the intelligence measure

II-I7
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r = intercorrelation between
intellectual and achievement measures
Standard scores:

scores in which raw scores have been converted to scores
with a mean and standard deviation. The scores express
how far the student's score is from the mean of the test.
Any numerical values can be assigned to correspond to the
actual raw score mean and standard deviation. In
intellectual and academic assessment, it is typical to find raw
scores converted to a standard score mean of 100, with a
standard deviation of 15 points.

Standard deviation:

is the square root of the sum of the squared deviations from
the mean, divided by the number of elements less one.

Valid measures:

tests which measure what is intended to be measured. The
extent to which a test actually measures the construct it is
intended to represent is construct validity; the extent to
which the test is constructed so as to represent faithfully the
universe of possible tasks that could theoretically be tested
is content validity. Test validity is often questioned when
individuals or groups are assessed who were not typical of
students on which the test was standardized. In such event,
students with limited English or culturally different
experience, for example, might obtain test scores which do
not reflect their "true" potential. Validity of a test must be
evaluated in the context of the culture and individualities of
the student.
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RATING SCALE
Date:
School:_

Student:
Teacher/Subject:

Grade:

I am interested in learning about factors that contribute to completion of high school.
Would you please assist me by nominating male Mexican students with learning disabilities (LD)
who you think are either 1S% likely or 75% unlikely to graduate from high school.
To help you make your nomination you are provided with a list of personal
characteristics and environmental factors that research has shown to be related to the completion
or non-completion of high school studies. Please use the following scale to rate the student in
relation to each of these characteristics and factors.
1
Low

2
Moderate

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS
To what degree do these characterize the student?
1. Ability to command the positive attention of adults
2. Comfort and satisfaction with his circumstances
3. Appropriateness of interaction with peers and teachers
4. Suitability of solutions to problems
5. Clearness of long term goals
6. Clarity of educational and occupational expectations
7. Cognitive functioning (unrelated to linguistic abilities)
8. Severity of specific learning disabilities
9. Degree of self-confidence
10. Frequency, duration, and degree of aggressive behavior
11. Frequency, duration, and degree of
antisocial/delinquent behavior
12. Existence of substance abuse

3
High
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1
Low

2
Moderate

3
High

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXTS
To what degree are these factors present in the life of the student?
1. Structured home life
2. Family togetherness and well-being
3. Receiver of other's positive expectations
4. Familial observance of traditions and celebrations
5. Participation in activities involving extended family
6. Availability of adult mentor (outside of family circle)
7. Mother's literacy
8. Personal positive early school experiences
9. Attendance and punctuality
10. Working relationship between parents and school
11. Negative social experiences related to race and ethnicity
12. Incidence of expulsions and suspensions

Comments:

Now that you have taken the time to rate the student, and based on what we have discussed,
please place him an X on the scale that represents your most accurate prediction about his
likelihood to graduate from high school.

75% likely
to graduate

unsure

75% unlikely
to graduate
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PARENTAL CONSENT FORM
"COMPARISON OF HISPANIC STUDENTS WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES WHO
ARE EXPECTED TO GRADUATE AND THOSE AT RISK OF NON-COMPLETION"

I AM BEING ASKED TO READ THE FOLLOWING MATERLM. TO ENSURE THAT I AM
INFORMED OF THE NATURE OF THIS RESEARCH STUDY AND OF HOW I WILL
PARTICIPATE IN IT. IF I CONSENT TO DO SO. SIGNING THIS FORM WILL INDICATE
THAT I HAVE BEEN SO INFORMED AND THAT I GIVE MY CONSENT. FEDERAL
REGULATIONS REQUIRE WRITTEN INFORMED CONSENT PRIOR TO PARTICIPATION
IN THIS RESEARCH STUDY SO THAT I CAN KNOW THE NATURE AND RISKS OF MY
PARTICIPATION AND CAN DECIDE TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT PARTICIPATE IN A
FREE AND INFORMED MANNER.
PURPOSE
The purpose of the project is to learn about the school and home of a total of 10 Hispanic
students who are receiving special education services.
My child

and I are being invited to

participate
voluntarily in the above titled research project because his teacher(s) believes that he is a
good informant on matters related to his schooling.
SELECTION CRITEIUA
Students who either are expected to graduate or are believed to be at risk of not finishing
their high school studies, will be selected by their teachers. Those students who are considered to
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be most capable of providing their thoughts on their education, will be selected for the research
study.
PROCEDURE(S)
If I agree to participate, my child and I will be asked to conscnt to the following:
a. Three 50 minute interviews with my child
b. A 50 minute observation of my child, in the classroom
c. A 50 minute interview with me concerning matters related to my child and his/her
education.
d. Allow a 50 minute interview with one of his/her teachers related to his/her education
e. Allow a 50 minute interview with either the principal, school psychologist, or
counselor, on matters related to my child's education.
RISKS
There are no known risks to people that choose to participate in this study.
BENEFITS
Although participants will not perceive direct benefits, the results A411 accrue to society
in the sense that knowledge of school-related experiences of Hispanic students is potentially
generalizable information.
CONFIDENTIALITY
The confidentiality of what is either discussed or observed is assured. Only the
researcher, Sandra Engoron-March, her research assistant, a graduate student in Education, and
advisor, a professor in Special Education and Rehabilitation at the University of Arizona, will
have access to the information that is obtained through the interviews or observation.
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AUTHORIZATION
BEFORE GIVING MY CONSENT BY SIGNING THIS FORM, THE METHODS.
INCONVENIENCES, RISKS, AND BENEFITS HABE BEEN EXPLAINED TO ME AND MY
QLIESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I L^ERSTAND THAT I M.A.Y ASK
QUESTIONS AT ANY TIME AND THAT I AM FREE TO WITHDRAW FROM THE
PROJECT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT CAUSING BAD FEELINGS. MY PARTICIPATION IN
THIS PROJECT MAY BE ENDED BY THE INVESTIGATOR OR BY THE SPONSOR FOR
REASONS THAT WOULD BE EXPLAINED. NEW INFORMATION DEVELOPED
DURING THE COURSE OF THIS STUDY WHICH MAY AFFECT MY WILLINGNESS TO
CONTINUE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT WILL BE GIVEN TO ME AS IT BECOMES
AVAILABLE. I UNDERTAND THAT THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE FILED IN AN
AREA DESIGNATED BY THE HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE WITH ACESS
RESTRICTED TO THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, SANDRA ENGORON-MARCH, OR
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SPECIAL EDUCATION AND
REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT. I UNDERSTAND THAT I DO NOT GIVE UP ANY OF
MY LEGAL RIGHTS BY SIGNING THIS FORM. A COPY OF THIS SIGNED CONSENT
FORM WILL BE GIVEN TO ME.

Subject's Name

Date

Parent/Legal Guardian

Date

Witness (if necessary)

Date
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INVESTIGATOR'S AFFIDAVIT
I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the above project. I hereby certify
that to the best of my knowledge the person who is signing this consent form understands clearly
the nature, demand, benefits, iind risks involved in his/'her participation and his,'her signature is
legally valid. A medical problem or language or educational barrier has not precluded this
understanding.

Signature of Investigator

Date
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FORMA DE CONSENTIMIENTO DE LOS PADRES

"Comparacion entre Estudiantes Hispanos con Problemas de Aprendizaje
que se Espera Graduen y los que se Consideran en Riesgo
de no Terminar sus Estudios" (1998-1999)
SE ME ESTA PIDENDO LEER EL SIGUENTE MATERIAL PARA ASEGURAR QUE
ESTE INFORMADO DE LA NATURALEZA DEL ESTUDIO DE INVESTIGACION Y
CUAL SERA MI PARTICIPACION EN EL. SI ES QUE CONSIENTO A HACERLO. EL
RRMAR ESTA FORMA INDICARA QUE HE SIDO INFORMADO DE ESTA MANERA.
Y QUE OTORGO MI CONSENTIMIENTO. LOS REGLAMENTOS FEDERALES
REQUIEREN DEL CONSENTIMIENTO INFORMADO ESCRTTO PREVIO A LA
PARTICIPACION EN LA INVESTIGACION PARA QUE YO CONOZCA LA
NATURALEZA Y LOS RIESGOS DE MI PARTICIPACION Y PUEDA DECIDIR
PARTICIPAR 0 NO PARTICEPAR DE UN MODO LIBRE E INFORMADO.
PROPOSITO
El proposito de este proyecto es aprender acerca de la escuela y el hogar de un total
de diez estudiantes hispanos que estan recibiendo servicios de educacion especial.
Mi hijo

y yo (nosotros) hemos recibido una invitacion a

participar voluntariamente en el proyecto de invesdgacion senalado arriba porque su(s)
maestro(s) cree que puedo (emos) proporcionar informacidn significante sobre asuntos
relacionados con la escuela.
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CRITERIO DE SELECCION
Lxjs estudiantes que se espera graduen, o son considerados en peligro de no concluir
sus estudios de high school, seran seleccionados por los maestros. Aquellos estudiantes que
son considerados mas capaces de proporcionar sus reflexiones sobre la. educacion, seran
seleccionados para esta investigacion.
PROCEDIMIENTO
Si consiento/sentimos, mi hijo y yo (nosotros) seremos invitados a participar en los
siguiente:
a. Tres entrevistas de 50 minutos con mi hijo.
b. Una observacion de 50 minutos de mi hijo dentro de un salon de clase.
c. Una entrevista de 50 minutos conmigo (con nosotros) concemiente a asuntos
relacionados con mi hijo y su educacion.
d. Permitir una entrevista con su(s) maestro(s) de 50 minutos de duracion,
relacionado con su educacion.
e. Permitir una entrevista de 50 minutos con o el director de la escuela, el psicologo
escolar o el consejero, sobre asuntos relacionados con la educacion de mi hijo.
RIESGOS
No hay riesgos conocidos para las personas que eligan participar en este estudio.
BENEFICIOS
Aunque los participantes en el estudio no percibiran beneficios directos, los resultos
de este beneficiaran a la sociedad en el sentido de que un conocimiento de experiencias de
los estudiantes hispanos relacionadas con la escuela, es informacidn potencialmente
generalizable.
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CONFIDENCIALffiAD
La confidencialidad de todo lo que sea dicho u observado se asegura. Solo la
investigadora, Sandra Engoron-March, su asistente de investigacion quien sera un estudiante
graduado en Educacion, y una directora de tesis, profesora, de Educacion Especial y
Rehabilitacion en la Universidad de Arizona, tendran acceso a la informacian a ser obtenida
a traves de las entrevistas u observacidn.
COSTOS DE LA PARTICIPACION Y COMPENSACION AL SUJETO
No hay costos para los participantes en este projecto de investigacion. Puedo obtener
mayor informacion de la investigadora principal, Sandra Engoron-March, M. A., (520)
621-7822. Si tengo (tenemos) alguna pregunta concemiente a los derechos de mi hijo y mis
propios derechos, puedo comunicarme a la oficina del Comite de Sujetos Humanos a] (520)
626-6721.
AUTORIZACION
ANTES DE CONCEDER Ml CONSENTIMIENTO CON FIRMAR ESTA FORMA, LOS
METODOS, INCOMODIDADES, RIESGOS, Y BENERCIOS ME HAN SIDO
EXPUCADOS Y MIS PREGUNTAS HAN SIDO RESPONDIDAS. ENTIENNDO QUE
PUEDO HACER PREGUNAS EN CUALQUIER MOMENTO Y QUE TENGO
LIBERTAD DE RETIRARME DE ESTE PROJECTO EN CUALQUIER MOMENTO SIN
QUE ESTO PROVOQUE SENTIMIENTOS NEGATIVOS. Ml PARTICIPACION EN
ESTE PROJECTO PUEDE SER SUSPENDEDA POR LA INVESTIGADORA POR
RAZONES QUE ME SERIAN EXPUCADAS. NUEVA INFORMACION QUE SURJA
DURANTE EL CURSO DE ESTE ESTUDIO QUE PUEDA AFECTAR MI VOLUNTAD
DE CONTINUAR EN ESTE PROYECTO DE INVESTIGACION ME SERA
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PROPORCIONADA A MEDIDA QUE SE PRESENTE. ENTIENDO QUE ESTA FORMA
DE CONSENTMIIENTO SERA ARCHIVADA EN UN LUGAR DESIGNADDO POR EL
COMTTE DE SUJETOS HUMANOS CON UN ACCESO RESTRINGIDO A LA
INVESTIG.^ORA PRINCIPAL, SANDRA ENGORON-MARCH, 0 A UN
REPRESENT AT ANTE DEL DEPARTAMENTO AUTORIZADO DE EDUCACION
ESPECIAL Y REHABIUTACION. ENTIENDO QUE NO RENUNCIO A NINGUN
DERECHO LEGAL AL FIRMAR ESTA FORMA. ME SERA ENTREGADA UNA
COPIA FIRMADA DE ESTA FORMA DE CONSENTMTTENTO.
Nombre del Sujeto

Fecha

Padres/Tutor

Fecha

Testigo (de ser necesario)

Fecha

DECLARACION JURADA DE LA INVESTIGADORA
He explicado cuidadosamente a los padres del sujeto, la naturaleza del proyecto
senalado arriba. Certifico que, a mi mejor conocimiento la(s) persona(s) que firman esta
forma de consentimiento entiende(n) claramente la naturaleza, las demandas, los
beneficios, y los riesgos comprendidos en su participacidn y que su(s) firma(s) es (son)
legalmente valida(s). Un problema medico, de idioma o inmedimento educativo, no ban
afectado esta comprension.
Firma de la Investigadora

Fecha
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ASSENT FORM FOR THE PROJECT
Your mother/father have told me that it is okay if I talk with you about school,
observe you in the classroom, speak with your teacher(s), and possibly with other people
at school. Do you understand? Are you okay with this?

Name and Signature of Subject

Date

Signature of Researcher

Date
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FORMA DEL CONSENTIMIENTO DEL HUO

Tu(s) papa/mama me ha(n) dicho que esta bien que hable contigo referente a la
escuela, te observe en el salon de clase, hable con tu(s) maestro(s) y posiblemente
tambicn con otras pcrsonas cn la cscucla. ^Enticndes tcdo? ^Estas de acuerdc con lo
arriba senalado?

Nombre y Firma del
Sujeto

Fecha

Firma de la Investigadora

Fecha
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APPENDIX E

Ill

INTERVIEW GUIDE AND CATEGORIES

Questions

Categories

For Parent(s):
1. What would you like to tell me about your

Sociocultural background

home towns?
2. How does the family celebrate holidays and

Sociocultural background

other important occasions?
3. Can you tell me about your relatives and

Environmental Contexts

friends?
4. How would you describe where you live?

Environmental Contexts

5. What schooling has each member of the

Sociocultural Background

family attained?
6. What have been some of the experiences of

Sociocultural Background

individual family members?
7. What language(s) do the family members

Sociocultural Background

speak in the home?
8. In returning to Mexico part of the family's

Sociocultural Background

plans?
For Student:
9. What are some of the things you like to do?

Personal Characteristics
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10. How would you describe your school?

Environmental Context and/or
Academic Achievement

11. Do you know why you were placed in

Environmental Context, Personal

special education? Why?

Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

12. What is it like to be in special education?

Environmental Context, Personal

Tell me about it.

Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

13. What are your favorite classes?

Environmental Context, Personal
Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

14. What classes do you think will be the most
important for you in the future?

Personal Characteristics, Academic
Achievement

15. What do you think teachers can do to help

Environmental Context, Personal

you learn the lessons?

Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

16. What do you think teachers sometimes do

Environmental Context, Personal

that makes it difficult for you to learn?

Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

17. When you have to do an assignment at

Environmental Context, Personal

school, how do you go about it?

Characteristics and/or Academic

Achievement Achievement
18. How do you think teachers decide what

Environmental Context, Personal

your grades will be?

Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

19. Who helps you with your assignments at

Environmental Context, Personal

home?

Characteristics and/or Academic
Achievement

20. Can you tell me about the kids at school?

Environmental Context

What are the kids that you hang out with like?
21. How would you describe yourself as a
student?
22. What are your goals for high school?

Personal Characteristics and Academic
Achievement
Personal Characteristics and Academic
Achievement

23. What kind of work do you see yourself
doing once you are out of school?
24. What can you tell me about your EEP?

Personal Characteristics and/or
Academic Achievement
Environmental Context and/or
Academic Achievement

25. Have you been involved in extracurricular

Academic Achievement and/or

activides? If so, what are they and how many

Personal Characteristics

hours a week do you spend on these?
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26. If you could change some things about

Environmental Contexts and/or

school, what would you change?

Personal Characteristics

27. Is there anything you would like to add?

(Any of the components)

Parent:
28. What school experiences do you believe
have been particularly important for your son?
29. In what ways do you reward your son for
his efforts to learn?
30. How would you describe your relationship
with your son's school?

Environmental Contexts and/or
Academic Achievement
Sociocultural Background and/or
Environmental Contexts
Sociocultural Background and/or
Environmental Contexts

31. What reports do you receive from your

Sociocultural Background, Academic

son's teachers?

Achievement and/or Environmental
Contexts

32. What do you believe is your role in your

Sociocultural Background and/or

son's education?

Environmental Contexts

33. What do you see your son doing once he is

Sociocultural Background and/or

out of school?

Environmental Contexts

34. Do you believe your son's school is

Sociocultural Background and/or

contributing to the fulfillment of your

Environmental Contexts

expectations for him?
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Guide for Interviews with Parents and Student
Explanatory Note: This project is about schooling, the family and neighborhood. I am
interested in knowing the parent's and
's (name of student) points of
view on issues related lo schooling.
First Interview
Family's Sociocultural Background
1. What would you like to tell me about your family?
2. How does the family celebrate holidays and other important occasions?
3. Can you tell me about your relatives and friends?
4. How would you describe where you live?
5. What schooling has each of member of the family attained?
6. What have been some of your (individual family members') schooling experiences?
7. What language(s) does the family speak at home?
8. Is returning to live in Mexico part of your plans?

Student's Environmental Contexts
To student:
9. What are some of the things you like to do? (Interests/activities)
10. How would you describe your school?
11. Why were you placed in special education?
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12. What is it like be in

's (name of special education teacher) class

(receiving special education services)? Tell me about it.
13. What are your favorite classes?
14. Are there any classes that you would rather take?
15. Which classes do you think will be the most important to you in the future?
16. What can teachers do to help you learn the material and do the assigned work?
17. What do teachers do that makes it hard for you to learn the material or do the assigned
work?
18. When you study on your own at school, how do you go about it? What about at
home? Do you read at home?
19. How do teachers decide what your grades will be?
20. Who works with or helps you at school?
21. Tell me about the kids at school. What are the kids that you hang out with, like?
22. How would you describe yourself as a student?
23. What are your goals while in high school?
24. What kind of work do you see yourself doing once you are out of school?
25. What can you tell me about your lEP? Have you been involved in writing your EPs?
26. Have you been involved in extracurricular activities? Which ones? Do you work? If
so, about how many hours a week?
27. If you could change some things about school, what would you change?
28. Is there anything you would like to add or ask me?
To parent:
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15. What school experiences do you think have been particularly important for your son?
16. What are some of your son's learning activities and interests?
17. In what ways is

(son's name) rewarded for his efforts to learn?

18. How would you describe your relationship with your son's school?
19. What reports do you receive from your son's teachers?
20. What do you believe is your role in your son's education?
21. What do you see your son doing once he's out of school? What are your thoughts
about he graduating from high school?
22. Do you believe that school is contributing to the fulfillment of your expectations for
your son?
23. Is there something else you would like to talk about?

Second Interview
Familv's Sociocultural Background
1. Can you tell me about some of the things related to this family's story?
2. What are some of stories of each of you?
3. Can you tell me about some of your experiences related to school?

Environmental Contexts
4. Tell me about some of

's (name of son) school experiences. (How long

has he been receiving special education services?
5. What were some of the things that helped

(name of student) in school?
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6. What do you think it has been like for your son to receive special education?

7. What were some of the things that have made school difficult for (name of student)?

Third Interview
Environmental Contexts
To parent:
1. How do you believe family members help

(name of student)

with his schooling?
2. What do you think are some things about this family that make it helpful for
(name of student) to do well in school?
3. What do you think are other things that make it difficult for him to do well in school?
To student:
4. Tell me about some things you do in the classroom. How are they important for you?
5. Can you tell me some things about school that are good or bad for you as a student?
6. How do you think school will help you do what you would like to do once you leave
school?
7. If you think about what you have told me in these interviews, how do you think of
yourself as a student?
8. Do you see yourself graduating from high school? Tell me about it.
To parent:
9. If you think about what you have told me in these interviews, how do you see things?
10. What would you like to add to what we have talked about? What are your thoughts?
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APPENDIX G

GUIDE FOR CATEGORIZATION OF INFORMATION
Student and Family
Introduction
Parents' History
Origins
Education
Migration
Occupations
Family's Lifestyle in America
Description of Neighborhood and HomeTies to Mexico
Acculturation
Children's Schooling
Achieyement
Learning enyironments
Personal Characteristics of Student
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TEACHER REPORTS AND ARCHIVAL REVIEWS
Data was gleaned from in-depth interviews. Secondary sources of data were the
students' cumulative and special education files. These files contained information on,
for example, students' academic achievement, health and developmental history and
results of the psychoeducational evaluation(s) and Individual Educational Plans (lEPs).
First, the data obtained from teachers and through archival reviews of the three
students who were nominated as "likely to graduate from high school" (LGHS), will be
presented. This will be followed by the data pertaining to the students who were
nominated "75% unlikely to graduate from high school" (UGHS). The order of
presentation will be the following: 1) Francisco, 2) Juan Manuel, 3) Esteban, 3) Luis, 4)
Fabian, and 5) Glen.
I. Francisco
Teacher Report
Francisco (pseudonym) was nominated by two of his teachers as a student who
was (LGHS). He was rated high on all positive items of the "Personal Characteristics"
subscaJe, e.g., problem solving, self-confidence, etc.
However, he received a moderate rating on "Clear direction towards long-term
goals" but rated as exhibiting low cognitive functioning and presenting evidence of a
severe learning disability. While teachers indicated that Francisco's home-life was highly
structured, positive, and supportive, they were unable to provide further information or
corroborative instances of his relationship with family members.
Archival Review
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Francisco was bom in the late 1980's, in the capital of a northern Mexican state,
when his father and mother were 37 and 26 years old, respectively. The mother's
pregnancy was not without medical concern; she experienced high blood pressure that
endangered the fetus, at six months gestation. Upon reaching term, the mother's period of
labor required emergency delivery by Cesarean section, and she remained hospitalized
three weeks after the child's birth. Francisco weighed approximately seven pounds at
birth. The expected developmental milestones, crawling, walking, and talking, were
reported to be age appropriate. Toilet training was secured and without incident, at 28
months.
Francisco emigrated to the U.S. with his parents when he was five years old. His
only brother, Jesus (pseudonym), was bom shortly after the family's arrival. Although
Francisco completed kindergarten in his current city of residence, he transferred to a
school in a border city to attend first grade. Upon the family's return to this medium-sized
southwestern city, Francisco continued his education. Records indicated that Francisco
was enrolled in Bilingual Education since he began his school career; however, this
special program was not available to him in first grade. School attendance and
punctuality had been recorded as excellent during all of his school years.
As a S"' grade student, Francisco was judged to be making slow progress in
Language arts and as a result was referred for psychoeducational assessment in his
dominant language, Spanish. The Oral Form of the Language Assessment Survey (LAS)
was administered and Francisco scored within the category of "Limited English Speaker"
(LBS). This reflects a minimal command of the English language. Although his auditory
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acuity was found to be within normal parameters, visual screening performed by the
school nurse suggested the need for corrective lenses.
A comprehensive psychoeducational evaluation was completed when Francisco
was approaching his tenth birthday (4"' grade). Behavior and manners in the classroom
were judged appropriate. On the Escala de Intelisencia Wechsler para Ninos-Revisada
(EIWN-R) the student obtained a Verbal Intelligence Quotient of 73, and a Performance
Quotient of 102, the difference between the two suggesting relative strength in non-verbal
reasoning, i.e., spatial relationships, and sequencing, rather than on tasks that require
expressive and receptive language skills. The Full Scale score he achieved revealed an
Intelligence Quotient of 85 that is within the low average range.
On the subtests of the EIWN-R that measure freedom from distractibility,
Francisco scored within the average range in short-term visual memory, visual recall,
attentional skills, and symbolic associative skills. Nevertheless, he scored in the low
average range for numerical reasoning, mental computation and application of basic
arithmetical processes, as well as skills involved in immediate auditory memory and
auditory sequencing. On the Adaptive Behavior Scale (ABS), Francisco neither
demonstrated an understanding of the functions of a clock nor did he know the months of
the year.
Francisco was administered the Baten'a Woodcock Psico-Educativa en Espanol,
to secure grade equivalent scores in academic skills. He obtained scores of 1.1 in
Reading, 2.8 in Mathematics, and 1.8 in Written Language. These scores evince low
average skills in Mathematics, yet this is a relative strength compared to his below
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average skills in Reading and Written Language. Francisco's decoding and reading
comprehension skills were found to be significantly low and a language assessment was
requested. Although Francisco's receptive vocabulary was found to be limited, he
displayed acceptable general expressive skills in Spanish.
Because of the discrepancy between Francisco's cognitive reasoning abilities and
his achievement in the areas of Reading and Written Language, he was found to be
eligible to receive special education services. The results indicated that Francisco met the
school district's criteria for placement in the Special Education Program for students with
specific learning disabilities (SLD). Among the recommendations was inclusion in
developmental language activities. Testing results indicated that he did not qualify for
speech-language services.
Also recommended in the psychoeducational report, were the instruction of
reading skills in the areas of decoding and comprehension, improvement of math skills in
the area of calculation and reasoning, improvement of written expression, and provision
of positive feedback for effort and completion of tasks.
Longitudinal review of the annual lEPs, written since Francisco first qualified to
receive special education services, reflect definite progress toward established goals.
Since Francisco was in fourth grade, and goals were developed for the areas of Reading,
Writing, and Mathematical Reasoning, he has continued to receive services in the
resource room of special education. The amount of special education services he
received had been less than 21% of the school day.
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Upon entrance to middle school, Francisco scored within the range of "Fluent
English Speaker" (FES) on the LAS-Oral. However, his Reading and Writing scores
placed him in the "Limited English Speaker"(LEP) range, and resulted in the decision to
continue his instruction in English as Second Language (ESL) classes with the
consultation of the special education teacher.
As a response to his test profile, Reading Comprehension was to be taught in
Spanish. In the most current EBP (1998-1999), a list of accommodations was provided,
e.g., one-on-one assistance and flexible time allowance for the completion of
assignments.
When in sixth grade, he was administered the Stanford Achievement Test (which
is in English), and he obtained the following grade equivalent scores: 3.5 in Total
Reading; 2.8 in Total Mathematics; and 3.4 in Language.
Francisco obtained the following grades for the first semester of 1^ grade: "A" in
Mathematics Bilingual/LD, Physical Education, and Language Bilingual/LD; "B" in
Language Arts/Spanish and English as a Second Language; and a "C" in
Science/Bilingual.
2. Juan Manuel
Teacher Report
Juan Manuel was nominated by two of his teachers as LGHS. They awarded him
high ratings on all the positive items of the "Personal Characteristics" subscale, and low
ratings on the negative items, other than "severity of specific learning disabilities" which
they judged as being moderate. In the same manner, they rated him as high on all items of
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the "Environmental Contexts" subscale, other than the item related to "mother's literacy"
(which reflected their misconceptions).
Archival Review
Juan Manuel was 12 years old and had two older sisters, Aida and Evelina, five
and three years his seniors, and a baby brother. Roberto. 10 1/2 years younger than he.
The student attended Head Start for two years, and preschool and kindergarten through
fifth grade, at one elementary school. At the time of the study he was enrolled in the sixth
grade of middle school. Juan Manuel had received special education services since
preschool.
The mother experienced some health-related problems when she pregnant with
Juan Manuel. During the last five months of pregnancy, Mrs. P required bed-rest due to
cervical bleeding that presented at the fourth month. Juan Manuel was bom full-term, by
Cesarean section. His weight at birth was seven and a half pounds. Mrs. P's previous
deliveries also required Cesarean procedure. One of his feet was turned in and this slight
anomaly would require future orthopedic attention. Throughout his childhood, getting
him to wear an elastic "twister" during the day, became an involved struggle. He alleged
that the pressure of the orthopedic device annoyed him.
Juan Manuel has a history of high blood pressure and kidneys problems that
required a hospitalization in his preschool years, for a period of a week.
The student was noted to be a very social, orderly and obedient little boy with a
good attention span. He met all developmental milestones other than those related to
speech and muscle tone, and both his vision and hearing were good.
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At the age four and a half, he was diagnosed as having dysarthria when enrolled
in the preschool program, demonstrating moderate to severe articulation difficulties due
to poor oral-motor coordination. The speech-language pathologist rated his over-all
intelligibility as fair to poor. He would get frustrated when peers and adults did not
understand him. Nevertheless, his language abilities were satisfactory, for example, he
was able to produce "nice, long sentences with appropriate grammar."
While he was in kindergarten, an occupational therapy evaluation (OTE) was
performed with the intention of determining what the most appropriate educational
placement would be for him. The OTE results indicated that Juan Manuel had made
significant gains in the classroom by participating in a structured, multi-sensory program.
He had improved in the area of locomotion but not in terms of balance and ball skills.
The recommendation was that he continue to receive tactile and kinesthetic training.
Although his weight problem was not believed to be affecting his motor coordination, his
mother was instructed to persist in monitoring his weight gain because of his tendency for
childhood obesity.
In elementary school, Juan Manuel was placed in a bilingual "cross-categorical,
self-contained classroom" where he received special education services under the dual
classifications of SLD and speech/language impairment. In second grade, at the age of
eight, he was re-assessed. The psychoeducational report indicated that Juan Manuel did
not read nor write at a level appropriate for his age. Results on the speech/language
evaluation demonstrated that he had moderate to severe articulation difficulties, but that
his expressive language abilities were age-appropriate. He demonsU"ated a significant
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academic need in Reading. The recommendation was that Juan continue in the
speech/language program to improve the intelligibility of his speech. SLD programming
was also to be continued.
At the time of the three-year, physical therapy re-evaluation, it was noted that he
had made good progress with his motor skill development and demonstrated willingness
to try new activities. Consequently, it was recommended that he continue to receive
physical therapy.
When he was in fifth grade, his language proficiency in English was assessed. He
achieved a level of 2 that corresponds to the category of "Limited English Speaker"
(LES), and a level of 1 in Reading and Writing, corresponding to "Non-English Speaker."
For the first semester of sixth grade, he earned an A in Language Bilingual/LD, Bs in
Band and Spanish Language Arts, and Cs in Bilingual Mathematics, English as a Second
Language, and Bilingual Social Studies.
3. Esteban
Teacher Report
Esteban's (pseudonym) two teachers nominated him as LGHS, rating him on the
scale, as satisfactory on both "Personal Characteristics" and "Environmental Contexts".
Nevertheless, the teachers reported the existence of several negative factors within the
categories of (a) severe learning disabilities, (b) mother's limited literacy, and c) mother's
low involvement in her son's education.
Archival Review
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Esteban, an 8th grade student, was 15 years old at the time of this study, and the
youngest of five children. His two male siblings were high school dropouts. His oldest
brother, Federico (pseudonym), 21 years old, was married and had two infant children.
Juan Carlos (pseudonym), 17 years old, had experienced several short-term entry-level
jobs. Both sons had living arrangements outside of the family home. Esteban's female
siblings were Alicia, (pseudonym), who was 20 years old, a high school graduate, and
Gloria, (pseudonym), who was 16 years old, a 10'*' grade student. Mrs. S, the mother, was
42 years old and unemployed; the family received public assistance in the form of food
stamps, and housing.
Esteban was bom in the United States, five years after his mother had emigrated
to Arizona. He was a full-term baby and was bom in a hospital. His mother stated that
she received scheduled medical attention the last four months of this pregnancy, and was
healthy throughout the nine months. Esteban had a healthy childhood. His early
development was satisfactory except for a moderate delay in the development of
expressive language, e.g., at the age of five he was using "his own language" to
communicate. Although family members would correct his speech, they would
unconsciously encourage his linguistic eccentricities.
When Esteban was four years old, his father left the home and there had been no
contact with him since then. The mother said that in response to his parent's departure,
Esteban became stubborn and temperamental, and would cry out for his father when he
became frustrated. His entrance to a Head Start program was canceled due to the onset of
soiling and lack of urinary control, possibly related to his recent loss. Although he
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continued to wet himself during naptime, Esteban's schooling began the following year
with his entrance to kindergarten. His speech development and acquisition of basic
concepts were delayed, for example, he was slow to learn the colors, numbers and letters
of the alphabet.
Abilities and skills requiring gross motor coordination, e.g., running, riding a
bike, dressing and bathing, were accomplished easily. However, he was delayed in tasks
that required fine motor coordination, such as writing and tying his shoelaces. Esteban
enjoyed participating in sports such as basketball and soccer.
When he was a young child, he played house, dolls, or school with his sister,
Gloria, and her friends. The mother reported that he usually adopted the role of the baby
or the father. When he did not get his way, he would get angry and throw things at his
playmates. The mother believed that Esteban was able to get along well with people once
he got to know them.
.Although the reason for referral was unknown, an psychoeducational evaluation
was completed in a neighboring school district, when he was five years old and in
kindergarten. Test data indicated that Esteban was functioning at approximately a three to
four year old level. In third grade, when he was nine and a half years old, a second
psychoeducational evaluation was completed. At that time, he was just beginning to
develop English language skills. His reading and written language skills in Spanish were
significantly delayed. Although his mathematical knowledge and skills were stronger than
his language skills, they too, were somewhat delayed. It was believed that auditory
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processing and visual-motor-integration difficulties were impeding his ability to acquire
academic skills.
Two years prior to this study, when the student was enrolled in sixth grade, he was
reassessed. The child study team noted no visual or auditory deficits. During the
administration of the tests, he was attentive and worked hard, but gave up easily on verbal
tasks. On the Escala de Inteligencia Wechsler para Ninos-Revisada (EIWN-R), he
obtained a Verbal Intelligence Quotient of 66; a Performance IQ of 85; and, a Full Scale
IQ of 73. The difference between the two sub-scores suggested that Esteban had strengths
on tasks requiring non-verbal reasoning that involved a visual and motor component, as
opposed to his poor verbal reasoning and long-term memory abilities. In terms of his
academic skills, on the Bateria Psico-Educativa WJ-R en Espanol, he attained age
equivalent norms of 3.0 in Reading; 3.5 in Mathematics; 2.0 in Written Language; and
3.1 in General Knowledge.
Esteban met the criteria for classification of SLD, due to the significant
discrepancy between his intelligence quotient and his achievement in the areas of Reading
and Written Language. An lEP was written to address his academic needs.
When enrolled in the eighth grade, Esteban's special education teachers described
him as respectful of school authorities and peers, well behaved, and very motivated to
learn. He was seldom absent from school. In 1998 an IE? was written to meet his needs
in the areas of Reading, Written Language and Mathematics. It was noted that his
decoding and reading comprehension levels were equivalent to second grade. In
Mathematics, he was reported to be performing at a level equivalent to 2.5 grade.
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Esteban's academic schedule involved several classes each day, within the
bilingual special education program: English as a Second Language, Mathematics, and
Social Studies. The remainder of his daily classes within general education, were Science
(taught in Spanish), and English as a Second Language, at Level 3. Esteban's favorite
subjects were Physical Education, and an additional English as a Second Language course
that was offered within the context of special education.
4. Luis
Teacher Report
Luis was nominated by two of his teachers as UGHS. They limited their high
ratings to only two positive items of the "Personal Characteristics" subscale. They are
"Self confidence," and "Comfort and satisfaction with his circumstances." Conversely, on
negative items such as "Severity of specific learning disabilities," "Aggressive behavior,"
and "Antisocial/delinquent behavior," they gave him elevated ratings.
However, they did rate him high on many of the positive items of the
"Environmental Contexts" subscale, such as "Family togetherness and well-being," and
"Familial observance of traditions and celebrations," but gave him low ratings on
"Positive early school experiences," and "Existence of an adult mentor outside of family".
His special education teacher wrote the following on the rating scale: "Luis has
been timed-out, given detention and always gets in trouble during passing periods." His
English as a Second Language teacher wrote the following: "Luis is quite active in class,
making noises. (He) Gets physical with other students, etc."
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Archival Review
It was difficult to obtain information on Luis' early development because his files
were incomplete and somewhat difficult to read. A nurse had not personally filled out the
Health and Developmental History. Rather, Luis' mother had responded to the questions
on the form designed by the District, and consequently, the available information is scant
and also difficult to decipher due to orthographic unconventionality. The following was
ascertained.
Luis was 13 years old at the time of this research study. He had attended
preschool through fifth grade in one school, and was repeating 6'*' grade in middle school.
The student was bom when his mother and father were 29 and 35 years of age,
respectively. His brother, Genaro (pseudonym), had been bom nine years earlier and his
sister, Laura (pseudonym), was bom five years before his arrival.
The mother's health was good during the pregnancy, and the birthing process was
reportedly without complications and a half of an hour in duration, the child weighing
approximately 11 pounds. Luis met developmental milestones at the expected age, for
example, he began to walk when he was one year old.
Mrs. C described Luis, at eight years of age, as warm, considerate, mischievous,
and playful, noting that he was also timid, and that his anger was easily provoked. His
parents "talked to him" to obtain his obedience. The extent of his recreational activities,
were playing with his friends after school, and his responsibilities within the home, were
minimum.
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Luis was referred in 3"* grade, for a psycho-educational evaluation to be
conducted in Spanish, due to academic difficulties within the classroom. His teachers
reported that he was functioning at a pre-primer level in reading and was also low in
mathematics. The child study report indicated apparent difficulty in processing language,
especially verbal directions. He vision or hearing problems were noted.
Luis was observed in his general, 3"* grade bilingual classroom. He was trying to
write a summary of a story but was able to do no more than write the letters "r" and "a"
repeatedly, while he sung and drummed his pen and pencil.
During the formal assessment situation, Luis worked slowly and did not appear to
be motivated. Minor articulation difficulties were noted and he did not follow directions
well. Although he did finish all the subtests, the bilingual psychometrist did not believe
that he was particularly cooperative.
To obtain an evaluation of Luis' cognitive abilities, EIWN-R was administered
and the following results were obtained: Verbal Intelligence Quotient: 68; Performance
Intelligence Quotient: 85; and Full Scale Intelligence Quotient: 74. This last score fell
within the borderline range but the school psychologist's qualifying statement was, given
Luis' bilingual/bicultural background, his Verbal Score, and therefore his Full Scale
Score, were likely deflated estimates. The difference in scores might also suggest that
Luis had strengths on tasks requiring non-verbal reasoning rather than strengths in
expressive and receptive language skills. Luis displayed difficulty on the subtests
measuring freedom from distractibility. He demonstrated below average attention and
memory in both the auditory and visual areas.
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The Bateria Woodcock Psico-Educativa en Espanol was administered to assess
his academic strengths and weaknesses. In the cognitive areas, Luis obtained results
ranging from low average to borderline (on the Full Scale and Oral Language clusters).
On the measure of academic achievement, Luis obtained below average results in all
areas. He experienced the most difficulty on the subtests measuring reading ability.
On the communication segment of the Adaptive Behavior Scale (ABS), Luis
scored low in the ability to read and write, and speak clearly in complete sentences. In
the area of Daily Living Skills, he scored low in understanding the function of money and
reading the time on the clock, knowing days and months, and practical knowledge.
Although he was observed to laugh and smile appropriately, and had a fairly large group
of friends, his score on the Socialization portion of the Scales, was in the low range. The
teacher also rated Luis' fine and gross motor skills as below average. Speech and
language skills were also evaluated and the results showed that Luis appeared to have an
extremely low receptive vocabulary when compared to other Spanish-speaking children
his age.
The results of the evaluation indicated that Luis met the criteria to be placed in the
special education program for students with specific learning disabilities. Further
recommendations involved developing an educational program to improve his academic
skills and knowledge. The EEP that was developed addressed his weaknesses in all three
basic academic areas: Reading, Writing, and Mathematics. Programming in speech and
language was scheduled to increase skill levels of his receptive and expressive language.
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As required by law, the student was re-evaluated three years later when he was in
S''* grade. Although he continued to exhibit mild deficits in the areas of receptive and
expressive language, his language skills were commensurate with his cognitive abilities.
A further recommendation was that speech and language services be discontinued.
Luis was enrolled in bilingual education in middle school. Tutoring and
accommodation were provided to assist him in completing assignments in the classroom
and at home, but he nevertheless failed Reading, Language Arts, and Science. Near the
conclusion of the school year, it was indicated that in spite of the strengths he exhibited
when involved in-group projects, performance deficits were noted related to effort,
distractibility, non-completion of tasks, and failure to prepare for tests. The
recommendation was that Luis repeat sixth grade. Individual tutoring and study skills
were to be provided, and greater parent involvement sought "to monitor completion of his
assignments."
At the conclusion of his initial enrollment in sixth grade, he was administered the
Stanford Achievement Test (SAT), with accommodations that involved testing him at a
3rd grade level. He obtained the following grade equivalents: 2.4 in Total Reading, 2.2 in
Total Mathematics, and 2.5 in Language.
At the end of the first semester of his repeat enrollment in sixth grade, he achieved
the following report card grades: "C" in Electives; "D" in English as a Second Language,
Language Bilingual/LD and Mathematics Bilingual/LD; and "F' in Language
Arts/Spanish, and Science/Bilingual.
5. Fabian
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Teacher Report
Fabian was noniinated by two teachers as ULHS. They rated him within the low
range on all the positive items, and within the high range on negative items, on the
"Personal Characteristics" subscale. His teachers communicated their perceptions of
Fabian as a student with little ability to command the positive attention of adults, in
addition to exhibiting aggressive, antisocial behavior.
On the "Environmental Contexts" subscale, his teachers rated him within the low
range on all the positive items except one (Familial observance of traditions and
celebrations), and high on all three of the negative items. For example, they placed him
within the low range on the positive item "structured home life," and within the high
range of the negative item "Incidence of expulsions and suspensions." His special
education teacher offered the following comment: "I have no idea how (the underline
was his) Fabian will ever succeed!"
Archival Review
At the time of this study, Fabian was 13 years old and enrolled in seventh grade.
In terms of Fabian's past health history, his 16 year-old mother was provided with
prenatal medical care throughout the nine months of pregnancy. A general anesthetic was
administered in preparation for the natural delivery that occurred after two days of labor.
The child was bom head first, with the use of forceps and weighed 11 pounds. The
pediatrician declared him healthy. The mother declared that there were no feeding
problems throughout infancy. For the most part, he was a healthy child and except for
language, he met developmental milestones at the expected ages. His verbal
communication was a challenge, his speech was unclear, and he was unable to produce
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sentences when in first grade. His mother was concerned that she and others were
frequently unable to understand him but thought that possibly he spoke better English
than Spanish. Although people made fun of his speech, he would not be angered; he got
along well with peers and adults.
Fabian had no significant illnesses but reportedly suffered head-traumas twice
before his second birthday. A fall down two steps necessitated two stitches, and a fall off
the kitchen table occasioned a cut in his left eyebrow. He received regular checkups
until his mother crossed the border with him when he was three-years of age. Periodical
medical check-ups were discontinued because of lack of health insurance once they had
settled in the United States.
His health history during his preadolescent years included observed excessive
motor activity that appeared to be getting progressively more severe. The mother's
attempts to control his behavior involved spanking. It was reported that Fabian, most
often would fall asleep over the application of these disciplinary measures. Although he
was described as a "happy child," there were behavioral and emotional problems
observed in the home, for example, yelling loudly, nail biting, talking back, and difficulty
with sitting still.
The student liked violent, suspense-filled movies, particularly horror films. His
favorite was "Charlie," about a puppet who came alive and murdered people. At home,
the child would often switch, against his mother's orders, to cable television programs for
adults. Fabian was believed to be extremely susceptible to the influence of others and
there was fear that he would become involved in gang activity.
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Fabian attended two schools from kindergarten through elementary school, with
no retentions. When he attended 2second grade he was referred for a bilingual
psychoeducational evaluation due to his lack of readiness skills, poor retention,
distracubility, and inability to complete assignments. No problems were noted when his
vision and hearing were screen. On the ABS, Fabian was reported to neither read nor
write at appropriate levels for his age. He was noted as behaving inappropriately during
transition or unsupervised periods on the socialization subdomain. A language
assessment was complete and Fabian demonstrated a functioning level significantly
below the average range in all linguistic areas.
The school psychologist observed him during a science lesson. Fabian was seated
toward the front of the classroom, next to another student. He looked at the textbook
when asked to do so but he soon began talking to a classmate, while making intermittent
attempts to attend to the lesson. He soon requested permission to use the restroom and
did not return until seven minutes later, at dismissal time.
Fabian showed good motivation during testing. His articulation problems became
apparent early in the test situation, while the school psychologist attempted to establish
rapport. Tests results revealed a Verbal Intelligence Quotient of 78, Performance
Intelligence Quotient of 92, and a Full Scale Intelligence Quotient of 84. These scores
indicate that Fabian was functioning within the low average range of intelligence. A
higher level of performance was noted on tasks that do not require verbal skills than on
those that demand the use of language. Although he scored within the average range on
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visual memory tasks, he demonstrated very low-average ability on subtests requiring
auditory memory and auditory sequencing.
The Bateria Woodcock Psico-Educativa en Espanol was administered to evaluate
his academic skills and he was found to be functioning within the low average range in
Mathematics and Writing, and below the average range in Reading.
As a result of the significant discrepancy observed between his global intelligence
quotient and the scores he achieved on the academic test, he was placed in the special
education program for students with SLD. He received instruction in Reading, Writing
and Arithmetic in the resource room for 45 minutes, three times a week. The school
psychologist recommended that Fabian's speech-language skills be reevaluated within
two but no reference to this assessment was found in the files.
A comprehensive psychoeducational reevaluation, as required by law, was carried
out three years later. A behavioral observation was made in his special education class.
He was predominantly off-task but when his attention was guided, he was able to respond
appropriately to a question the teacher directed to him. On the ABS, it was noted that he
did not read or wrote, ffis test scores were responsible for the decision to maintain him in
a special education program for students with SLD, and provide him with speechlanguage therapy.
Due to his slow progress in developing academic skills, his SLD programming
increased from a half to a full school day (self-contained setting). His independent
reading was at a kindergarten level. It was noted that his fear of failure was "the hardest
thing to overcome," and that he would become easily frustrated; e.g., if a learning activity
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were interrupted, he would become disorientation and fearful of returning to the task at
hand.
He was referred for instruction over the summer months in order to maintain the
small gains he had made in Language Arts. His teacher's opinion was that his mother
would be unable to provide him with the support he required during the vacation period.
Three years later, based on previous testing and observations of his level of his
academic skills, he was maintained in the special education program. Fabian continued
within a self-contained setting, for Mathematics and Language Arts, for six periods a day,
and was mainstreamed for content classes and elective courses. He took English as a
Second Language within the special education setting. Fabian received additional support
from instruction assistants, when attending mainstreamed classes.
At the time of this study, Fabian's areas of strength were reported to be drawing,
participation in class activities, and capacity to remain on task when motivated. His
attendance and punctuality were poor. The student's weaknesses were noted to be short
attention span, initiating and remaining tasks, Reading and Writing, and social skills.
His teacher characterized him as disruptive, e.g., he was easily distracted by
activities being carried out by the students, and he tended to distract and disturb them
while walking around the classroom. He had not achieved the goals established on his
TFP but was reportedly making some progress. Frequently, he appeared to have learned
content but by the following class was unable to recall it. Inexplicably, his grades did not
corroborate the evaluative assessments made by his teachers, as they were predominantly
Bs.
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On the Multi-Disciplinary Conference Report, his special education teacher and
the school psychologist noted that he exhibited many behaviors typical of Attention
Deficit- Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). School authorities had made numerous
attempts to modify his behavior but these proved unsuccessful. For a period of five
weeks, he had remained in detention because he had "horsed around" in the lunchroom.
In sixth grade, Fabian was administered the SAT with accommodations that
involved testing him at a second grade level. He obtained the following grade
equivalents: 2.8 in Total Mathematics, and 2.7 in Language. For unknown reasons, he
was not tested in Total Reading.
Fabian obtained the following grades for the first semester of seventh grade: "A"
in Exploratory; "C" in Language Bilingual/LD; "D" in Language/LD and Reading
Skills/LD; and F in Mathematics/Bilingual.
6. Glen
Teacher Report
The special education teacher, Mr. Morelos (pseudonym), nominated Glen
(pseudonym) as a UGHS. He was described as a student having poor motivation for
learning and poor social skills. The teacher also noted that Glen was frequently the
provocateur of conflicts among classmates. The teacher said that Glen demonstrated
aggressive antisocial/delinquent behavior and that his relations with authority figures
were strained.
On the "Personal Characteristics" section of the rating scale, the teacher reported
that the student's cognitive functioning was in the low-average range. He observed that
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Glen exhibited a lack of self-confidence and he believed that the student had limited
educational and occupational expectations. Glen was rated "moderate" on items related to
negative early school and social experiences, in addition to those associated with race and
ethnicity. Glen's scores were elevated on items related to incidences of absenteeism,
suspensions and expulsions.
At the conclusion of the informal interview with Mr. Morelos, he reiterated his
belief that Glen was unlikely to attain a high school diploma. Notwithstanding this
perception, he voiced his confidence that the student would cooperate with this research
effort, stating that although Glen's writing skills were poor, he was sufficiently verbal to
potentially make him a good informant.
Although the ESL teacher who was also asked to rate Glen on the scale,
consistently placed him in the moderate range on both the "Personal Characteristics" and
"Environmental Contexts" sub-scales, she stated her belief that he was unlikely to
graduate from high school.
Archival Review
Glen's parents were in their mid 40s at the time of this study, and were both
employed in light industry. Their are two sons, Jacinto (pseudonym), a 14 year old, S"*
grade student, and Glen, age 11, a 6'*' grade student, both had been classified as leaming
disabled and were currently receiving special education services.
A review of the special education and cumulative files provided the following
information. Glen was bom while his mother, then 31 years old, was aboard a train in the
northern region of Mexico. The delivery was not without incident and presented medical
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complications. The parents were unable to provide information related to the ages that
Glen achieved developmental milestones. They further revealed that as a child Glen
displayed emotional problems. When he was enrolled in elementary school, overt
behavioral problems were noted, e.g., hitting, kicking, fabricating stories, and difficulty
remaining on task.
Speech and language problems were evidenced when Glen was in kindergarten.
His fourth grade teacher rated his motor skills as somewhat below average, but ranked
him low in oral communication, daily living skills, and socialization. It was at this grade
level that Glen was observed to occasionally display aggressive and inappropriate
behaviors. There was a suspension from school for a day because of reported improper
behavior with a female classmate.
When in the 6'*' grade. Glen enjoyed playing soccer and participating in running
competitions. In his free time, he liked to accompany his parents for drives in the city,
and go shopping with them. Although Glen's motivation for learning was initially good
during the time of this study, he emphatically voiced his dislike for attending school. His
parents feared he would not continue his studies through middle school.
Glen attended kindergarten in two different schools that were located in
neighboring districts. He was enrolled in one elementary school from first through fifth
grade. In the second grade, in response to concerns voiced by several teachers. Glen's
linguistic abilities were evaluated. Although he exhibited difficulty with blending sounds
and his reading comprehension was decidedly below grade level, assessments by the
speech/language pathologist concluded that Glen did not qualify to receive
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speech/language services. Vision and hearing problems were determined to be within
average parameters.
Glen was referred for psychoeducational assessment when he was in fourth grade
due to learning difficulties in all the academic areas, as well as apparent speech and
language problems. Spanish was used in the administration of all assessment instruments.
For each of the last three years, Glen had obtained a score of I out of a possible 5
in English, on the LAS, reflecting a minimal acquisition of the English language.
Adaptive behavior was assessed using a form designed by the special education
department of the school district. Glen's skills, that is to say, language, motor, and
academic skills, and socio-emotional development were all determined to be below
average.
On the standardized test instrument, the EIWN-R, Glen obtained a Verbal
Intelligence Quotient of 79, a Performance Intelligence Quotient of 91, and a Full Scale
Intelligence Quotient of 84. On the verbal sub-tests. Glen's scores ranged from 2 (on
Information) to 8 on subtests involving abstract reasoning, basic arithmetic computation,
and logical reasoning in social situations. Testing indicated that his verbal intelligence
was in the slightly below average area. On the Performance Scale, sub-test scores placed
Glen more securely in the mid-average range of intellectual functioning. He attained
scores from 9 to 12 on the Performance Scale. Glen demonstrated below average ability
on the subtests measuring freedom from distractibility.
On the Bateria Woodcock Psico-Educativa en Espanol, a standardized
measurement of academic skills. Glen obtained scores significantly below his general
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intelligence quotient. The grade equivalents were Reading, 2.6, Mathematics, 3.6; and
Written Language, 2.7. According to the above test data. Glen was functioning within the
average range in Mathematics but in the below average and deficient ranges, in Written
Language and Reading. Glen obtained results on the language assessment tests, that fell
within the average range, except for the auditory memory subtest (sentence repetition),
where he scored one standard deviation below the mean.
The recommendations made by the school psychologist were to place the student
in the category of SLD and provided him with special education services. His poor
performance in the areas of decoding, reading comprehension, and writing were to be
addressed. An EP. written for Glen's sixth year of education, included goals for Reading
and Writing. Two periods daily of special education were programmed.
In sixth grade. Glen was caught drawing gang-related graffiti on school property.
The advisor, a staff member who was responsible for handling disciplinary issues,
asserted that Glen was indifferent to the school's behavior code. She stated that he was
uncooperative and unwilling to acknowledge his wrongdoing. The advisor described him
as "non-repentant." She added that he did not appear to be concerned about what his
parents though of his school performance or aggressive, overt behavior.
While this research was on going, Glen was involved in school-related problems
that required police intervention. He was accused of being the instigator of the theft of a
fellow-student's bicycle. Although the parents of the child did not press charges. Glen
was suspended from school for three days. When I questioned his mother about this
matter, she exonerated him of all responsibility regarding the alleged robbery.
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